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DON'T BE FOOLED. 
DON'T LET THE TRADITIONAL CONTROL FACE 

FOOL YOU -this new audio console from Wheatstone 
sports some of the most advanced DIGITAL FEATURES 
available on the market today. How about serial port con- 
trol of all switch, fader and 8- character source 
display settings for true integration with rout- 
ers and automation systems? Four stereo mix 
busses with simultaneous digital and bal- 
anced analog outputs? Dedicated phone 
modules with DSP generated mix -minus for 
easy control of two to four callers? 

But don't stop: optional DSP- equipped 
modules allow programmable ducking with 
gain reduction and master /slave selection, 
digital input attenuation, pan /balance, 4 -band sweep EQ 
(plus sweep high pass), compressor /limiter with threshold, 
ratio, attack, release and makeup gain -all on each input! 

A meterbridge router controller panel can run our new 
Wheatstone rackmount switcher for hundreds of additional 
inputs. Add simultaneous VU and digital peak metering, 
analog and digital input modules, totally modular hot -swap 

design, plus a PC -based setup program that 
allows quick configuration of all displays, 
mutes, tallies, machine starts and mix -minus 
assigns (once set the PC is removed for con- 
sole stand -alone operation) and you begin 
to see the power that lies behind this intu- 
itively simple control surface. 

SOUND LIKE SOMETHING YOU'RE 
LOOKING FOR? Give us a call here at 
Wheatstone and ask about the brand new 

D -600 DIGITAL AUDIO CONSOLE -our sales engineers 
would love to tell you more! 

AWheatrtone Corporation 
600 Industrial Drive, New Bern, North Carolina 28562 (tel 252- 638- 7000 /fax 252- 637 -1285 /email: sales @wheatstone.com) 
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Our encoders have the one feature 
you've been waiting for. A future. 

And now, your DTV future holds even more flexibility. Introducing Harris' expanded 

family of ATSC MPEG -2 encoding systems- -the 2 -rack unit UniCoder SD and 

UniCoder HD, and the 5 -rack unit FlexiCoder VS5 --all joining the original, 

top- capacity FlexiCoder VS21. These encoding solutions are available in 24 

configurations --from basic, single -channel standard definition or high definition 

encoding to fully redundant, multi -channel HD encoding. And their flexible, 

modular designs allow for easy plug -in upgrades and expansions. We're also intro- 

ducing next -generation software for our entire encoder line, with video -enhancing 

HD Compression Management, SD Statistical Management, Closed Caption and PSIP 

solutions. The Harris encoding family. A future of flexibility. 

next level solutions 

WIRELESS 

BROADCAST 

COMMUNICATIONS 
PRODUCTS 

!CRIS 
1-800-4-HARRIS ext. 3083 www.harris.com /communications / Communications 
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OR HD PRODUCTION, 
OUR CLIENTS WON'T 

SETTLE FOR LESS THAN 
HE BEST, AND NEIT R 
AN YOU. 

nd for no- compromise HD production tools, 

here can only be one source: Panasonic. . `` y- 1 .133100 

AK-HCBBO 

nasonic's Gold Standard solutions include 

he AK -HC800 series, the first true 1080i studio 

nd field production cameras; the industry 

tandard AJ- HD2700 multi -format D -5 -HD 

0 bit 4:2:2 tape recorder; AV- H53000 series 

igital compositing switchers, with unique 

ntegrated 3D digital effects option, and the 

Itimate in ATSC inter -format compatibility, 

he AJ- UFC1800 Universal Format Converter. 

etworks, production houses, and video industry 

eaders have come to rely on Panasonic to 

rovide the very best High Definition solutions 

vailable. So, if your vision includes HD, you 

now that "good enough" simply isn't. In HD, 

there can be only one standard: Gold. 

AJ-H02700 

i 
tion on the latest Panasonic , -800-528-8601 (Upon request enter product code 8) 
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ON THE COVER: Home Shopping 
Network in St. Petersburg. FL show- 
ing the Vela RapidAccess video 
server. 
Photo by: Jason Marsh Photogra- 
phy, Tampa. FL. 
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FREEZE FRAME 
A look at the technology that shaped this industry. 

Do you remember? 
This January, 1984 issue 
focused on ENG cameras. 
Selected readers who can 
name at least three of the 
cameras (including company 
and model) covered in the 
article can win Broadcast 
Engineering T- Shirts. Hint: 
there were 13 companies 
manufacturing cameras at 

that time. Today, there are 
seven. Send responses to: 
brad_dick@intertec.com. 
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From prcducts that capture the imagination to the technology that brings it home, 

Phyips his the solutions for the digital television age. Visit us at NAB `99 and see 

how we can put the power of the future to work for you. To learn more, call us toll 

fret at I -B00 -962 -4287 or see us on the Internet at www.broadcast.philips.com 
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Kennard's army of lawyers 
Dtd you hear about the guy who killed radio? While scanning some recent news sources, I ran across 
an article about FCC Chairman William Kennard. In the story, he was called, "The Man Who 

Killed Radio." The story was about the FCC's recent proposal for micro radio whereby just about 
anyone who can sign their name can have their own radio station. The article was theorizing that 
Kennard's zeal to promote minority radio station ownership would, instead, kill the entire radio 
industry. I wonder if he now has TV in his sights. 

While speaking at a recent media conference, Kennard described how wise the FCC had been in (not) 
defining new rules for digital TV. "When it carne time to finalize digital TV standards...many 
broadcasters and mamrfrrturers were focused on providing clear; sharper and prettier pictures for their 

audiences...But we at the FCC said that DTV is not only about 
prettier pictures. So, we left it (standards) open... (giving) broadcast- 
ers flexibility in how they use DTV," he said. 

He then went on to threaten TV broadcasters, warning them away 
from any attempt to slow the digital process by saying, "You don't 
want me and an army of FCC lawyers coming in and telling you 
what to do." 

How dare you threaten us Mr. Kennard! What we really have are 
1400 TV stations and 85 million TV homes looking for direction, 
not threats. Secluded in your Potomac tower, you've promoted a 

system where stations are now required to spend millions for a new 
tower, transmitter and antenna. Yet after we've made this invest- 
ment, the 70 percent of our audience which is hooked to cable can't 
even get the new signal. 

The real reason more stations haven't jumped to digitalis precisely 
because the FC :C has not adopted standards - especially with respect 
to reception equipment. Why don't the new TV sets have built -in 

tun ers? It's because there's no standard. Right now, a consumer would need three set -top boxes (all of 
which don't exist) just to get local TV, cable and satellite. Recording these signals is a whole other set 
of incompatibility problems. 

The FCC didn't used have a problem in setting standards. I recall when the FCC first required UHF 
tuners in TV sets. Later, the FCC demanded that TV sets include stereo decoding and then closed 
captioning. What we now have is the Hundt/Kennard philosophy of no standards are the best 
standards. 

So, while Kennard doesn't seem to have a problem imposing new taxes on us, when it comes to 
guaranteeing that our new TV sets will work with both cable and local broadcast signals, he's quick 
to deny culpability. Kennard and his pack of legal dogs have done little to resolve the remaining issues 
of digital transmission except blame others. His recent offer to "facilitate rather than regulate" is 
nothing but rhetoric, and really means lack of leadership. 

May I suggest, Mr. Kennard, that you fire that "army of FCC lawyers" you've threatened us with and 
replace them with engineers who will solve the remaining technical problems. Then maybe, just maybe, 
you won't become known as The Man Who Killed TV, too. ./ "&-`11 
Brad Dick, editor 

Send comments to: 
direct: brad_dick @compuserve.com 
website: www.broadcastengineering.com 
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Introducing 
Next Generation ilp conversion A J I LA. 

When Our Space Meets Your Space.. 

G?U/LA 
PCON VER TER 

SPACE 
TC) GROW 

AQUILA 
More than you'd expect from a DN /HDTV Upconverter. For a lot less than you'd expect ! 

/N 1 t II /\ 
Next- generation 3D adaptive interpolation technology - Conceived in the Stellar Series frame - For a universe of possibilities... 

I I It STELLAR SERIES FRAME 
A highly modular, 4RU housing frame built to accommodate multiple Aquilas (up to 4 Aquilas in 1 frame) 

A Q U ILA Up to 4 Aquila Upconverters in one Stellar Series frame 

Standards: 480p/720p 

1035i/1080i/1080p 

4 :2 :2 (601) and /or NTSC inputs 

ND serial digital and /or component analog output 

www.miranda.com 
1-800-224-7882 

Advanced adaptive 3D interpolation 

Full cropping, zoom and aspect ratio control 

Full power supply redundancy 

Modular architecture provides maimum/lexibility 

and expandability 

Tel. 514.333.1772 
Fax. 514.333.9828 
Saint Laurent,(Oc) 
lanada 

le (12) on Free Into Card 
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Miranda Technologies inc. 
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Peanut protest 
Editor: 
I just read your editorial on peanuts in 

airplanes (BE, September 98) and had 
to respond. Perhaps understanding this 
strain of allergy and its effects could 
illuminate you as to the deeper issue, as 
opposed to "peanut haters" you con- 
demned in your article. 1 have a friend 
that is allergic to peanuts. 

When I first I met him about 10 years 
ago, he ate a cookie that was supposed 
to be free of peanuts. His throat started 
closing down like a video camera iris. He 
had to be driven to the hospital to have 
his stomach pumped and he was uncon- 
scious when he arrived. The chopped 
peanuts in the cookie in combination 
with his allergy almost killed him. 

You were in error when condemning 
"peanut haters." If you think 4:1:1 
video sampling is an unforgivable com- 
promise, or thought BetaMax should 
have proliferated instead of VHS, I can 
understand. But ranting and raving 
about being denied a couple ounces of 
peanuts on a plane ride is over the top. 

Now if you want to talk about plane 
passengers with carry-on bags that won't 
fit in the overhead compartments.... 

GREG HERTFELDER 

AUDIO -VISUAL PROJECT MANAGER 

CERNER CORP. 

GREG: 

Thanks for following up on the pea- 
nut controversy. Your description of 
what happened to your friend is pre- 
cisely what can be expected when one 
has an allergic reaction to any of a 

multitude of chemicals. It's not just 

peanuts. People can have similar aller- 
gic reactions to everything from per- 
fume to cat hair. Adults can carry an 
eppi -pen, but children aren't so fortu- 
nate. For those with allergies, it must be 
an ongoing challenge to avoid what the 
rest of us never notice. From that stand- 
point, banning peanuts would be only a 

start. But then where would we stop? 

BRAD DICK 

EDITOR 

Towering winners 
February's Freezeframe contest gener- 

ated more responses - and correct an- 
swers - than I expected. The question 
concerned the September 1983 cover 
showing the famous San Francisco tow- 
er on Mt. Sutro. 

Here are a few of the responses from 
those who not only knew the key date 
but also had personal experience in the 
tower's history. 

Some of the winners: 
The Freezeframe in the February 1999 

issue of Broadcast Engineering is a pic- 
ture of the Sutro Tower in San Fran- 
cisco. Excavation for the tower foot- 
ings began on Feb. 23, 1971, and the 
construction of the transmitter build- 
ing began in June. Broadcast transmis- 
sions began in July of 1973. 

The tower was fabricated by Kline Iron 
and Steel of Columbia, SC. It is 977 feet 
high and 1811 feet above sea level. Harry 
Jacobs was the director of engineering 
for Sutro Tower Inc. during the construc- 
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tion and for a number of years after. 
Thanks for the trip down memory 

lane. There were lots of good times. 

LARRY POZZI 

DIRECTOR OF ENGINEERING 

WCPO -TV 
CINCINNATI 

Dear Brad, 
I believe actual preliminary construc- 

tion began in 1971, but due to the L.A. 
earthquake there was a redesign to up- 
grade the tower to a 7.0 or 7.5 or so. 

I was privileged to have worked at the 
tower in the 1980s. The elevator used to 
he quite a trip up and down, as it leans 
forward to the midsection, and then 
leans backward going on up. It had a 

nasty habit of quitting, as the interlocks 
would shift and give in at that mid 
point. I always carried a couple of clip 
leads to jump them out, and had to use 
them a couple of times. 

I took a full -around set of pictures 
when I knew I was leaving S.F. It was a 

beautiful, sunny day, and there was 
even a blimp in the air.Unfortunately, 
the film processor scratched the nega- 
tives when it was developed, and 1 have 
never had the good fortune to be in San 
Francisco on a perfect day with enough 
time to repeat the shoot. 

BEST REGARDS, 

ERNIE HOI'SEKER 

Other readers with the correct answers: 

Bill Struth 
Palm Bay, FL 

Dennis Heymans 
C.O.O. 
Micro Comm. 
Manchester, NH 

Joe Del Giudice 

Kevin Novak 
Gresham, OR 

Fred Stotler 

Don Boehert 
Madison, WI 

Rod Level! 
KCPT -TV 
Kansas City, MO 

Dan Roberts 
Andrew Corp. 
Orland Park, IL 

Each correct entry wins their choice of 
a BE T -shirt or reprint of the original 
tower article. See next month's Freeze - 
frame for your chance to win a Broad- 
cast Engineering prize. 
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To see where 

digital 
oiirig;'. is look no further than Quantel. We've 9 at 

everything you'll need to take your editing into the DTV age 

and beyond. kid we can show you stunning developments that will 

massively increase your editing productivity in everythirg from 

commercials to longform drama. 

NEW Background load - if you haven't got it. your edit sui:e simply 

isn t working as hard as it should be. 

NEW Dedicated plug -in power - hundreds off -the -shelf and the 

infinite potential to create your own. 

NEW More storage - so you can take on any job. 

NEW More power - get more work done in less time. win time for those 

all- important finesses. 

NEW DTV ready - future -proof technology that opens new business 

opportunities now . 

QUANTEL 

It all adds up to more productivity, more clients, more creative 

edge, and more revenue, so.... 

take a look at Ouantel 
and you'll get one more pleasant surprise too - the 

world's most versatile and productive editing systems are 

also more affordable than you ever imagined. 

EDITBOXR 
the seriously powerful on -line editor 

Call our 24 hour Editbox Hotline now: 1 800 218 0051 Ext. 820 
Quantel Inc., 28 Thorndal Circle, Darien, CT 06820 Tel: +1 203 656 3100 Fax: +1 203 656 3459 http: www.quantel.com 
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Digital 
Digital Betacam 

New PowerHAD'' wItlescreen CCDs 
12.bit DSP 

New cinematography features 

Betacam SX 
Extraordinary sensitivity 
Widescreen switchable 

Robust digital acquisition 
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With a single step the world entered a new era in space 

exploration. Just as a single step with Sony takes your news operation into a new 

digital era. That's because Sony gives you the most extensive line of SDTV -Ready camcorders Domtal Betarom Family 

today to meet your needs. BETACAM SX`, for example, originates the MPEG ¢:2:2 algorithm directly in the camcorder 

so you can transmit signals at twice real -time and ensure high server storage efficiency. Plus, you can use it directly in 

One small step with our DTV -Ready camcorders 

lets you take one giant leap into the digital world. 

editing and maintain the highest digital quality through to the Play to Air server via this global MPEG standard. 

Digital BETACAM; now expanded with three new camcorders, supports the highest quality 4:2:2 digital format making 

i for special events, documentaries and magazine shows. And for 

mobudget- conscious news acquisition, there's now widescreen DVCAMI" 

Betarow SI Family 

EA.3Ived from Sony's 15 -years of development, you'll find this entire SDTV line 

familiar in functionality with the features and performance you've been asking for. 

DVCAM Family 

To take that step into the widescreen DTV future, call 1 -800 -635 -SONY, ext.NA or visit www.sony.com /production. 

We're ready. Are you? 

I bVCAM 
DVCAM 

Range of camcorders for all tasks and budgets 
New high -end widescreen DSR -500WS 

New low -end switchable 16:9/4:3 DSR PD100 SONY 
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act more independently of the White 
House. He wants the FCC to submit its 
annual budget directly to Congress. It is 
currently included in the Office of Man- 
agement and Budget's request. Furcht- 
gott-Roth said, "The FCC does not 
need any intermediaries to communi- 
cate with Congress." He also has been 
known to call the administration's plan 
to impose spectrum -use taxes "irrespon- 
sible." 

Commissioner Susan Ness says that 
the FCC could eliminate rule- making 
delays by boosting the agency's engi- 
neering staff. To keep the various rules 
from getting mired in court fights, she 

says Congress 
should require 
challenges to 
FCC rulings to 
be filed with the 
federal appeals 
court in the Dis- 
trict of Colum- 
bia. Ness says 
that, "Too of- 

FCC Commissioner ten we see in- 
dustry players 
delay market - 

opening measures by challenging an 
FCC decision, or even a provision of the 
[law] itself, first in one court and then 

Susan Ness 

another." 
Taking a different tack, Commission- 

er Gloria Tristani praises many of the 
initiatives that tend to really provoke 
lawmakers. Her "E- rate" charge in- 
cluded in telephone bills to pay for 
wiring schools to the Internet is one 
good example. She says that it will 
"generate enormous social and eco- 
nomic benefits." 

For additional information, see a sum- 
mary of Chairman Kennard's testimo- 
ny before a House Subcommittee at: 
www.fcc.gov /Daily_Releasesi 
Daily_Business /1999/db990317/ 
nrmc9011.html 

Modulation battle 
brewing? 
By Brad Dick, editor 

The intensifying battle over modula- 
tion schemes raised its head at 

NAB99. It shouldn't have come as a 
surprise that the convention offered 
fertile ground for both sides of the issue 
to issue statements on the technologies. 

The ATSC issued a written brief sum- 
marizing the orga- 
nization's position 
on 8 -VSB modula- 
tion, especially 
with respect to how 
it compares to 
COFDM. The doc- 
ument, Digital Tele- 
vision -FAQ, is 
available at the or- 
ganization's web - 
site, www.atsc.org. 

It didn't take long 
for the folks at Sin- 
clair Broadcasting 
to get a copy and 
come up with their 
own response. In 
order to better understand some of the 
issues, be sure you download a copy of 
the brief. Here's what Nat Ostroff, vice 
president of new technology at Sinclair 
Broadcasting provided Broadcast En- 
gineering in response to the ATSC pa- 
per: 

tion tests recently conducted in Phila- 
delphia, PA. Perhaps this is to be ex- 
pected based upon the content of these 
findings. The broadcast industry is ill 

served by the inflammatory nature of 
the current debate. 

We wish to state as broadcasters the 
reasons for our concern and reduce the 
debate to an open discussion and eval- 
uation of the key issue - real world 
replication of service. After all, it is our 
sincere belief that the survival of free 
over -the -air broadcasting is at stake. 

position. 
Sinclair Broadcast Group conducted a 

series of tests in Philadelphia, PA. dur- 
ing the month of March, 1999. These 
tests were intended to be a "sanity 
check" on the real world receivability 
of the ATSC standard as compared to 
today's analog NTSC standard. The 
Philadelphia market was chosen be- 
cause it has four high -power UHF DTV 
stations on the air, along with a number 
of analog NTSC stations, all radiating 
from the same antenna farm. The tests 

were designed to 
ascertain the ease 
of reception of 
DTV as compared 
to that of the co- 
located analog sta- 
tions. Reception, 
inside of the City 
Grade and Grade 
A contours was the 
principle area of 
investigation. Nu- 
merous tests and 
reports have been 
published on out- 
door antenna re- 
ception of the 
ATSC standard 

signals, but little has been mentioned 
regarding indoor reception. 

35 

30 

0 
d 26 

15 

15 

COFDM Advantage 

ATSC Advantage 

Analog Reception 

COFOM 

8VSB 

-3 
Max Analog Ghost 

-15 
Multipath Level (db) 

Source: ATSC 

The need for more tests 
Sinclair finds itself at the center of a 

heated debate concerning its published 
findings regarding ATSC indoor recep- 

Sinclair was interested in how the 
reception of multiple ATSC signals 
would compare to the reception of an- 
alog stations indoors. The "criteria for 
success" of the multiple sites was estab- 
lished. If analog signals could be re- 
ceived with good quality indoors, then 
DTV would be expected to be received 
without extraordinary efforts or over- 
sized antennas. This is in keeping with 
the published Consumer Electronics 
Manufacturers Association (CEMA) 
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Coverage is the key 

Sinclair decided to run reception tests 
because we believe the assumptions 
which have guided the ATSC scientific 
testing method can lead to inappropri- 
ate conclusions regarding coverage and 
a broadcaster's notion of service repli- 
cation. The assumption that good cov- 
erage is sufficiently defined only by 
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Tiernan produces the most 
comprehensive range of 
products for HDTV and SDTV: 

Modular, full- featured, MPEG -2 
and ATSC -complicnt encoders 

for 1080i, 720p, 480p 
and 480i 

"Plug -and play" multi -slot 
architecture supporting up 
to 160 Mbps digital payload 

Economical ATSC -compliant 
HDTV encoders with video 
rates from 10 to 20 Mbps 

Modular HDTV and SDTV 
receiver decoders that 
provide flexibility to network 
operations rf 

Tiernan products ore the 
leading edge in digital television 
technology. 

Contact us for digital television 
solutions that eliminate the 
brick walls of other systems. 

WA S `vfulll 
VfAIAW-1 

ni, 

l' 

. I'V 
/DI 

C. 

.. IERNAN 
Communications 

f 

5751 Copley Drive, San Diego, CA 92111 USA 
TEL: +1 619 587 -0252 FAX: +1 619 587 -0257 
EMAIL: info @tiernan.com WEB: http: / /www.tiernan.com 

Leaders in Digital Television 

Tierpan Communicatilons Limited 
8 Oriel Court, Omega Park 
Wilson Road 
Alton GÚ34 2YT England 
TEL +011-44-1420-544-200 
FAX: +011 -44- 1420 -88999 
EMAIL: info@tiernan.com 
Circle (6) on Free Info Card 
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receivability at the perimeter of the 
Grade B service area ignores market 
realities. It is the ease of reception by the 
consumer of a IV signal inside a sta- 
tion's principal area of economic inter- 
est, which is the City and Grade A 
regions of the station's coverage area, 
which is of major importance to broad- 
casters. 

If outdoor antennas and rotators are 
required to receive DTV where simple 
indoor antennas can receive analog tele- 
vision within these high signal regions, 
then DTV does not replicate today's 
coverage. Furthermore, the bright hope 
of using the DTV signal as a means to 
support a ubiquitous and wireless data 
delivery service to personal portable 
devices, a service that could offer a new 
economic model to help support the 
roll out of DTV, may be lost. 

It is the very replication of a station's 
coverage area that was the principal 
promise made to broadcasters by the 
ATSC when the FCC presented the stan- 
dard for adoption. It is a dangerous and 
foolish oversight if broadcasters con- 
centrate only on reaching out to the 
fringes of our Grade B and ignore the 
performance of the DTV standard in 
our most economically important re- 
gions. For this reason, Sinclair set out to 
determine how the ATSC 8 -VSB trans- 
mission standard performed, inside the 
Grade A coverage contour. The initial 
results have given rise to serious con- 
cerns. 

Unfortunately, the results of the Sin- 
clair tests were very disturbing. At all of 
the indoor sites where analog signals 

Lould be re- 
ceived, there was 
little or no reli- 
able DTV recep- 
tion, even with 
iversized anten- 

nas. The multi - 

pie receivers 
used included 
consumer prod 
ucts from three 
different manu 

facturers and were available to the pub- 
lic. 

Nat Ostroff 

Look at the numbers 
At NAB99convention, the AI-SC pub- 

lished and distributed a document (Dig- 
ital Television- Frequently Asked Ques- 
tions) attacking Sinclair's efforts as 
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New scanner rules 
Many news departments at radio and television stations use scanners. 

They also mount them in their mobile units so field crews can listen for 
breaking stories. But scanners aren't restricted to news bureaus. Are you, or 
do you know anyone who is, a scanner buff? Well, fundamentally there's 
nothing wrong with scanners except when it comes to being a listener. The 
FCC has recently imposed some restrictions on what a scanner is permitted to 
receive. With the adoption of docket number ET- 98 -76, Parts 2 and 15, the 
Commission's rules were amended to "strengthen, improve and clarify 
regulations prohibiting scanning receivers from receiving transmission from 
the Cellular Radiotelephone Service." 

This document encompasses everything from existing scanners to scanners 
that might be made in the very distant future. It addresses not only the 
manufacture of these devices, but any would -be perpetrator who might wish 
to modify the internal circuitry and/or programming so a scanner can receive 
cellular calls. They even addressed test equipment that might be needed in the 
manufacture of cellular equipment that could be used to listen to cellular calls. 

The bottom line is not only does the FCC not want you listening to cellular 
telephone calls, but Congress had directed the action, which includes perma- 
nently affixed labels reading: "WARNING: Modification of this device to 
receive cellular radiotelephone service signals is prohibited under FCC rules 
and Federal law." 

As the station engineer, check your scanners to ensure that they can't receive 
cellular calls. The Commission didn't make any suggestions on how to disable 
this function, but then maybe they were leaving that to your creative 
judgement. In any case, it wouldn't look good if the next time the FCC drops 
by they cite you for having one of these illegal devices. 

"based on a handful of unscientific and 
probably inappropriate comparisons of 
analog and digital reception." 

In the ATSC response, the organiza- 
tion published a chart from the exten- 
sive Australian dTTb report to demon- 
strate the documented 4dB S/N ratio 
difference of 8 -VSB (for the full reports, 
see www.comntslab.gov.au/lab /lectures/ 
dttbsntpc /sId00 Lhtm). There is no dis- 
pute over this figure. However, there is 

disagreement over the relevance of this 
figure to the implementation of any 
practical system. Further examination 
of this chart within its full intended 

At S/N ratios greater than 26db, ac- 
cording to the ATSC provided data, 8- 
VSB can require greater than 10dB 
more S/N than COFDM for equivalent 
multipath levels. In fact the chart shows 
that, if the ghost is greater than -3dB, 
the 8 -VSB system cannot be received at 
all, no matter how great the S/N ratio 
of the 8 -VSB signal. 

It's how you read the numbers 
Let's look at the relevance of this 4dB 

S/N difference (19dB -15dB S /N, see 

chart). There are those who believe 
that this is a significant advantage for 

The 8 -VSB standard is at a great disadvantage in 

precisely those areas which provide for the 

greatest value to broadcasters. 

context (refer to the above URL) shows 
that, contrary to the ATSC conclu- 
swns, the COFDM system is far supe- 
rior in those reception areas where 
indoor antennas are most likely to be 

employed. 

Broadcast Engineering May 1999 

8 -VSB. We disagree. It must be under- 
stood that this difference applies only 
to a limited set of conditions, namely 
those areas of low signal strength. The 
4dB S/N difference for 8 -VSB only 
conies into play in those reception ar- 
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Conceived with a vision, the Roswell" Facility Management System puts you in complete control of your 

digital future. Designed specifically for multichannel digital TV, the Roswell system provides complete workflow 

automation; from traffic scheduling to on -air operations. 

The Roswell system will manage your metadata and electronic program guides, along with the material, 

media, and playback resources in your facility. And Roswell tightly integrates with our new Bowser" Visual 

Asset Manager to let you see and hear digital material from the convenience of any PC workstation. 

To see the benefits of perfect vision, contact your nearest Odetics Broadcast representative today. 
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IT'S TIME 

FOR A 

GRASS VALLEY 

REUNION 

TOUR. 

Grass Valley fans are 

loyal. They're dedicated. 

And a few are slightly 

obsessed. But for good 

reason. It's music to 

our ears, hearing how 

many broadcast 
professionals learned their 

craft on our switchers 

and routers. How they 

prefer the look and 

feel of our production 
systems. And, most 

important, how they 

trust our technology. 

Our modular units 

are the roots of Grass 

Valley. Take a look at 

the latest Tektronix 

Grass Valley Products. 

You'll see designs 

that are functional, 
durable, and easily 
integrated. Just like 

we've been making 

them for the past 40 

years. Some things 

never go out of style. 

This show is definitely 
going to sell out. Get 

your tickets quickly. 

Call 1- 800 -TEK -VIDEO 

dept. 9943. Or visit 

www.Tektronix.com/VND /40 

Tektronix. i 
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LET THE GRASS VALLEY 

MODULAR PRODUCTS ROLL. 

Grass Valley's line up includes: Distribution amplifiers. 

Format conversion products. Digital synchronizers and 

delays. Analog sync pulse generators. And analog 

processing amplifiers. Our new offerings share the same 

proven performance and impeccable reliability that you 

have come to expect from Tektronix Grass Valley modular 

products. They're easily integrated into multi -format 

environments. They're an affordable solution for your 

move to digital. They're hot pluggable modules for 

uninterrupted operations. And for convenient 
serviceability, our new line also features front removable 

modules. Grass Valley is expanding the functionality of 

the high value, high density 8900 Series frame to 

accommodate needs for both analog and digital products. 

NEW FOR '99: 

8980TLS HDTV Tri -level Sync Converter 

8960DEC Adaptive Decoder 

8914 Dual AES Audio Delay DA 

8911 AES Audio Reclocking DA 

8900FSS Frame Sync Submodule 

8960ENC Encoder 

8981 FS 4:2:2 Frame Synchronizer 

8916 Dual AES Audio Tracking Delay DA 

8950ADC Component A -to -D Converter 

89S0DAC Component D -to -A Converter 

8920ADC Audio A -to -D Converter 

8920DAC Audio D -to -A Converter 

To get your backstage pass, visit tektronix.com /VND /Modular 

Grass Valley Products brought to you by Tektronix 
.,.,,.\., nJ to VIII 
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eas where outdoor antennae would most 
likely be used. In such situations it is 

likely that these antennae would be 

directional, high gain units inherently 
resistant to multipath conditions. 
Therefore, there is no advantage in the 

City and Grade A coverage area. In 
fact, the 8 -VSB standard is at a great 
disadvantage in precisely those areas 

which provide for the greatest value to 
broadcasters. 

We believe that the primary emphasis 
that has been placed by the ATSC on 
reception at the fringes is misguided 
and has led to a selection that is a poor 
choice for DTV. When the entirety of 
the Australian tests are read, and the 
published results are interpreted with- 
in the context of relevant requirements 
for broadcasters, it is clear why the 

Australians chose COFDM. 
Let us be clear, we do not discount the 

salue of good reception in any cover- 
age area. It has been stated that to 
achieve equivalent coverage with 
COFDM in the fringe area, significant- 
ly greater transmitted powers will be 

required. However, in the context of 
the Australian reporting of real world 
conditions and performance, there is 

no relevant difference in the transmit- 
ted power requirements for 8 -VSB or 
COFDM providing equivalent coverage. 

Sinclair is not promoting any stan- 
dard. We are promoting the concept 
that any successful standard must ful- 
fill the promise made to us. That prom- 
ise is the complete replication of to- 
day's coverage. We do not underesti- 
mate the magnitude of the tasks at 
hand in re- characterizing the transmis- 
sion system. We are, however, con- 
cerned with the performance of the 
present system. Do we risk proceeding 
down the road of 8 -VSB with the prom- 
ise of future implementation gains, a 

promise that we are asked to take on 
blind faith? A failure of 8 -VSB will, 
without question, relegate the over - 
the -air broadcaster to becoming just 
another cable program provider. 

Sinclair has called for a real consum- 
er -based comparative test. We will pro- 
ceed and may the best standard win. 

Look for a complete discussion of 
DTV reception results in one station's 
tests, which will be carried in the July 
issue of Broadcast Engineering maga- 
zine. 

New digital consumer format 
Don't ever tell a broadcaster that this or that is for home use only, 

especially if they are a small market station trying to save a few bucks. 

Many stations across the country still use S -VHS machines in on- the -air 
service, and you can bet that when the consumer version of a digital 
videotape machine is available, many broadcasters will take a very 
close look. 

That time is not too far away. JVC and Sony have joined forces for a D- 
VHS/1394 VCR. Sony, who is promoting its i -Link (IEEE -1394 related 

technologies), will combine forces with JVC's D -VHS format in a strategy 

aimed at positioning the D -VHS recorder as the most practical digital 
video recorder for home networks that use the 1394 serial interface. 

To help avoid any copy -protection problems, the D -VHS format features 
bitstream record- 
ing, in which the 
input signal and 
output are stored 
as scrambled 
data. In addition, 
Hitachi, Intel, Pa- 

nasonic, Sony 
and Toshiba have 

proposed a digi- 
tal transmission 
content protec- 
tion scheme for 

JVC's D -VHS with IEEE 1394 interface is aimed at becom- 
ng a new prosumer standard. Thirteen major VCR manu- 

facturers have lined up in support. 

1394 to prohibit 
illegal duplica- 
tion. They believe 
a 1394 -equipped 

D -VHS deck will have ample copy protection. Other copyright protection 
measures will be employed as well. 

With the ability to bring in signals via the i -Link 1394 technology, there 
is no reason this machine can not be used for most any application. 
The limiting factor in the older S -VHS was the quality due to a number 
for analog factors including signal -to- noise. In digital, signal -to -noise 
is not as big of an issue as it is in analog, so don't be surprised to see 

these units in commercial applications. That may not be limited to 
smaller markets either. 

IEEE -1394 has already been adopted in the consumer realm for output 
of DV camcorders. But JVC and Sony plan to devise technology to send 

MPEG -2 data through the 1394 link, making it possible to connect D- 
VHS decks to set -top boxes for recording digital broadcasts. 

Although JVC licenses the D -VHS and Sony the 1394 i -Link, a total of 
13 major VCR manufacturers have lined up behind D -VHS, with three 

companies - Hitachi, Panasonic and Philips Electronics - serving as 

technical advisors. That kind of support should remove any question as 

to what will show up in the marketplace. 
Several consumer manufacturers, including Sony and JVC, are working 

on the next generation disc system, which is reported to have a capacity 
of around 15GB. This is expected to be suitable for a home videodisc 
recording. 

Despite the advances in disc systems, it is expected that tape will be 

around for a while. Cost will be the major contributing factor in this area, 

as D -VHS will utilize the huge supply of VHS tape that has already 
accumulated. 
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Panasonic builds 
DTV center 

Panasonic, recently announced that 
it will strengthen its digital televi- 

sion development efforts around the 
world by substantially expanding its 
U.S. digital TV R &D center, Panasonic 
AVC American Laboratories Inc. (PAV- 
CAL). In addition to plans to expand in 
the U.S., it has also opened a new Euro- 
pean digital TV lab in Langen, Germa- 
ny. 

PAVCAL, will expand by nearly 30 
percent, bring its engineering staff up to 
100 engineers. The Burlington, NJ, lo- 
cation has been the center of the compa- 
ny's development of digital and high - 
definition TV products since 1982. To 
accommodate the new talent pool, the 
lab will break ground shortly on a new, 
substantially larger facility also located 
in the Burlington area. This expansion 
is expected to reduce the time required 
for development of digital television 
products for both consumers and broad- 
casters here in the U.S. and other parts 
of the world. 

"Panasonic is 
playing a key role 
in creating a 
whole new enter- 
tainment and in- 
formation indus- 
try made possible 
by the switch to 
digital and high 
definition televi- 
sion," said Jukka 
Hama1ainen, 
president of PAV- 

CAL. "We will 
continue to ht 
leaders in makin: 
this happen." 

The new ad- 
vanced television 
laboratory in Eu- 
rope, Panasonic 
AVC European 
Laboratory, was established last 
month and will add 80 engineers to 
the ranks of Panasonic's quarter of 
a million plus employees. Both the 
U.S. and the new European lab will 
work in close coordination with Pa- 
nasonic's laboratories and industrial 

Jukka Hanalainen, president of PAVCAL, and Sai Naimpally, vice 
president, shown with the digital set -top tuner /decoder developed 
by their laboratories in Burlington, NJ. 

resources in Japan. 
For more information on Panasonic, 

visit www.panasonic.com. 

Send questions and comments to: 
larry _bloomfield@intertec.com 

Why Choose A CORIOscan Computer -to -Video Converter? 

rba Four Good Reasons! 

Free Scala MM23OSE 
Presentation So 'haste 

With Each CORIOacan 

Up to 1600x1200 ResolutionAny Vertical Refresh RateUp to 6 -Line Flicker Elimination 
Mouse Emulation via RemoteAutomatic Image Size b PositionOn- Screen DisplaOigital 
Processing and FilteringComposite, S- Video, RGB, YUV Out.IR Remote ControlOverscan 
and Underscan2X Image Zoom and PanRS232 Remote ControlNTSC E PAL Switchable 

#1. Performance. Check the performance 
specs listed in this ad, or better yet, compare 
a CORIOscan side -by -side with any other 
product in its class. We challenge you to find 
more performance for the money. 

#2. Ease of Use. CORIOscan eliminates 
the setup hassles you've found when using 
other Scan Converters. Our exclusive 
AutoSetfeature makes setup a breeze - Just 
push a button and the image from the 
computer automatically fits exactly onto the 
TV screen. The settings are retained, even 
when the power is switched off, for dozens of 
different computers and resolutions. 

#3. Flexibility. Laptops to Workstations, 
and everything in between - PC, Mac, SGI, HP, 

SUN, IBM, DEC, etc. Choose the model that 
best meets your needs: CORIOscan Connect, 
CORIOscan Select or CORIOscan Pro. 

#4. Price. SRP $295 -$1,395. Enough said! 

Visit our Web Site for all the details 
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V 8. DV 12. 

Perfect balance despite the 
ups and 

downs ... 

Fq 

.....-s`-----. 

Pt_ 

...of electronic reporting. 

Compact digital cameras have 

become hugely popular. They 

are fast, light and highly 

versatile. But do they ensure a 

smooth take? How do you 

prevent vibration? What about 

fast panning? Special 

applications? Or shooting in 

dreadful weather conditions? 

You'll find that Sachtler provides 

the support you never had 

before for a digital camera. 

And including all the things you 

Circle (15) on Free Into Card 

expect from Sachtler: fluid 

damping in five steps, touch and 

go for speedy changes of 

location, and highly sensit ve 

counterbalance - also in five 

steps. 

You need to use a heavy lens? 

Or a lighting system? DV 8 and 

DV 12 have a carrying capacity 

of up to 10 kg /22 lb and 12 kg /26 lb. 

Even fast panning won't spoil 

your report . 

DV 8. DV 12. Because you have 

so much to report. 

sachtler® 
corporation of america 

55, North Main Street, Freeport Ni 11520 

Phone. 15161867 -4900 

Fax (5161623 -6844 

3316. West Victory Blvd., Burbank. CA. 91505 

Phone: 18181845 -4446 

Every scene is seen better 

with a Sachtler. 
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Ex.ert'sCorner Vendor Views 

Avoiding buyer's remorse 
JERRY WHITAKER, BE CONFERENCE CONSULTANT 

As you are reading this issue of 
Broadcast Engineering, you most 

likely have recovered from the gigantic 
NAB99 show and have probably man- 
aged to clear your desk of the most 
immediate fires. Now comes the chal- 
lenge of putting the equipment dis- 
plays, sales pitches, product brochures 
and general convention hype into some 
type of perspective. After all, you went 
to NAB99 for two reasons: to learn 

what's new in the industry and to gath- 
er information for necessary equipment 
purchases. 

The selection process for hardware 
and/or software is not a trivial task, of 
course. Competing and conflicting 
claims, laundry lists of features and 
benefits; and - always - really good 
sales pitches often are difficult to sort 
out. So, where do you go from here? 
This month, we offer two perspectives 

on equipment selection, one from Tom 
Weber of WISH -TV in Indianapolis 
and the other from Richard Farquhar 
of RAF Associates. Tom approaches 
the question from the end -user stand- 
point, and Richard offers a perspective 
from both sides of the fence. 

Send questions and comments to: 
jerry_whitaker@intertec.com 

One of the most useful processes 
I've used in my broadcast engineer- 

ing career has been that of checking 
references. Certainly this is true of per- 
sonnel, but I've had some real fun doing 

this for equipment. 
The results have al- 
ways been worth- 
while. Like any- 
thing worthwhile, 
it took a little time 
and effort but 
greatly improved 
my odds in buying 
the right product. 

When preparing 
Thomas P. Weber, to purchase a ma- 

jor piece of soft- 
ware a few years ago, we asked the 
competing vendors for some references. 
Manufacturer Y's references said that the 
software was quite good. It did almost 
everything it was expected to do, except 
for one function that the purchasers had 
wanted. One other function was noted as 

existing, but didn't really work. 
Manufacturer Z's references uniformly 

replied that the software did everything it 
was supposed to do, and offered some 
additional functions that the purchasers 
really liked. 

We had entered the process with an 
assumption because Y was considered a 

leading firm and Z was not known as 

well. However, after we did the legwork, 
making the right decision was simple and 
we've been happy. 

Let's look at some of the questions you 

EXPERT 
WISH -TV 

should be asking, adding whatever is 

most important to you into the process: 

How long have you been using the 
product and has it performed as prom- 
ised or expected? 

Has your opinion changed? 
What research did you do before 

making your purchase? 

Why did you eventually choose this 
product and would you choose it again? 

How has it changed the way your 
station operates, good or bad? 

Were there any major surprises, good 
or bad? 

Did it work out of the box or were 
there startup problems? 

What is its maintenance history? 
How would you rate service/parts 

support? Do they offer loaners or fast 
turnaround on repairs? 

Don't forget that you ought to be asking 
all of these questions of more than just 
one person. A chief engineer may give 
you one opinion and a bench engineer 
may have a different outlook. When we 
bought a new transmitter, I talked to the 
chief and the transmitter supervisor. 

A lot of the answers will surprise you. 
I've had one person tell me that he bought 
product Y because product Z's salesper- 

son was a jerk. Maybe it shouldn't have 
surprised me; I've wanted to do that a 

couple of times myself. 
Get aggressive about finding your own 

references. Besides the stations in your 
group, or your market, go borrow a 

Yearbook or Factbook from the GM's 
office and call some other stations out of 
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the blue. I've made good contacts this 
way, and have been able to trade informa- 
tion on gear that my counterpart was 
considering, so the help was mutual. If 
your new friend isn't using any of your 
alternatives, ask why; you may get a 

really good suggestion. A side benefit is 

that you'll build up an enviable network 
of industry contacts, which will pay off in 
other ways. 

We were recently choosing between 
three different vendors for a piece of 
hardware. None of the first vendor's ref- 
erences could speak of their experiences 
without using the word "flames." Users 

of the other two vendors were happy with 
their products. 

Between those remaining, one vendor 
appeared to have a more robust design, 
and that's the unit we purchased. Unfor- 
tunately, we seem to have a lemon - 
three different significant problems in 
about a year. That gear is now out of 
service. It's important to note that check- 
ing references and doing your homework 
is not a guarantee of happiness; it just 
vastly improves the odds. 

With equipment increasingly doing the 
work that people used to do, wise equip- 
ment choices are more crucial than ever. 

Do the research on what it can and can't 
do well, and tap the experiences - good 
and bad - of your colleagues. You and 
your facility will reap the benefits. 

Thomas P. Weber is engineering maintenance 
supervisor at WISH -TV, Indianapolis, IN. 
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Servo Zoom Ovei'rhte: 
Our 16X "Technology- First" 

Puts You In Complete Control. 

The J16ax8B IRS /IAS Lens Features 
Enhanced Operation And Better Specs. 

The newest IFxs lens incorporates a breakthrough 
technology that allows the user to manually override 
the servo zoom control. Unlike conventional zoom 
lenses which "lock -out" the manual controls while 
"power zooming ", Canon's 16X lens maximizes 
operational freedom. 

This unique feature, means that when the servo 
zoom is operating, you can manually override it at 
any point during the zoom, without disengaging the 

servo control. That's total production flexibility and only 
Canon's 16X has it. 

As a member of the exclusive IFxs family of smaller 
lighter weight lenses, the 16X combines Canon's 
X- Element with their revolutionary Power Optical System 
design to refract light in more directions than previously 
possible. This reduces a wider range of chromatic 
aberrations, resulting in an optically superior lens, 
with enhanced specs and a smaller size. 

For more info: Call 1- 800 -321 -4388 
(In Canada: 905- 795 -2012) 

http://www.usa.canon.com 
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services is not an easy task for 
anyone today. With all the hype 
about functions and features, the 
process can be confusing. The goal 
of any engineering department is to 
build systems in which products will 

perform to the 
manufacturers 
specifications 
and work seam- 
lessly with the 
equipment of 
other manufac- 
turers. What 
follows is the 
procedure I 

have employed 
in the purchas- 
ing process: 

Determine 
what you want to do. What is your 
application? I do a conceptual drawing 
of the proposed system or equipment 
installation. (Like they say, a picture is 

worth a thousand words.) 
Determine what parts and pieces 

will go into the system. This would 
include, equipment, mounting hard- 
ware, redundancy components, cabling, 
connectors, converters and other nec- 
essary elements. 

Identify the preferred vendor(s) of 
the required equipment. 

Determine the equipment and ser- 
vices budget. This can be most difficult. 
You want to obtain the best equipment 
at the lowest price and the vendor 
wants to deliver the best equipment at 
a price that allows the company to stay 
in business and service the account. 

Realize that there will always be 
someone with a lower price, but realize 
also that a lower price may translate to 
a lower quality of product or support. 

As a chief engineer in three large 
markets, it was my responsibility to 
go through the basic steps outlined 
above. What I found worked best for 
me was to look for an outside re- 
source or an independent represen- 
tative - someone who took a per- 
sonal interest in my project and my 
company. Because this person repre- 
sented various products and service, 
and had developed a considerable 
body of knowledge on most broad- 
cast /production equipment and its 
application, I viewed these indepen- 
dent representatives as a valuable 

VEN DORI 
Richard A. Farquhar, 
RAF Associates 

resource. An analogy would be that 
of a real estate agent who represents 
several different properties and can 
assist you in finding the home that best 
suits your needs. 

Many engineers today believe they 
can get a better deal by working 
directly with a manufacturer or sign- 
ing a long -term contract with the 
manufacturer guaranteeing a prede- 
termined pricing structure. This 
might look good to the accounting 
department, but it also could deter 
other vendors from calling on you 
and passing along the latest industry 
developments and news. If you 
bought a new home and signed a 

long -term contract with the one man- 
ufacturer to supply all of the electri- 
cal outlets, why would other outlet 
manufacturers want to call on you? 
They would focus their efforts where 
they have a greater chance of suc- 
cess. This affects you as the custom- 
er, because you have eliminated a 
business resource. I personally do 
not believe the current trend of con- 

ly discussed. The rep brings these 
solutions to you, the customer. The 
rep's loyalty is to you, rather than a 

specific manufacturer. 
I am sure you have heard the fol- 

lowing true story, but for those that 
have not, it is worth repeating. In 
1947, the transistor was invented at 
Bell Labs. Almost immediately, it 
could be seen that the transistor 
would replace the bulkier, more ex- 
pensive and less reliable vacuum tubes 
that were the key components in ev- 
ery radio and TV. Howeve, nobody 
did anything about it, at least in the 
U.S. American manufacturers were 
proud of their super- heterodyne ra- 
dio sets, which were the ultimate in 
craftsmanship and quality. 

Sony was practically unknown out- 
side Japan at that time and was not 
involved in consumer electronics. 
Sony saw the potential of the transis- 
tor and quietly bought a license from 
Bell Laboratories. Within two years, 
Sony produced the first portable tran- 
sistor radio. With prices that were 

Your rep can spot new trends, tomorrow's 

transistor technology, and share them with you. 

tractual obligations by big and small 
broadcast groups, networks and, in 
some cases, system integrators is 

usually in the buyer's long -term best 
interests. 

For example, an independent repre- 
sentative, one that represents many 
manufacturers, will reside in the ter- 
ritory in which he or she sells and 
usually will remain there throughout 
their professional career. Like any 
other professional - doctor, lawyer 
or accountant - they understand all 
of your requirements, constraints and 
budgeting process, and will be in a 
good position to offer you additional 
services or products that will make 
your job much easier. They have in- 
dustry knowledge that goes beyond 
what many engineers see on a day -to- 
day basis. The independent rep is 
actively involved in professional con- 
ventions and organizations on a lo- 
cal and national level. Here, he or she 
associates with other professionals 
where broadcast solutions are open- 
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only one third that of vacuum tube 
radios, Sony captured the entire U.S. 
market for inexpensive radios by the 
early 1950s. 

Your representative, because of his or 
her professional industry involvement, 
can spot new trends, tomorrow's tran- 
sistor technology, and share them with 
you. The independent rep will know 
most of the up- and -coming small com- 
panies that are making great cost- effec- 
tive products. As you know from your 
own experience, manufacturers will tell 
you about the bright side of their prod- 
ucts and how they work, but the profes- 
sional independent representative will 
always be representing you and your 
company foremost. Their job depends 
on it. 

Remember that if you always do what 
you have always done, you will always 
get what you have always gotten. 

Richard A. Farquhar is RAF Associates, Canal 
Winchester, OH 
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The PESA Tiger is quickly 

becoming the router of . 

choice for studio and mobile 

broadcasting around the 

world. Its no wonder the 

competition is nervous! 

The PESA Tiger size advantage is undeniable - a 144x144 video switcher 

requires only 12RU, while the audio switcher packs two channels of 

analog or AES audio into a scant 8RU. And there's plenty of muscle behind 

those good looks. Both Tiger switchers support mixed analog and digital 

matrices in the same frame. 

The Tiger delivers absolutely unbeatable packaging, bullet -proof performance, 

and the flexibility to take on new challenges. Its a killer combination. 

It's a jungle out there... and its full of Tigers. Anything less is just lunch. 

PESA Corporate Sales Office35 Pinelawn Rd Suite 99E Melville, NY 11747 

Switching 
1 -800- 328 -1008 *Tel: 516 -845 -5020 Fax: 51 6- 845 5023 www.pesa com Systems 
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FCC U'date 

Satellite home viewing creates hot issues 
BY HARRY MARTIN 

Four of the major television networks 
and their affiliates recently entered 

into an agreement with satellite TV 
operator DirecTV that would slowly 
phase out the delivery of distant net- 
work signals to subscribers who are 
able to receive signals over the air from 
their local affiliates. This agreement 
should relieve some of the political pres- 
sure in Washington to liberalize the 
rules that limit satellite TV operators. 
Legislation is still pending that would 
allow the satellite operators to continue 
distributing distant network signals, at 
least until the FCC reviews the impact 
on local stations. This legislation would 
give at least some stations must -carry 
rights on the satellite systems. 

What is Grade B? 

It has been the practice of satellite TV 
operators such as DirecTV, EchoStar 

(Dish Network) and Primetime 24 to 
deliver distant network television feeds 
to subscribers who are able to receive a 

Grade B signal from their local network 
affiliates. Delivery of such satellite sig- 
nals is a violation of the Satellite Home 
Viewer Act (SHVA).The satellite opera- 
tors attempted to avoid the SHVA re- 
quirements by asking the FCC to change 
the definition of Grade B for SHVA 
purposes, but the FCC did not do so. 
While the operators did not get the 
relief they sought from the FCC, the 
battle is far from over. 

Petition filed with FCC 

EchoStar filed a petition asking the 
FCC to reconsider its recent decision. 
Among other things, EchoStar request- 
ed that the Commission rule that ghost- 
ing in a signal is evidence that a home is 

unserved and therefore a satellite oper- 

ator may deliver network signals to that 
home. In addition, EchoStar asked the 
Commission to simplify the methodol- 
ogy recently created for measurement 
of signal strength at a subscriber's home, 
and to reconsider its decision to adopt 
a 50 percent confidence factor as part of 
its model for predicting the presence of 
a Grade B signal in an individual house- 
hold. Previously, EchoStar suggested a 

99 percent confidence factor that was 
rejected by the Commission. Now, Echo - 
Star suggests a 90 percent confidence 
factor. 

Partial settlement 
When recent court actions were about 

to force DirecTV and Primetime 24 to 
stop delivering distant network signals 
in a manner that violated SHVA, Di- 
recTV attempted to do an end -run 
around the court by using a different 
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DTV99: 
The Digital 

Future is Now 
Brought to you by the experts at 
Broadcast Engineering: The Journal 
of Digital Television, DTV99 brings 
together the engineers and 
strategists who are leading the 
digital television revolution, and the 
decision -makers who are making 
it happen. 

New in 1999! A special high -end 
production track has been added 
to this dynamite program. Production 
managers, directors and technical 
advisors... don't miss a minute of 
the innovation, as you step into the 
digital future of production. Brought 

to you by Video Systems and 
Millimeter magazines. 

%OP You don't have to face the challenges of change alone. 1 For five consecutive years, broadcast professionals rte^ s. have gathered at Broadcast Engineering's i annual DTV conference to find out exactly f how to design and build the digital facilities 
they need - now. 

December 1- 3,1999 Hyatt Regency, 

Chicago O'Hare Chicago, Illinois USA 

www.dtvconference.com 

,`.ft `t`, ` 
tlrou9At ,.y -f¿'f '-# 
Broadcast_ _ i 
ENG NEE 
iaer with' 
Video Systems, Millimeter - 

and World Broadcast News 

Broadcast Engineering May 1999 

Want to know more? Call lntertec Exhibitions 
at +1- 303 -741 -2901. Or check out our Web site: 

www.dtvconference.com 

DIGITRLD 

TELE VISION99 
DTV99 is a unique forum covering 
the latest developments in the DTV 
arena, including implementation 
issues that will affect each and every 
digital receiver. You'll gain critical 

insight on how to make this transition 
a smooth and profitable one. 

It's three days that will change the way 
you face the digital future. You'll take home 

the knowledge you need to survive and 
prosper as digital television comes of age. 
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Should've gone with 
ADC Superjacks. 

Future -proof yourself and your network with the only 
video jacks for uncompressed HDTV. 

Broadcasting has never experienced greater uncertainties than its move to digital. Even relatively minor components 

ike video jacks could have major repercussions down the road if you pick the wrong ones: shutdown costs, 

-ecabling, lost time. That's why we developed ADC Superjacks -the only video jacks with enough bandwidth 

`or any digital format. How much is that? As the formula below shows, you'll need at least 2.228 GHz to 

-_omfortably handle HDTV Easily accommodated by both our SVJ -2 and our MVJ -3 Super Video Jacks, the 

only jacks to surpass SMPTE® 292M standards. And both function at 

:rue 75 ohm impedance over the entire bandwidth. Is it worth it to ADC Superjacks 
Why take chances? 

:ake a chance with cut -price jacks? ADC Telecommunications. 

We've got answers before you have questions. 

vim 

Min. bandwidth 
for HDTV = 

Dk 3)- 1.485 
742.5 MHz (x 3) = 2.228 GHz 

3rd Harmonic = 2.228 GHz Dk. = data rate 

Do the math the equation for figuring out the bandwidth you II need to broad, ist fifty 
No matter how you figure it. It adds up to ADC Supegacks 

Circle (8) on Free Info Card 

Call us at 

1 -800-726 -4266 
for more information and a free booklet: 
"How to Build Your Digital Infrastructure " 

Or visit us at 
www.adc.com /Products /AVproducts /index html 

1.Telecommunications 
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feed for its imported distant signals. 
Four networks sued DirecTV again, 
and the parties recently settled that lit- 
igation. DirecTV agreed to use the pre- 
dicted signal model recommend by the 
FCC for determining which subscribers 
may receive network signals. In addi- 
tion, on June 30, DirecTV subscribers 
predicted to receive Grade A intensity 
signals from network affiliates will lose 
receipt of satellite -delivered CBS, Fox, 
NBC and ABC signals. On Dec. 31, 
subscribers who can receive a predicted 
Grade B signal will lose access to those 
same satellite -delivered network signals. 
Subscribers who will lose DirecTV net- 
work signal service are to be notified in 
advance and will receive discounts on 
over -the -air antennas. 

New towers subject to new painting/ 
lighting rules 

The FCC modified its rules regarding 
tower painting and lighting. All new 
and altered towers registered with the 
FCC are now required to conform to 
painting and lighting specifications list- 
ed in the most recent FAA Advisory 
Circulars: AC' 70 /7460 -1 I, Obstruction 

Marking and Lighting (January 1, 
1996), and AC 150/5345 -43E, Specifi- 
cation for Obstruction Lighting Equip- 
ment (October 19, 1995). The circulars 
are available on the FCC's website at 
www.fcc.gov/wtb/antenna/faainfo.html 
or from the FAA. This updates the 
FCC's rules, which previously refer- 
enced outdated FAA Advisory Circulars. 

Important changes in the new circu- 
lars include the requirements that all 
coaxial, conduits, and cables attached 
to the face of a tower be painted and all 
flashing red obstruction lights on a tow- 
er flash concurrently. 

It was not intended that antenna struc- 
ture owners previously assigned paint - 
ing/lighting specifications by the FCC 
be required to update their structures to 
comply with the new circulars. 

Ifa tower you own has circular AC 70/ 
7460 -1J specified on its registration 
authorization and you do not wish to 
comply with the new cable painting and 
concurrent flashing requirements, you 
may request that the tower registration 
be modified to specify the circular in 
effect at the time the FAA approved the 
tower. To do so, you must submit FCC 

Form 854, Application for Antenna 
Structure Registration, indicating on 
item 12B that you wish to change the 
existing obstruction marking and light- 
ing requirements. Be sure to attach a 
copy of the tower's current FAA Deter- 
mination Of No Hazard specifying the 
prior circular. There is no FCC filing fee 
required with Form 854. 

Harry C. Martin is an attorney with Fletcher, 
Heald ér Hildreth, PLC., Rosslyn, VA. 

elSend questions and comments to: 
harry_martin@intertec.com 

Dateline 
Television stations (commercial 

and noncommercial) in the 
following states (or district) must 
file their biannual ownership 
reports by June 1, 1999: Arizona, 
District of Columbia, Idaho, 
Maryland, Michigan, Nevada, 
New Mexico, Ohio, Utah, 
Virginia, West Virginia and 
Wyoming. 

Things we wish work \d 
goo o s well as Pro PatchTM. 

T. 
Audio Bays. 

ard 

StoC the 
This list, of course, could go on and on. Because, quite franky few things are as reliable 0\\S 0 as Pro Patch` Audio Bays. Engineered to the most exacting standards of anything in your Prg V, o network, they simply won't fail. They also feature unique technologies found nowhere else. 

Like our reliable long -frame and bantam jacks, which feature self-cleaning crossbar contacts. 

And our all -new time -saving OCP IV punchdown system. See, we know more about audio and 

\(2\& 
video jacks than anyone. After all, we invented the bantam jack in 1961. Call us at 1-804726-4266 

for more information. Or visit us at www. adc. com /Products/AVproducts/index.html 

Pro Patch" Mark IV 
Audio Bays 

G1311rSS 
e 

PrEYi4on Wlrhour fdd 
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Born to Broadcast ... 
-md On Air Around the World. 

"WRC is in the final stages of its digital 

rebuild project. When it came time to choose 

between an analog or digital audio console, 

the decision was made to go with Aysis Air. 

lt was important to have a multi-input board 

which takes advantage of layering to present 

a more efficient, compact, operating des< to 

the audio engineers. Because the console is 

used for multiple productions, the file recall 

setup attribute tecame an important feature 

to help to ensure consistency in our product." 

Jerry Agresti. Director of Engineering 
NBC 4. WRC TV, Washington, DC 

Solid State Logic 
International Headquarters 

Begbroke Oxford OX5 I RU England 

Tel: +44 (0)1865 842300 

Fax: +44 (0)1865 842118 

Email: sales@solid-state-logic.com 

http://www.solid-state-logic.com 

New York 

1(1)2122151111 

Los Angeles Tokyo Paris 

+1 (1 )323 463 4444 +81 (0)3 5474 1144 +33 (0)1 3460 4666 
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Milan Toronto Singapore 
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Ancillary data multiplexing 
BY MICHAEL ROBIN 

Figure I is a simplified view of the 
4:2:2 525/60 scan line. It includes 

the location of video words during the 
active line interval as well as the hori- 
zontal blanking interval. The combined 
(multiplexed) number of luminance (Y) 
and chrominance (CB and CR) samples 
per total line (words per total line) is 

1716 (numbered 0- 1715). The digital 
active line accommodates 720 Y sam- 
ples, 360 Cis samples and 360 CR sam- 
ples for a total number of 1440 words 
per active line (numbered 0- 1439). The 
result is 276 words in the digital- blank- 
ing interval (numbered 1440 -1715). 

The component digital standards do 
not provide for the sampling of the 
analog sync pulses. Two timing refer- 
ence signals (TRS) are multiplexed into 
the data stream on every line immedi- 
ately preceding the start of the active 
line data and following the end of the 
active line. Of the 276 data words in 
the horizontal blanking interval, eight 
are reserved for the transmission of the 

Digital Blanking Digital Active Line 1440 words (0- 1439)_ 

276 words 
(1440 -1715) Total Line 1716 words (0 -1715) 

Figure 1: There are 1716 digital words per active line in the 525/60 standard, of these, 
276 are used for digital blanking and 1440 are used for the digital active line. 

TRS. Words 1440 -1443 are used to 
transmit the end of active line (EAV) 
TRS message and words 1712 -1715 
are used to transmit the start of active 

FRAME GRAB 
A look at tomorrow's technology. 

Users pick networking technology 
While 601 is the most popular networking scheme, Fibre Channel 
and Megabit Ethernet are also favored. 

Video Transport Types 

601 

Fibre Channel 

Megabit Ethernet 

Gigabit Ethernet 

ATM Networking 

SDTI 

Other Broadband 

SSA 

1 eÌ45.3 
37.5 

14.1 J 20.3 

17.2 

54.7 

Source: SCRI www.SCRl.rom 
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line (SAV) TRS message. 

Each TRS consists of a four -word 
sequence. Using a 10 -bit hexadecimal 
notation these words are represented 
as follows: 

3FF 000 000 XYZ 

The first three words are a fixed 
preamble and unambiguously identify 
the SAV and EAV information. XYZ 
represents a variable word and defines 
the field identification, the state of 
vertical blanking and the state of hor- 
izontal blanking. 

The remaining 268 words (1444- 
171 1) can he used to transmit ancillary 
data. During the vertical blanking du- 
ration, large blocks of data, up to 1440 
words, can be transmitted within the 
interval starting with the end of SAV 

and the start of EAV. Only eight -bit 
words can he used in the vertical- blank- 
ing interval. Restrictions only allow 
the use of lines 1 -19 and 265 -282. Line 
10 (vertical interval switching instant) 
and the following line 11 are not used 
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Ever tried to walk on %eater? Producing and distributing multichannel audio for DTV can be just as difficult. 

But now up to eight audio channels cati he carried through the existing two- channel broadcast 

infrastructure with the latest innovation from Dolby Laborttories...Dolby E. With the Dolby E Encoder and 

Decoder. programs created for DTV broadcast can be decoded. processed. re- encoded. and edited many 

times %%ithout sacrificing sound quality. And Dolby E allows metadata to be carried throughout the entire 

production and broadcast distribution stages. which means programs ww.dolby.com/tvatidio 

sound ,just the way they \\ere originally intended all the way down Dolby 
the line. Take the first step...visit our website for more information. BREAKING SOUND BARRIERS 

Dolby Laboratories Inc. 100 Potrero Avenue. San Francisco. C.\ 94103 -4813 Telephone 415 -558 -0200 Fax 415 -863 -1373 

Wootton Bassett. Wiltshire SN4 8Q,1. England Telephone (44) 1793-842100 Fax (44) 1793- 842101 www.dolby.com 

Uolbg mul Ihr d,mólc -II symbol ore Irndcmnrks of Dolly Laborrvmrirs O 1 Unlby I.nborm s Inc. 514/12.17,4 
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Removable 
access door 

OUR BIG ROUTER SELLS FOI 

Hot -swappable 
I/O modules 

Hot -swappable 
mirrored logic 
cards with flash 
memory 

Front- loading 
modules 

Redundant 
hot -swappable 
power supplies 

HDTV SDI A I" ^' 

> LEITCH 

Comprehensive Control 
Uploadable drivers 
for 3rd party 
emulation control 

Frame accurate 
deterministic 
operation 

Virtual 
crosspoint 
mapping 

Soft matrix 
partitioning 

r_ 

E N G I N E E R I N G T H E B I G P I C T I J R 

Inlernalional /Canada +1 14161 445 -9640, 1800) 387 -0233 USA. East +1 )800) 231 -9673, US.A. West +1 1888) 843 -7004 Latin America +1 1305) 591 -0611 
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I OTS OF LITTLE REASONS You get great value... 

Dualf:S232/422 Ethernet port 
ports tor control & for control & 
diagnostics diagnostics 

GPI alarms 
via (WI 
software 

Future support 
for S.N.M.P. 

Dual outputs 

r4" vi ii Sib 
4-4 i.i 6.11 4.4 Ci 4.6__ 

:el itiv iS ii i- 
4.to 66 i.i . . 411 4.4 
Ili 64 iir ii ii it 
4.6 6.4 S!.r s3 66 i.11 /LS - 

.i& 4-11 :4 ir i ii ii i' _ 

11. iv io iv* rM. "4 411 ii i=i* vi 41 61__ 
E.44,64 irto 44 i.r i 
=ir-ir irfr irir 4it ei` gr' f4r r4 _ ̀  

pp` r^fifi4 iririrrioi1 
*464r44r44 4-w 4w 

_ rirr irir 4rfir Zir ffi'tfs ir'S ' Fr ``44 ̀`4-iww. 

True output 
monitoring for 
digital and 
analog video 
and audio 

Mixed 
signal format 
configurations 

SECAM ASI AES E3 DS3 

...when you combine Leitch's 
service with the Integrator's'" 
capabilities: 

Flexible, Expandable Architecture 
Combines multiple analog and 
digital formats in 4, 6 or 8 RUs 

Expands to 128x64 in a 
single unit and 128x128 in 
multiple frames 
Prepares your broadcast, 
post or telco facility to switch 
today's and tomorrow's formats, 
including HDTV and ASI 

Phenomenal Feature Set 
Protects your operation with 
redundant hot -swappable 
logic cards and power supplies 
Simplifies maintenance 
through hot -swappable, 
front - loading I/O modules 
Eliminates need for monitoring 
DAs and routers, with "true" 
output monitoring and separate 
analog and digital video 
outputs 
Accommodates both RS232/422 
and Ethernet connections 

Comprehensive Control 
Frees you from hardware 
constraints with virtual 
crosspoint mapping and soft 
matrix partitioning 
Enhances control with 3rd 
party up- loadable drivers 
and software reconfigurable 
control panels 
Permits on -air 
control from 
automation 
systems or 
PC -based = - 
control using Leitch's 
RouterWorks'" software 

BIG router. BIG benefits. 
HUGE value. Make the BIG 
move! Call Leitch or visit 
www.leitch.com. 

ROUTER CONTROL PANELS 

111.11.1.11.1.1bi 111111111111111 d=11111.1111 CRC:- 
R1'0-:12.Ip 111 '1,37.11p R1'0-64.1p 111n'-AHA-xVp 10'0-AnA2-Xtip 

Europe .44 10) 1483- 591000 Australia +61 12) 9939 -3355 Japan 81 13) 5423 -3631 Hong Kong «18521 2776 -0628 Brazil +55 (11) 867 -0218 
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Horizontal ancillary 
data space (HANC) 

Vertical ancillary 
data space (VANC) 

Total ancillary 
data space 

Total bit -rate 

Essential bit -rate 

268 Words /line x 525 lines /frame = 140,700 Words /frame 
140,700 Words /frame x 29.97 frames /s = 4.216779 MWords /s 
4.216779 MWords /s x 10 bits/Word = 42.16779 Mb /s 

1440 Words/line x 38 vertical interval lines = 54,720 Words /frame 
54,720 Words /frame x 29.97 frames /s = 1.6399584 MWords /s 
1.6399584 MWords /s x 8 bits/Word = 13.1196672 Mb /s 

42.16779 Mb /s (HANC) + 13.1196672 Mb /s (VANC) = 55.3 Mb /s 
Data formatting and exclusions may reduce this value by 10% to 20% 

1716 Words/total line x 525 lines/frame x 29.97 frames /s x 
10 bits/Word = 270 Mb /s 

270 Mb/s - 55.3 Mb/s = 214.7 Mb/s 

Table 1: Of the 270Mb /s in the SMPTE 259M signal, approximately 42.17Mb/s are available for ancillary data 
within the 4:2:2 525/60 format. 

to prevent switching clicks. Lines 9 

(fields I and III) and 272 (fields H and 
IV) are reserved for error detection and 

space available within the ITU -R601 
4:2:2 format. The horizontal ancillary 
(HANC) capability, listed in the upper 

Ancillary data may include digital audio, time 
code and EDH, as well as user and control data. 

handling (EDH) signals. 
Table 1 summarizes the ancillary data 

in the horizontal - 
blanking interval. The 
vertical ancillary 
(VANC) capability is 

listed in row 2. It in- 
dicates the hit rate 
available for insertion 
of ancillary data in the 
vertical -blanking in- 
terval. The total an- 
cillary data space, list- 
ed in row 3, repre- 
sents the sum of the 
HANC and VANC 
capability of the sys- 
tem. This value may 
be reduced by 10 per- 
cent to 20 percent by 

the data formatting used. 
The essential bit rate required by the 

standard is shown in row4 of the table. 
It results from the elimination of non- 
essential samples in the horizontal 
and vertical blanking intervals. Ancil- 
lary data may include digital audio, 
time code and EDH, as well as user 
and control data. 

row of the table, indicates the bit -rate Audio data multiplexing 
available for insertion of ancillary data One of the most important uses of the 

Got a problem? 

Questions? 

Comments? 

Consult the Doc tor. 

drdigital@compuserve.com 
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ATSC Power Play. 
I, 

amok 

r, . .; 
:. 

When your goal is to get on air with the highest picture quality possible, you need the 

power of NDS' new compact ATSC encoder. 

Designed to operate alone or as part of a complete 

á, 
HD /SD system solution, NDS' E5820 ATSC encoder 

provides you with the perfect broadcast power play. 

Configurable for 480i30, 480p60, 720p60 or 1080i operation, the unit also provides NDS' 

patented noise reduction, closed captioning, and automatic switching. 

Decades of experience developing end -to -end MPEG, DVB, and ATSC systems is why 

leading broadcasters around the world depend on NDS. Innovative and reliable solutions 

backed by extensive service and support - that's the NDS difference. 

Don't end up in the penalty box by making the wrong move. Call NDS today, or visit our 
web site for more information. 

NCOS 
Woun LEADER Wonto VISION 

NDS Americas Inc. 
3501 Jamboree Road Suite 200, Newport Beach, CA 92660 

949.725.2542 
www.ndsworld.com 

(II999 NDS Arnencas Inc. NDS o a u- dernark of NDS. All other tndernvks are the property of their respective owners. All rghn reserved. 
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ancillary data space is for the insertion 
of audio signals accompanying the vid- 
eo signal. The 4:2:2 component digital 
standards have a considerable amount 
of overhead. They can easily accom- 
modate eight AES /EBU signals (eight 

stereo pairs or sixteen individual au- 
dio channels) and still leave quite a bit 
of space for other uses. 

The ANSUSMPTE 272M document 
defines the manner in which AES/EBU 
digital audio data, AES/EBU auxiliary 

Horizontal Blanking Interval 276 words 

FAV Ancillary Data Space SAV 

`A w1 O 0 o 3 268 Words eo 
ó e ó o 14 

1 

H H H ,H_ 
Ancillary Data 

Packet #1 
Ancillary Data Ancillary Data Ancillary Data 

Packet #2 Packet #3 Packet #N 

o g sa- 
U. 

uL 

u. 
o 
c 

z 
CO 

o 
o Ancillary Data (maximum of 255 user data words) CO 

Header 
Check 
Sum 

Figure 2: Ancillary data packets within the horizontal blanking interval consist of a 6 
byte header, up to 255 user data words and a checksum word. 

data and associated control informa- 
tion is embedded into the ancillary 
data space. The 4:2:2 525/60 compo- 
nent digital signal can accommodate 
268 ancillary data words in the unused 
data space between the end of active 
video (EAV) timing reference and start 
of active video (SAV) timing reference. 
Figure 2 shows the ancillary data pack- 
et structure for the 4:2:2 component 
digital interface. Each packet can carry 
a maximum of 262 10 -bit parallel 
words. A six -word header precedes the 
ancillary data and contains: 

A three -word ancillary data flag 
(ADF) marking the beginning of the 
ancillary data packet. The values of 
these three words are 000, 3FF and 
3FF respectively. 

An optional data identification 
(DID) word identifying the user data. 

An optional data block number 
(DBN) word 

A data count (DC) word 
The header is followed by not more 

than 255 data words and the packet is 

closed by a checksum (CS) word, which 
allows the receiver to determine the 

Digital fibre optic transmitter and receiver cards 

If you've ever experienced optical fibres 

accidentally breaking where they emerge 

from the front panel of your router or 

transmission system, you'll 

appreciate the Axon FOT -100 

transmitter and FOR -100 receiver 

cards. Because they feature an innovative contact 

block that puts the optical connectors at the 

rear where they really belong. Out of potential 

danger yet able to perform in accordance with 

proposed SMPTE standards for digital fibre 

transmission. These cards are designed to handle even 

difficult pathological test patterns without problems. 

Reach out for thh and all the other Axon digital broadcasting solutions on 
stand no. 8,251 at IBC, 11 to 15 September 1998. 

Algb 
i a l De i e 

THE MARK OF DIGITAL ACHIEVEMENT 
AXON DIGITAL DESIGN BV 

THE NETHERLANDS. PHONE: .31 (0)13 511 6666. 
UNITED KINGDOM. PHONE: +44 11 89 26 08 72. 

U.S.A. PHONE: (212) 265 6865. 
http:l /www.axon.nl 
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DIGITAL 
BROADCASTING 

Ièaps into 
the future. 

Newscasters ting set 

of technology choices as thy approach the end of the century. 

Not only is there an ever -increasing need for production speed 

and quality, but the digital deadline looms large on the horizon. 

Avid NewsCutter l` Effects is here now, and you can immediately 

reap the benefits of the first nonlinear Windows NT' -based 

editing system designed specifically for news. Because 

NewsCutter Effects provides instant random access to audio and 

video, the system is faster and easier to use than tape -based sys- 

tems. And it's not just for editing! The Avid NewsCutter Effects 

system allows you to add special effects without tying up the 

control room or post -production suite. It's like getting two 

systems in one. Whether you need a standalone editing system, 

a DV- native workgroup system, or a complete client/server video 

production system, Avid has a fast, flexible news solution for your 

PC -based environment. 

The NewsCutter Effects model is now shipping to broadcasters everywhere! 

Call 800 949 AVID 
www.avid.com/newscutterfx 

tools for storytellers 
Tektronix is the exclusive distributor of Avid broadcast products. 

o 1999 Avid Technology, Inc. All lights Reserved. Product specifications subject to change without prior notice. Avid and NewsCutter are registered trademarks and tools for storytellers IS a trademark of Avid Tech iology, Inc. 
All other trademarks contained herein are the property of their respective owners. 
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AES/EBU Data Stream 1 

Frame 0 

Subframe 1 
. 

: Subframe 2 

Channel 1 Channel 2 

Sync Aux 
4 Bits 4 Bits 

Audio 
20 Bits 

V U 

1 1 

Bit Bit 

23 Bits of Data 

1 1 
Sync 

Bit Bit 4 Bits 
Aux 

4 Bit 
Audio 

20 Bits 

V 
1 

Bit 

U C 

1 1 

Bit Bit 

P 
1 

Bit 

23 Bits of Data 

AES/EBU Data Stream 2 

Frame 0 

Subframe 1 Subframe 2 

Channel 1 Channel 2 

Sync 
4 Bits 

Aux 
4 Bits 

Audio 
20 Bits 

V U C P 
1 1 1 1 

Bit Bit Bit Bi 

Sync 
4 Bits 

Aux 
4 Bit 

Audio 
i 

V U 
1 1 

Bit Bit 

C P 
1 1 

Bit Bit 

23 Bits of Data 

23 Bits of Data 

: v: v : 
;AES 1 CH1;AES 1 CHOES 2 CH1 AES 2 CH2; 

W 
MÓÓXÓ/gMGpOXXX 
O O N O U. U. o 2C V XXXXXXXXXGy.1 

[AV Header 
. . 

Sample Pair Sample Pair 
Audio Group 

Audio Data Packet 19 words 
r 

W 
W M 

Ancillary Data Space 268 words 

SA 

Figure 3: Several AES /EBU datastreams can be embedded within a video signal. To do this properly, 23 bits are used from each subframe and mapped into three consecutive 10 bit words. Bits from subframe 1 and 2 of a datastream form a sample pair. Sample 
pairs from all of the datastreams form an audio group. 

packet's validity. Multiple, contiguous 
ancillary data packets may be inserted 
in any ancillary data space. They must 
follow immediately after the EAV, for 
the HANC, or the SAV, for the VANC, 
to indicate the presence of the auxiliary 
data and the start of a packet. If there is 
no ADF in the first three words of an 
ancillary data space it is assumed that 
no ancillary data packets are present. 

SMPTE standard 272M proposes two 
modes of operation for embedding dig- 
ital audio into a video digital data 
stream. The minimum implementation 
is characterized by 20 -bit resolution, 
48kHz sampling, audio synchronous 
with video, only one group of four 
audio channels and a receiver buffer 
size of 48 audio samples. The full 
implementation is characterized by 24- 
bit resolution, sampling frequencies of 

32kHz, 44.1 k 1 Iz or 48kHz, audio syn- 
chronous or asynchronous with video, 
up to four groups of four audio chan- 
nels, a receiver buffer size of 64 audio 
samples and the indication of relative 
time delay between any audio channel 
and the video data signal. 

Figure 3 shows 
minimum imple- 
mentation in 
which two data 
streams (AES/ 
EBU data stream 
1 and 2) are for- 
matted for em- 
bedding into a 

4:2:2 525/60 
component digi- 
tal signal. The 
packets are insert- 
ed in the follow- 
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an example of the 

ing manner: 
A six -word header starts the audio 

data packet. 
The embedding sequence begins with 

subframe 1 and 2 of frame 0 of AES/ 
EBU data stream 1 being stripped of 
the four sync bits, the four auxiliary 
bits and the P bit. The remaining 20 

BIT ADDRESS 

b9 

b8 

b7 

b6 

b5 

b4 

b3 

b2 

b1 

b0 

WORD X 

not b8 

audio 5 

audio 4 

audio 3 

audio 2 

audio 1 

audio 0 (LSB) 

channel 1 

channel 0 

Z 

WORD X +1 

not b8 

audio 14 

audio 13 

audio 12 

audio 11 

audio 10 

audio 9 

audio 8 

audio 7 

audio 6 

WORD X +2 

not b8 

P 

C 

U 

V 

audio 19 (MSB) 

audio 18 

audio 17 

audio 16 

audio 15 

Table 2: The mapping sequence used to place bits from each 
audio subframe into three consecutive 10 bit words. 
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OI10E YOU CHOOSE A "CL O SE D 
DTV SYSTEIII, IT CAIZ BE DIFFICULT TO 

CET OUT! 
DIVICORI DTV SOLUTIOCIS FOR ATSC 

ARE TRULY OPEIl ACID FLEXIBLE. 

DTV is in its infancy. As the market matures, you're going to want the flexibility to 

grow with it. Choose a rigid, proprietary solution and you're stuck. However, with 

our open MPEG -2 solutions, you'll remain free to evolve your systems and services 

by integrating best -of -breed elements to meet your future needs. 

The powerful hardware architecture of our MediaView'' family of SD and HD encoders 

enables you to meet future requirements through software upgrades. Should you later 

offer new services to generate additional revenues, our high -performance MPEG -2 

compression technology enables you to better utilize existing bandwidth while 

maintaining optimum signal quality. 

As the leaders in open solutions for digital television, we offer a robust portfolio of 

encoders, multiplexers, data broadcasting products, network management systems, 

DSNG /ENG solutions, and flexible integration and support services. If you're ready 

to get into DTV and know you're going to need the freedom to move with the market, 

call your DiviCom representative today or visit our web site. 

DIYICom ,s e .uendf.ry of C -CUBE W :ro.yaem.. Inc. r 1000 01s,Com Inc All norm reserved 
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www.divi.com 
North America +1 408 944 6700 
Europe /France +33 1 4862 9212 

Europe /UK +44 1753 714 367 

Latin America +1 561 692 1131 

Asia Pacific /HK +852 21921799 

DIVICOM 
Open Saunons rar Degnal r$e vislon 

DVB ATSC HDTV SDTV 4:2:0 4:2:2 
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UNDER ALL 
SHAT CABLE? 

(01 In conventional systems, every frame synchronizer needs a 

physical link to its tracking audio delay unit. 

But use your IQ and you won't get tangled up with all 

those cable -runs between audio and video modules. 

RollTrackTM is exclusive to our IQ ModularTM system. 

It's a connection -free automatic tracking delay that sorts out the 

sync process automatically without the mess and 

configuring problems of external cabling. 

Just one wire links all boxes in SIMPLY MORE INTELLIGENT 

the network to our RollCalITM remote control system. 

So now you can place audio and video modules as far 

apart as you choose. 

So uncomplicated. But then this is just one of the many 

intelligent ways that our unique IQ ModularTM system unravels 

the complex demands of the digital era. 

Controllable 
IQ MODULAR 

by SNELL & WILCOX o 
For more Information on the IQ MODULAR System contact: 

Tel: (408) 260 1000, Fax: (408) 260 2800, e -mail: info@snellusa.com website: www.snellwilcox.com 
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bits of audio and the V, U and C bits, a 

total of 23 bits of subframe 1 are 
mapped into three consecutive 10 -bit 
words identified as X, X +1 and X +2 of 
AES1 /CH1. 
The 23 bits of subframe 2 are simi- 

larly mapped into three consecutive 
10 -bit words identified as X, X +1 and 
X +2 of AES1 /CH2. 
AES1 /CH1 and AES1 /CH2 form a 

sample pair. 
Continuing the embedding se- 

quence, subframes 1 and 2 of frame 0 

Subsequent horizontal blanking in- 
tervals will accommodate frame 1 of 
AES /EBU data streams 1 and 2, frame 
2 of AES /EBU data streams 1 and 2 and 
soon until the 192 frames (each consti- 
tuting one AES /EBU block) of each of 
the two AES /EBU data streams are 
embedded. 
From then on, a new block of 192 

frames from the two AES /EBU data 
streams are embedded and the process 
continues. 
At the receiving end, the packets are 

Distributing digital audio and video signals in a 

single coaxial cable is advantageous if the 

multiplexed signal does not have to be 

processed separately. 

of AES /EBU data stream 2 are similarly 
reduced to 23 bits and result in sample 
pair AES2 /CH1 and AES2 /CH2. 

*The two consecutive sample pairs 
form an audio group. 
The 19 -word audio data packet clos- 

e with a ( 

extracted and fill a 64 sample buffer 
from which the original data are extract- 
ed at a constant bit -rate and reformat- 
ted. 

Table 2 shows the audio data structure 
represented by the three 10 -bit data 

.ni,. The channel number is indicated 

by two bits and parity is calculated on 
the 26 bits, excluding all b9 address bits. 

Distributing digital audio and video 
signals in a single coaxial cable is very 
advantageous if the multiplexed signal 
does not have to be processed separately. 

Or, in other words, if the product is 

ready for distribution or transmission. 
However, if the video signal has to feed 

a production switcher for further pro- 
cessing, the audio has to be demulti- 
plexed and processed separately which 
may prove to be awkward and costly. To 
embed or not to embed is a decision that 
requires a clear understanding of the 
predictable and unpredictable operation- 
al requirements. 

Michael Robin, former engineer with the Ca- 
nadian Broadcasting Corporation engineer- 
ing headquarters, is an independent broadcast 
consultant located in Montreal, Canada. He is 

co- author of Digital Television Fundamen- 
tals, published by McGraw -Hill. 

Send questions and comments to: 
michael_robin@intertec.com 

Michael Robin's book may 
be ordered directly from 
the publisher by calling 
800 -262 -4729. It is also 
available from several 
booksellers. 

SWITCH TO NETWORK! 
Routers, Amplifiers and Converters 

Ultra- compact, proven Broadcast quality. 
Flexible, expandable system architecture. 
Low power, heat & radiation. 

Established in 1996, Network Llectr nnic., 

has enjoyed remarkable international 
success with a unique line of over ISO 

Broadcast Routers, Distribution Amplifiers, 
and A/D & D/A Converters. Network 
Routers: audio, video, and telecom, both 

digital and analog. Unique expandable 

configurations: 8x8, /6x2, /6x16. 32x32. 

All with user -- friendly control panels and/or 
concise, programmable computer control. 

Routers may be integrated to meet 

your precise requirements. Al! 
products are covered by a three 

year warranty and are available for 
immediate delivery. 

Visit the Network website today for 
more detailed technical information 

about any of our products and learn 

why our many repeat customers 

have made the decision to: 

"Switch to Network." 

United States Representative: 

Tobin Productions, Inc. 

133 West 19th. St.. New York. NY 10011 

(212)727 -1500 (800) 877-8273 

E-Mail: TobinVideokbaol.com 
www.TobinProductions.com 

Network Electronics A.S. P.O. Box 1020, N -3204 Sandefjord, Norway 
Tel: +47 -334 899 99 Fax: +47 -334 899 98 - E -Mail: network(online.no 
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Web: www.network -electronics.no 
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HP'S NEW MEDIASTREAM SERVER: 
A more reliable predictor of the Future. 

The HP MediaStream 700 and 

1600 servers are equipped with 

more flexible and scalable fea- 

tures than any other broadcast 

server available. It's HP's way of anticipating the future: a server so 

adaptable, it will grow to meet any configuration or expansion 

requirements. And we're delivering today. 

MPEG five years before the competition. Here's what's next. 

HP first delivered MPEG servers five years before anyone else. 

Now we're anticipating the future again with more channels, 

more storage and more comprehensive networking in the new 

MediaStream 700 and 1600 servers: 

Up to 16 channels of broadcast -quality MPEG -2 video 
with unlimited expansion over a fibre channel network -all 
with HP's frame -accurate MPEG -2 editing. Fully interoperable 

with HP's installed base of over 2,000 server channels. 

Over 1,000 hours of Online Storage. Add storage easily and 

cost -effectively as technology and requirements change. 

THINK TOMORROW TODAY 

01999 Hewlett-Packard Co. TMVID911 /BE 'In Canada call 1- 871 -894 -4414. Ert. 6309. 

DVB and HDTV ready. HP's MPEG -2 technology and 
extensive bandwidth provide a seamless transition to 

digital video broadcasting and high definition television, 

as competition and viewer demand require. 

Wide Area Networking (WAN) connectivity. Asset sharing has 

never been faster or easier. Send and receive files immediately. 

no matter how distant the server, without waiting for conventional 

media to be delivered. Reduce costs, increase quality and - 
most importantly -guarantee delivery. 

HP's new MediaStream servers show that no other broadcast 
product manufacturer has a better understanding of the trends 

in broadcast technology than HP. To receive a copy of HP's 

white paper, Five Hot Trends That Will Impact Your Broadcast 

Business, and to get a head start on the future of broadcasting, 

call us at 1- 800 -452 -4844, Ext. 6309. Or visit our Web site: 

http://www.hp.com/go/broadcast 
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The EBU /SMPTE Task Force - Part V, Networks 

and Protocols 
BY BRAD GILMER 

In the fall of 1998 at the International 
Broadcasting Convention in Amster- 

dam, the EBU /SMPTE Task Force pub- 
lished a report on the future of televi- 
sion technology. This article is the fifth 
in a series that explores the report and 
its impact on the industry at large. The 
Task Force report is divided into four 
sections - Systems, Compression, 
Wrappers and Metadata, and Net- 
works and Transfer Protocols. This 
month's article will focus on Networks 
and Protocols. 

Networking video - a whole new 
world 

For many years, files have been 
shared across computer networks. 
Because they can be moved back and 
forth with ease, we rarely think about 
the work that makes it possible. Al- 
most everyone agrees that it would 
be great to transfer and share pro- 
gram content (video, audio, data and 
metadata) in the same way. Yet, with 
some notable exceptions, this goal 
has remained elusive. Much of the 
reason is the difference between the 
attributes of program content and 
attributes of a typical data file. Pro- 
gram content files have three critical 
attributes. 

Program content is: 

very large compared to files gener- 
ated by typical computer applications. 

isochronous - they must be deliv- 
ered continuously. Viewers easily per- 
ceive any interruptions. 

usually comprised of multiple enti- 
ties: video, audio and metadata, all of 
which may have to be delivered at the 
same time. 

These attributes have made it diffi- 
cult to apply typical network solu- 
tions to program content. For exam- 
ple, file transfer protocol (FTP) is a 
tool used to move files from one 
computer to another with the re- 

striction of point -to -point transfers 
only. But universal FTP will not al- 
low the transfer of files larger than 
2GB and does not support partial 
file transfers. These problems are 
among the hurdles designers face as 
they seek to employ existing network- 
ing technology for our industry. 

What does it take? 
Interoperability, or seamlessly 

transferring and sharing files between 
program content users, is a complex 
task. Interoperability can be ad- 
dressed on many different levels. Is a 
system interoperable if program con- 
tent files can be exchanged between 
two systems, but the files cannot be 
opened by the applications involved? 
Or, is interoperability achieved only 

when a user on one system can open 
and manipulate files created on an- 
other system using different soft- 
ware? 

Figure 1 illustrates some of what 
must take place behind the scenes 
before such interoperability is possi- 
ble as well as the level of interoper- 
ability the Task Force sought to ad- 
dress. Shown are a number of in- 
teroperability domains that follow 
the famous ISO seven -layer model. 
To achieve the highest level of in- 
teroperability, the industry would 
have to agree to: 

adopt a limited set of physical inter- 
faces. This makes the physical media 
compatible (not shown ). 

adopt a limited set of electrical 
interfaces. This makes the electrical 

Interoperability domains 

Content Transfer 

File Formats 
Metadata 

Control, Access 

Vendor specific 

API compatible 

Protocol compatible 

Data transfer 
compatible 

GUI 

Application 

Transport, 
Network 

Stack 

Data compatible 

Content Transfer 

File Formats 

Metadata 
Control, Access 

Figure 1. Interoperability can be defined several ways. For program content, the Task 
Force has recommended a reference architecture(RA). The RA recommends interfaces 
as well as protocols for access. 
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-----=-1 LD1= 
DIGITAL-S 
1/2 -INCH COMPONENT DIGITAL 

Uncompromising EFP performance, in 
a lightweight, low -lux ENG camcorder. 

Even in the fast paced world of ENG, the new DY 90 Camcorder from JVC 
means you'll never need to compromise quality...for convenience. 

For starters, the DY -90 is extremely user- friendly, with full -auto shooting in a 

comfortable design where switches and controls are conveniently placed exactly 
where you'd expect them. Packed into this ergonomic camcorder that only weighs 
around 15 pounds, you'll also find 0.75 lux capability, four -channel audio and 
extremely low power consumption for outstanding convenience in the field. 

The exceptional 4:2:2 and 50Mbps standards cf DIGITAL -S allow you to 
capture amazing digital footage on the format's robust half -inch metal particle 
tape that allows a full two hours of recording time and is good for 100 passes! 
The quality of this footage becomes even more apparent in the studio, allowing 
transparent reproduction for editing, effects and multi -generation dubbing. 

Add in a surprisingly affordable price, and you've got a news 
item that's worthy of a lead story. 

The DIGITAL -S DY -90 Camcorder. 
The reasons are becoming clearer than ever. 

Call 1-800-JVC-5825 or visit our Web site for more information. 
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components on ei- 
ther end of the wire 
(or fiber) compati- 
ble (also not 
shown). 

adopt a common 
set of content trans- 
fer file formats. This 
makes the data com- 
patible. 

adopt a common 
set of transport pro- 
tocols. This makes 
the exchange dialog 
compatible. 

adopt a common 
set of API interfaces 
to the transport 
stack. This makes 
the connection to the 
applications com- 
patible. 

For the ultimate in 
compatibility, the 
end -user environ- 
ment should have 
the same look and feel. The Graphi- 
cal User Interfaces (GUIs) should be 
compatible as well. 

Providing standards all the way up 
to the GUI level would be impracti- 
cal. In fact, achieving such a high 
level of compatibility might stifle 
creativity and cause more harm than 
good. In the end, the report recom- 
mends focusing on achieving data 
and protocol compatibility. (This is 

Fast, local 
FC transfer 

Application r custom tue 
access 

application j level 

1 
ANSIX3T111 

& FTP+ 
Protocol 

level 

Transport 
level 

Network 
level 

FC-4 SCSI /IP 

Libre Channel 
LFC -2 

ylr 
COS O COS 3 
rate set 

- 

Files for transfer /access 

Point- to 
Core FTP multipoint 

transfers 

FTP file 
transfer 

application 

FTP API 
(RFC 959) 

TCP 
(RFC 793) 

custom file 
access 

application 

FTP+ 
L 

XTP 
(XTP Forum) 

4 

(RFC 791) 

i best effort; 
OoS 

l 
-- 

Distributed 
file access 

NFS file 
system accesa 

1 
NFS 3.0 API 
(RFC 1813) 

ple users can view the 
stream at the same 
time. For streaming 
applications, the path 
is usually unidirec- 
tional. 

File transfer is a 

point -to -point (push 
or pull, in some cas- 
es point-to- multi- 
point) method of 

PCP /UDP transferring pro - 
gram content. It in- 
volves establishing a 

connection between 
two systems, and 
then sending a piece 
of content from one 
system to the other. 
One of the biggest 
advantages of file 
transfer is guaran- 
teed delivery. If 
something disturbs 
the transfer, the cor- 
rupted bits are re- 

sent until they are received correctly. 
Furthermore, the file can be sent at 
any speed - faster than real -time, 
real -time, or slower than real -time. 
Table I provides a quick comparison 
between streaming and file transfer. 

One item in the table that bears 
some discussion is Quality of Service 
(QoS). QoS is a telecom term that 
refers to the quality of the link be- 
tween two points. It is essentially a 

contract or guarantee of the perfor- 
mance the customer will receive us- 

OoS for IP nets, ATM, FC 

:explicit T1, E1, 13, E3 Oos 

1 
MAC & Physical layers 802.3 (10/100/1000 Mbit/s), IEEE1394 

ATM / SONET / SOH, T1, El, 13, E3, Fibre Channel FC -0, 1 

Figure 2. There are several protocols to choose from when transferring files. 
Shown are some of these protocols as well as appropriate applications. 

Obtaining a 
copy of the 
Task Force 
report 
The Final Report is published 

jointly by the EBU and SMPTE. 

Contact the EBU or SMPTE and 
ask to be sent a paper copy 
(the EBU can supply a Special 
Supplement, SMPTE can supply 
a Journal) or download the .pdf 
document from the EBU 

website (www.ebu.ch/ 
pmc_es_tf.html) or from the 
SMPTE website 
(www.smpte.org /engr/ 
ebumeet1.html) 

the area indicated by the RA Do- 
main) This work, coupled with the 
work of the Wrappers and Metadata 
area of the Task Force, will allow 
users to transfer files using a known 
set of protocols and file formats 
across networks with known char- 
acteristics. 

Two ways to transfer material 
There are two common ways to trans- 

fer program content - streaming and 
file transfer. These methods have very 

With file transfer, the QoS may or may not 

be related to what you see at the other end 

of the pipe. 

different characteristics and require 
very different protocols and, perhaps, 
networks. 
Streaming follows the typical 

broadcast model. A piece of pro- 
gram content is fed down a pipe 
(push transfer), and the end user can 
receive this content at will. The frame 
rate for display at the receiver(s) is set 

by the transmitting source. Users can 
join the stream at any time and multi- 
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ing a particular link. The following 
elements are typically specified by 
QoS 

bandwidth (which may be ex- 
pressed as peak and average bit - 
rates). 

bit error rate. 
jitter and delay (latency). 
access set -up time. 

In streaming applications, the QoS 
directly determines what the pro- 
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AN LOG? DIGITAL? HYBRID? 

Whatever 
The Future Holds, 
You' // Be Beady! 

The DPS -470 Serial Digital AV Synchronizer 

EVER'1HNG 

IN 

VIDEO: 
SDI Serial Digital 

Composite 

Y/C 

Component 

AUDIO: 
SDI Embedded 

AES /EBU pigital 
Analog Balanced 

The DPS -470 serial digital component AVsyn- 

chronizer is the ideal choice for broadcasters 

transitioning to DTV. Available in video and 

audio /video configurations, the DPS -470 

bridges the gap between analog and digital 

production facilities. 10 bit ITU -R 601 compo 

nent processing and adaptive comb filter de- 

coding provide maximum signal transparency. 

A built -in auto sense TBC and digital test 

pattern generator round out the features. 

For combined video and dual stereo audio 

synchronization, add the DPS AS -470 internal 

digital audio synchronizer option. Because all 

outputs are active, analog and digital devices 

can be connected at the same time. 

E VE RYTHN G 

OUT 

As you move to DTV. the DPS -470 is your 

insurance against obsolescence. And you 

won't pay a premium! 

VIDEO: 
SDI Serial Digital 

Composite 

Y/C 

Component 

AUDIO: 
SDI Embedded 

AES /EBU Digital 

Analog Balanced 

DPS 
www.dps.com 
800-775-3314 
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Available in Any Color 
The NV3512, used by all of the major broadcasting net- 
works and post houses, is a large -scale, expandable rout- 
ing switch for synchronous and asynchronous switching 
of digital audio as well as time code. It can be controlled 
by most of the current router control systems, so it is eas- 
ily integrated into existing as well as new facilities. It 
can be purchased in sizes of 8 x 32 all the way up to 
2048 x 2048. (One customer has a synchronous NV3512 
that is 2048 x 512.) 

Higher NV3512 sales volume has resulted in recent in- 
creases in manufacturing efficiency, significantly reduc- 
ing product cost. NVISION is able to pass on these sub- 
stantial cost reductions to our customers, making our mar- 
ket- leading AES routing system not only the best but 
now the most affordable, with savings of up to 40 %, 
depending on configuration. 

Recently, customers have been heard to say, "Your products really work 
well, they solve engineering problems and fit easily into my budget. But 
I thought you only made routing switches!" Apparently, we manufac- 
ture more products than most people realize. Yes, we do build award - 
winning, trail -blazing and market- leading routing systems, but we also 
produce a huge range of modular products that are designed with the 
same exacting standards. 

We have obviously been so concerned with developing the very best prod- 
uct designs for the most affordable prices, that we have forgotten to tell 
you about it! 

Here is a complete list of all of our modular products, and if you don't see 
what you want here, call us, we might have forgotten to include it! 

1 Didn't Know They 

AES /EBU Distribution Amplifiers, AES /EBU Distribution Ampli 

Distribution Amplifiers, SDI Reclocking Distribution Amplifiers, 

NVC 

l' 

HD -SDI Recocking Distribution Amplifiers with E0, HD -SDI Triple 

Digital Audio Codecs, Analog to Digital Converters, IRU Equi 

Embedder Expansion Modules, Disembedders, Disembedder Ex 

Fiber Optic Transceivers, HD -SDI Fiber Optic 0/E Converters, HD 

tors, Sample Rate Converters, Mixing and Subframe Routing Mod 

Digital Audio Sync Generators, Transmission Protection Switches 

and E0. AES /EBU Jitter Removing Distribution Amplifiers, SDI 

Distribution Amplifiers with E0, HD -SDI Distribution Amplifiers, 

fiers, HD -SDI Triple Distribution Amplifiers with Reclocking and 

Equipment Frames, and PSUs Digital to Analog Converters, E 

Modules, SDI Fiber Optic 0/E Convene 

Optic E/O Conveners, HD -SDI Fiber 0 ` 

Code Delay Modules, AES /EBU Four -CI 

Distribution Amplifiers, AES /EBU Dist 

Amplifiers, SDI Reclocking Distributid 

Reclocking Distribution Amplifiers wit 

Audio Codecs, Analog to Digital ConveR . RU cc .ent c 

Expansion Modules, Disembedders, Dise,,.,adder Expunsion Mua 

Transceivers, HD -SDI Fiber Optic 0/E Converters, HD -SDI Fiber 0 

Rate Converters, Mixing and Subframe Routing Modules, Time Cod 

S tches AES/EB Dis 

E stributio li A 

A DI Distil n lo 

Triple Distribution Amplifiers with Reclocking and EO, Digital Au 

Frames, Digital to Analog Converters, Embedders, Embedder Ex 
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...as Long as it's Black 
Introduced at NAB '98 and currently 

the only large HD routing system in 

daily use, the ENVOY' system greatly 

simplifies your DTV/DVB system de- 

sign. You can manage any SDI or HD- 
SDI digital video signal within a single 

frame. The ENVOY 6128 is a 128 x 

128 frame that can be populated in in- 

crements of 8 x 8. 

ENVOY... 
Simplicity in DIV Design 

locking a 

locking Di 

Amplili 

es. 2RU 

Iules SD 

Iptic E/0 

ode Del( 

Disci but 

Amplib 

locking C 

Audio Cc 

mbedd, 

ED, AES /EBU litter Removng Distribution Amplifiers SDI 

tribution Amplifiers with ED, HD SDI Distribution Amplifiers 

4000 Sena. Processing Ecupnent r 

ledocking and E0 

fers, Embedders 

0 Converters, SDI 

eterence Genera 

io Delay Modules 

s with Reclocking 

I 1:16 Reclocking 

istribution Ampli 

ent Frames, 2RU 

der Expansion 

ers, HD -SDI Fiber 

g Modules, Time 

witches AES /EBU 

, SDI Distribution 

plifiers, HD -SDI 

g and ED, Digital 

dders, Embedder 

s, SDI Fiber Optic 

aerators, Sample 

Lt 1C 

iber opt 

inverters i 

odules, AE 

mplifiers, 

SDI Red.. 

ributicek 

s, Analog 

odules, Di 

EBU Four -Channel Digital Audio Delay Modules, Digital Audio 

ES /EBU Distribution Amplifie-s with Reclocking and E0, AES/ 

ing Distribution Amplifiers. SDI 1:16 Reclocking Distribution 

lifie.th Ea, HD -SDI Triple Distrin ran Amplifiers, HD -SDI 

Digital Conveners, 1RU Equiamem Frames, 2RU Equipment 

mbedders, Disembedder Expensiorr Modules, SDI Fiber Optic 

The ENVOY 6064 and 6256 (introduced at NAB '99) offer the same 

operational flexibility in 64 x 64 and 256 x 128 frame sizes. We have 

designed unique expansion interfaces that allow simple and economic 

expansion to much larger matrix sizes. ENVOY represents the latest 

in leading edge technology, providing operational freedom and easy 

integration, at prices that you can afford. 

All of our routing switches can be controlled by most existing control 

systems, including Tektronix SMS7000, Philips DVS Jupiter, Pro Bel 

and Sony. 

Another NVISION innovation is the ENVY TM control system. ENVY 

is Windows NT Server® -based and represents the next generation of 

system control technology, with open architecture, user definable in- 

terfaces, standard database structure (no esoteric instructions to learn) 

and easily expandable system components. 

For honest answers and real prices, contact our sales department at 1 

800 719 -1900 

NA99 NVII 
gineering 

11 

Buy these products at NAB 99, 

LVCC #L12126 

Elegance 

Phone: 1 530 265 -1000 
Fax: 1 530 265 -1021 
Web Site: www.nvisionl.com 
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Broadcast 
Solutions 

for broadcast professionals. 

My job is to make 
sure our listeners hear 
a seamless, interactive 
broadcast -and 
fortunately, that's 
Gentner's 
job too. 

Introducing our NEW state -of- the -art 
24 bit digital hybrid -DH30 

Gentner offers telephone interface products for any 
broadcast setting -from live remote, to broadcasts. 
to listener call -ins. We have the right solution for you. 

_- Gentner 
Perfect Communication through Technology. 
Service, and Education.' 
1.800.568.9239 1.801.975.7200 www.gsntnar.com 
Fax -On -Demand: 1.800.695.8110 DH30 Doc. 43014 
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A perspective 
on networks 
and transfer 
protocols 
BY HANS HOFFMANN 

The Networks and Transfer 
Protocols subgroup of the 

Task Force had the responsibility of finding the 
best technologies to enable different data types 
to be moved around a networked production 
environment. It also had the task of identifying 

the best 
methods for 
audio /video 
streaming in 
real -time 
(and faster 
than real - 
time), file 
transfer (also 
at different 
speeds) and 
file access. 

The chosen 
methods 
should 
guarantee 
the interop- 

erable transfer of program content between 
devices, and these transfers should meet the 
high -end requirements of the broadcast world. 
An additional part of the subgroups' work was 
to identify and define the further work that 
needs to be carried out by standardization 
organizations. 

We have defined a Reference Architecture (RA) 
which allows the movement of digital content 
between the devices of different manufacturers. 
We have made some choices for general -purpose 
streaming and for file transfer. We have identi- 
fied special technologies to meet high -end 
television broadcast requirements. We have also 
identified the follow -up work that is necessary 
to standardize all these new technologies and to 
expand on the ideas we have already generated. 
And finally, if every manufacturer and system 
designer follows just one or two parts of this 
RA, interoperability, (at least in the physical 
area, the data -link area and the network area) is 

guaranteed. 

If every manu- 

facturer and system 

designer follows 
just one or two 

parts of this RA, 

interoperability is 

guaranteed 

Hans Hohmann is Chairman of the Networks and Transfer 
Protocols subgroup. 
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we had to 

To impress broadcast engineers, 

a make a quantum leap 
in video server performance, 

or b offer an 

We decided to (1( 1)( 111. 

Introducing the SeaChange 

Broadcast Media Cluster" 800 

$112,500* 

Welcome to the leading edge of performance and 

value. The SeaChange Broadcast MediaCluster 800 

delivers fault resilient reliability with single video copy 

storage, 4:2:2/4:2:0 MPEG -2 video, I input /3 outputs, 

and I I hours of storage at 24 Mb /s. 

All for just $I I2,500*. 

No one else can offer you a video server with better 

fault resilience. Or bring it to you in a single system, 

like we can. But don't take our word for it. Test 

the newest member of the SeaChange Broadcast 

MediaCluster family. And get ready for a quantum 

leap in performance. 

Call us today: 1- 978 -897 -0100 

SEACHANGE m INTERNATIONAL 

Visit us on the web O www.schenge.com 

01999 SeaChange International, Inc. 124 Acton St Maynard. MA 01754 1.978.897.0100 ta. 1.978- 897 -0132 www.scrange.com no strings attached. 
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gram content looks 
like at the far end 
of the pipe. If you 
take a hit during a 

video feed, you will 
see it. With file 
transfer, the QoS 
may or may not be 
related to what you 
see at the other end 
of the pipe. Since a 

file transfer usual- 
ly involves a bidi- 
rectional link, any 
disruption of the 
signal at the receive 
end causes the re- 
ceiver to request a 

re -send of the af- 
fected material. 

File transfer 
methods 

For each of the 
transfer methods 
there are appropri- 
ate protocols to be 

used. To achieve 
the goal of interoperability, these 
protocols must be standardized. For- 
tunately, or unfortunately, there are 
a large number of technologies to 
choose from. For interoperability, 
the number of possible choices has to 
be constrained. Specific recommenda- 
tions can be found in Table 2, but some 
of the leading technologies for file trans- 
fer are: 

Universal FTP (based on TCP/IP). 
Point -to- multipoint transfers using 

the eXtended Transfer Protocol (XTP). 

Application 

Container 

Network 
(transport 
mechanisms) 

Video Audio Data 

Uncompressed 
601 

Data Link 

Physical 

CP 

sol 

Compression and Packetization 

`if 

MPEG DV 

MPEG 
(TS, PS, etc.) 

DV / DIF 
Stream 

r 

FC-AV 

Transport Mapping Rules 

SIM 

AAL 

ATM 

RIP/RSVP 

FC 

Class i 
IP 

(TCP, UDP, etc) 

SDH / SONET FC Physical Ethernet, etc 

Figure 4. Mapping video audio and data into various types of transports streams is done using specific rules 
depending upon the application and the network transport mechanisms. 

Production 

Distribution 
SD & HD 

0 
Internet, 
Intranet, 
Browse 

Fast File Transfer (methods which 
use hardware or lightweight software 
protocols over Fibre Channel, ATM 
(and other IP based transports). 

An enhanced version of FTP called 
FTP +. 

To complete the picture, let's look 
at how the networks and protocols 
discussed are stacked together to 
make a complete transport system. 
Figure 2 shows various protocol 
stacks that can be used in different 
applications. (A protocol stack is 

usually a series 
of software 
applications 
and hardware 
that are com- 
bined to en- 
able commu- 
nications 
across net- 
works.) 

Figure 2 

shows that, 
for fast local 
Fibre Channel 
transfer, FTP+ 
might be used 
over Fibre 
Channel. Uni- 
versal FTP 

Streaming Technology Application Spaces 

SDI / SDTI 

AESIEBU 
1394, FC, 

(Distributed 
Production) 

ATM 

Dedicated Purpose 
(DTV, DVB, Sat, T1,T3...) 

IP- Streaming 

Local Campus, City 
Distance 

WAN 

Figure 3. Different streaming technologies need to be employed 
based on quality and distance parameters. 
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would be carried across an IP net- 
work using the standard FTP client 
and TCP. FTP and TCP /IP have some 
limitations that may make it unsuit- 
able for program content transfer. It 
is also important to note that point - 
to-multipoint is also not supported 
in Universal FTP and TCP /IP. To get 
around these restrictions, FTP+ is 

used on top of XTP. FTP+ enables 
point -to- multipoint communications 
along with a number of other fea- 
tures including partial file transfers 
which may be especially useful for 
broadcast applications. 

Streaming over a network is different 
from streaming using traditional broad- 
cast methods. In the broadcast world, 
delay through a given system, whether 
it is terrestrial or satellite based, is 

relatively fixed. Jitter, or change in the 
system delay, is small. The same can- 
not be said for computer networks. 
When program content is streamed, it 
is isochronous - that is, it is a contin- 
uous flow of data. If the network in- 
duces significant delay, the effects on 
the program content can be disastrous. 
Traditional computer networks 

were built without much regard for 
latency. For example, Ethernet has 
indeterminate delay due to the way it 
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handles collisions. If a streaming ap- 
plication does not anticipate this, a 

disruption of the program content 
will result. Jitter and timing issues 
such as these can be handled with 
proper buffering techniques as long 
as the jitter or change in network 
delay is known. Other parameters 
are also critical. 

To specify a network connection so 
that it may be used for streaming, it is 
important to establish the appropriate 
QoS. The following parameters are 
used to define network performance 
for streaming applications. 

Peak bit -rate (bit/s) - the bit -rate 
which the source may never exceed. 

Minimum bit -rate (bit/s) - the bit - 
rate which the source is always al- 
lowed to send. 

Sustained bit -rate (bit /s) - the 
mean bit -rate at which the source 
transmits. 

Jitter (or Delay Variation). 
End -to -end delay (seconds) - i.e. 

propagation delay. 
Bit Error Rate (errors/bit) - the 

average number of errors per bit. 
Set -up delay (seconds) - the maxi- 

mum delay between requesting a con- 
nection and receiving it. 

Once the appropriate network has 
been defined, the next step is to decide 
how content will be sent across the 
network. 

There are a number of methods that 
can be employed to stream program 

Commercial 
Inventory Remote 

Server 

Streaming 
Field Camera 

Server 

Multiple 
Program 

Streams 

Figure 5. With interoperable systems, commercials and feeds from a streaming camera 
could be sent to a central server and played out as needed. 

content, including: ATM. 
Serial Digital Interface (SDI). Fibre Channel. 
Serial Data Transport Interface IEEE 1394 (Firewire). 

(SDTI). Figure 3 shows how these trans - 
Dedicated purpose transports such ports may be affected by quality 

as DVB and DTV. and distance. As you might expect, 
IP. SDI, and SDTI work well in the local 

environment, and ATM 
is well suited for use over 
longer distances. IP 
streaming can be em- 
ployed across a wide 
range of distances, but it 
is an unlikely candidate 
for high -quality streams. 
From this information, it 
can be seen that there is 
no clear single network 
or protocol to use for all 
applications. In fact, it is 

more likely that a range 
of tools will be used de- 
pending on the applica- 
tion. 

Task Force Recommendations 
Streaming File Transfer 
SDTI is currently the choice for internal studio interconnects. This means that to transmit 

compressed signals without re- encoding within the studio, SDTI is the right choice - if you have 
to do it in real -time and at faster -than -real -time. Fibre Channel for high -performance local area 
networks. The development of disk drives with Fibre Channel interfaces was part of the decision. 

Fibre Channel is a high -performance file transfer mechanism. The FC AN project is working 
on a streaming implementation, but it is only on paper. The Task Force felt that if a Fibre Channel 
streaming implementation can be realized, it would be a suitable network candidate. ATM is the 
choice for wide -area networks. 

ATM is the choice for WAN streaming. However, wander and jitter issues remain to be 
resolved. IP -based interfaces can be used, because IP provides a standardized interface on 
which our file transfer protocols can sit. 

XTP is the current choice to meet the requirement for point -to- multipoint transfer 

Table 2. After much deliberation, the Task Force offered these recommendations for streaming and 
file transfer. 
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Mapping - putting 
program content into 
the stream 

In a number of appli- 
cations, file servers and 
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Matrix Switching for 
HDTV Signals 

Extron's Matrix 50 series delivers broadcast quality 

HDTV performance with 150 MHz ( -3dB) video 

bandwidth. The Matrix 50 has the flexibility to route 

HDTV, composite video, S- video, component video, 

RGsB, and stereo audio in 8x4, 8x8, 12x4, and 12x8 

I/O configurations. 

The Matrix 50 includes one audio plane for mono or 

stereo, balanced or unbalanced audio inputs and out- 

puts. Three video planes are available per input and 

output and can be configured to suit the requirements 

of any application. 

With 28 models available, the Matrix 50 comes in a 

2U high, rack -mountable enclosure, with list prices 

starting at $1,240. 

o r 

The Matrix 50 series provides these advantages: 

Four I/O sizes: 8x4, 8x8, 12x4, and 12x8; 28 different models 

Capable of routing HDTV, composite video, S- video, 

component video, RGsB, and stereo audio signals 

Fully buffered inputs /outputs to eliminate crosstalk 

QuickSwitch' Front Panel Controller for easy 

input /output selection 

RS- 232/422 control for third -party control, Extron's 

Windows® -based control program, or Simple Instruction 
Set (SIS') 

12 memory presets 

Audio gain and audio breakaway 

Video bandwidth: 150 MHz ( -3dB), fully loaded 

Auto -switchable internal power supply (100 -240v, 50/60 Hz) 

For complete details, visit our website at 

http: / /www.extron.com /product /matrix50.stm 

Extron Electronics 
EXTRON ELECTRONICS /RGB SYSTEMS. INC 
1230 South Lewis Strctt. Anaheim. CA 92805 
800.633.98 -6 14.491.1500 FAX 714.491.1517 
U.S.A. 

800.633.9876 
EXTRON ELECTRONICS. EUROI1E 

Bads hs rm, wsg 6C. 3821 AH Amersfoon 
.31 tt - nM0 FAX .31.33.453 4050 

The \,. .1k1. 

EXTRON ELECTRONICS. ASIA 
41 B Krea Aver Road. Singapore 089003 

.65.226.00(5 FAX .65.226.0019 
Singapore 
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EXTRON ELECTRONIC INFORMATION 
LxTRosWEBTM: www.cxtron.com 

EXTRONFA.X "': 14.491.0192 
24.hour access -worldwide! 
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other storage devices in particular, it 
is vital to know how the various 
components of the program content 
(video, audio, and metadata) are 
mapped into the stream. This is be- 
cause many storage devices sort pro- 
gram content into its component 
parts and then store these elements 
separately. Figure 4 shows how pro- 
gram content is mapped onto vari- 
ous streams. 

The various components of pro- 
gram content are usually first com- 
pressed (video) and packetized. They 
are then inserted into various unique 
and standardized containers /wrap- 
pers (MPEG, DV, etc.) and then put 
onto the network (Fibre Channel, 
ATM, etc.). Some of these containers 
or wrappers are universally able to 
transport different types of content 
such as FC A/V which can transport 
DV, MPEG and 601, while others are 
designed to for one content type only 
(DIF for DV, CP for MPEG -ES). The 
video, audio, data and metadata can 
be thought of as boxes being contin- 
uously loaded into a semi -truck trail- 
er the container. When one con- 
tainer is full, it gets on the highway, 
the network, and the next one pulls 
up to be loaded. The point is that 
each container must be loaded in a 
standardized way. Otherwise, at the 
receiving point, each individual box 

A networks and protocols glossary 

ANSI 

ASF 

ATM 
A/V 
EBU 

FTP 

FTP+ 

IEEE 

IP 

ISO 

FC 

LAN 
MPEG 

NFS 

QoS 

RA 

RFT 

SDI 

SDTI 

SMPTE 

TCP/IP 

WAN 
XTP 

American National Standards Institute 
(Microsoft) Advanced Streaming Format 
Asynchronous transfer mode 
Audio /video 
European Broadcast Union 
File transfer protocol 
File transfer protocol plus 
(US) Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers 
Internet protocol 
International Organization for Standardization 
Fibre Channel 
Local area network 
(ISO /IEC) Moving Picture Experts Group 
Network File System 
Quality of service 
Reference architecture 
Request for technology 
Serial digital interface 
Serial data transport interface 
(US) Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers 
Transmission control protocol /Internet protocol 
Wide -area network 
eXtended Transfer Protocol 

to interoperability. 
Figure 5 shows a simplified dia- 

gram of how such technology might 
be employed. Commercials could be 
sent via file transfer (guaranteed de- 
livery) to a central server. A stream- 

The video, audio, data and metadata can be 

thought of as boxes being continuously loaded 
into a semi -truck trailer - the container. 

must be opened and inspected before 
being processed (decompressed). 
This costs both time and money. 

Practical application 
The Task Force was faced with some 

difficult decisions, their recommen- 
dations for streaming and file trans- 
fer are listed in Table 2. So what is 
the practical application of these 
technologies? What are the conse- 
quences of adopting the report? If 
the recommendations are adopted, 
it will be possible to exchange files 
and send streams from one system to 
another -a big step down the path 

ing camera connected to a public 
network could deliver images and 
sound for immediate broadcast or 
later playback. The central server 
allows the interspersing of stream- 
ing material and stored files, all of 
which can be combined to make up a 

complete program stream. Because 
the server can generate multiple 
streams from the same piece of stored 
content, multi -channel applications 
are possible without dramatic in- 
creases in storage size. 

As the work on networks and file 
transfers progresses, you will be hear- 
ing more and more announcements 
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about centralized facility operations. 
USA Network just announced that 
they will be operating all of their 
facilities from a central master con- 
trol operation. Other networks are 
sure to follow. 
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CanS<°v^. Inc. d Plorh CadM: 

STC ING ISTRIBUTC)RS 
(broc dcast Products) 

Bi- Tlonics 
(800 666 -0996 
www.bi- tronics.com 

Liberty Wire and Cable 
(800 530 -8998 
www.liberycable.com 

Network and Cable Products 
(800 886 -0069 
www network -cab le. com 

URS Electronics 
(800 955 -4877 
www ursele.com 

Yale Electronics 
(888 776 -9253 
www.proyale.com 

Oiz4t OILL Cable Line 
CommScope's latest brainchild gives 
you a new generation of coax cables 
to choose from for optimal HDTV 

performance. 100 
percent sweep 
tested for HDTV 

bandwidths 
(out to 2.4 
GHz) Quantum TM 

CommScope 
CommScope 

Co,irte1 TA 1lZind. 
redefines the standard for speed, 
reliability and performance. For the 

ultimate in all your High -Def 
applications, think 

Quantum from 
CommScope. 
It's how High -Def 
intelligence 

travels! 

CommScopeb 
How Intelligence Travels` 

For information call 1- 800 -982 -1708 or 828 -324 -2200 / www.commscope.com 
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Ask Dr. Digital 

CAV standards 
BY STEVE EPSTEIN, TECHNICAL EDITOR 

Regarding component 
analog video, how 

does MII component vid- 
eo differ from Betacam 
component video? 

Greg Hertfelder 
Audio - Visual Project 

Manager 
Cerner Corporation 

Dr. Digital responds: 
es they are differ- 
ent, the signals 

used are the same (Y, 
R-Y, B-Y) but the am- 
plitudes are different. 

This issue is a real political football. 
Despite numerous efforts, SMPTE 
has never been able to adopt a com- 
ponent analog video standard. The 
specifications of the various stan- 
dards are shown in Figure 1. Basical- 

ly, Betacam 100 percent luminance 
is 714mV, while MII luminance is 
700mV. For 100 percent chromi- 
nance, Betacam is +/- 467mV (934mV 
p -p), MII is +/ -324mV (648mVp -p). 
Changing the signal amplitude af- 
fects the signal -to -noise ratio, which 
can make one product appear better 
than another from a specifications 
point of view. 

In addition to problems between 
Betacams and Mils, integrating these 
decks into digital component envi- 
ronments can be problematic. These 
applications require deserializers 
feeding EBU N -10 signals to the 
deck's CAV inputs. The CAV outputs 
feed a serializer. The result is signal 
level transparent in the analog do- 
main. Problems occur when the tapes 
are played back using the composite 
outputs. The resulting signals do not 
have setup and reduced chrominance 
( -25 %). The opposite situation oc- 
curs when the composite inputs and 

WAVEFORM NTSC EBU N10 BETACAM M II 

Y SIGNAL PEAK 714.3mV 
WHITE 

700mV 714.3mV 700mV 

SETUP 53.57mV OmV 53.57mV OmV 

BLKG OmV OmV OmV OmV 

SYNC -285.7mV -300mV -285.7mV -300mV 

B -Y SIGNAL SCALING 
FACTOR .493 .564 .75 .522 

POSITIVE +313.54mV +350mV +466.65mV +324mV 
PEAK 

OmV OmV OmV OmV 

NEGATIVE -313.54mV -350mV -466.65mV -324mV 
PEAK 

SCALING 
R -Y SIGNAL FACTOR .877 .713 .95 .66 

S s POSITIVE +438.5mV +350mV +466.65mV +324mV 
PEAK 

OmV OmV OmV OmV 

NEGATIVE -438.5mV -350mV -466.65mV -324mV 
PEAK 

Figure 1. Component analog signal characteristics for 100 percent color bars in the 
various CAV standards. 
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component 
outputs are 
used, Signals 
then have set- 
up and excessivechrominance ( +33 %). 

In BE's May 98 "Transition to Dig- 
ital" column, Michael Robin sug- 
gests that facilities standardize on 
the EBU format. However, without 
the equipment in front of you, it can 
be difficult to determine the factory 
settings. Within facilities, the sim- 
plest method is to standardize on a 
single format and use DAs to adjust 
levels accordingly. If you only have 
one or two MII decks and numerous 
Betacams, run everything Betacam 
and vice versa. 

For a more complete discussion of the 
issue, see May 1998's "Transition to 
Digital." 

Keeping those 
miniature lamps lit 

m changing, or try- 
ing to change, the 

two scale illumination 
lights on a Tektronix 

1720 vectorscope. It's 
horrible! I have found sev- 

eral ways of doing this, but none of 
them are easy. Is there some trick or 
modification that I am missing? These 
bulbs need to be replaced fairly often 
and an easier method would be wel- 
come. Is there a trick, a solution or a 
modification for this problem? 

13c 

Dany Marquis 
Engineering technician 
Le Réseau Des Sports 

Montréal, Canada 

Dr. Digital responds: 
Been there, done 
that. Maybe you 

know a surgeon friend 
interested in that task. 
Keeping those little 
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THE NEXT GENERATION OF 

DIGITAL AUDIO RECORDERS 

STARTED WITH 

SOME VERY GOOD IDEAS: 

YOURS. 

INTRODUCING THE TCR FAMILY Of SYNCHRONOUS DIGITAL RECORDERS. 

We stark,: ith solid engirt, and some innovative ideas from real 

hands -on engineers and editors like you. Then molded that thinking into the 

TCR8'"and TCR4'7 Two professional production recorders, ideally suited for the 

edit bay, the studio or the field. Not just a designer's dream, but yours. 

8 -track and 4 -track models 

Perfect for broadcast and video production 

24 -bit audio quality 

High density removable disks 

Massive hard disk storage 

Complete timecode implementation 
True VTR emulation 

Just one of many Digital Audio Solutions from 360 Systems. 

PROFESSIONAL DIGITAL AUDIO 

For more information call 1818)991 -03d) / Fax: (818)991- 1360 / e- mail: inlot'360+"tenu.com / %ensue: e.3O). 5tenu.com 
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0 1999 Toktrnmix. 6u:. Tektronix Is a registered trademark of Tektronix. Inc. 

WHAT IF A 

SERVER COULD 

TAKE THE RISK 

OUT OF GOING 

DIGITAL? 

That's exactly what 

Tektronix' designed its 

Profile family of video 

servers to do. Unlike most 

video servers, Tektronix 

doesn't limit your use of 

compression formats. 

JPEG, MPEG and DVCPRO 

can all be incorporated 
into your facility, where 

you decide they make 

the most sense. Profile 

servers also offer an open 

architecture that allows 
you to choose from 

over 100 applications 
created by 50 of the best 

developers. So no 

matter what your vision 

is for going digital, 

choosing Tektronix Profile 

servers is a very safe bet. 

To find out more 

about our risk -free 

servers and receive an 

Application Developer 

Directory, call toll -free 

1- 800 -TEK -VIDEO 

dept. 9918, or visit 
www.tektronix.com /Profile /safe 

Tektronix 
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incandescent bulbs lit is a constant 
chore. Unfortunately it is also ex- 
pensive, in terms of both time and 
money. Luckily, today most situa- 
tions where incandescent bulbs were 
employed have become the stomping 
ground of long lasting LEDs. There 
are some incandescent lamp replace- 
ments on the market that are actual- 
ly LEDs, but they may not be appro- 
priate for this application. In any 
event, I contacted Tektronix to see 
what they suggested. Here is their 
reply: 

To replace the scale illumination 
lamps in a Tektronix 1720 Vector - 
scope, first take the bezel off the 
instrument by removing the two be- 
zel screws on the front panel below 
the display, grasp the bottom of the 
bezel and pull straight out and up- 
ward. Use a tweezers with curved, 
serated tips to remove the bulb by 
positioning the tweezer tips on the 
thin, flat portion of the bulb (close 
to the plastic socket) and pulling the 
bulb straight out. Install the new 
bulb holding it in the same way with 
the tweezers, positioning it in front 
of the socket and pushing the bulb 
with your finger until it snaps into 
place. Finally, replace the bezel. 
There are a few safety tips to keep in 
mind when changing the light. First, 
of course, unplug the power cord 
before removing the bezel. Also, 
don't re- insert the screws in the rear 
panel when the instrument is re- 
moved from the cabinet. 

Tom Winroth 
Technical support specialist 

Tektronix Measurement 
Business Division 

Paying for software bug fixes 
According to TechWeb News, 

(www.techweb.com) Microsoft has an- 
nounced its plans to charge $89 for the 
Windows 98 service pack. Let me see if 
I have this straight - I (we) paid ap- 
proximately $180 for the original ver- 
sion of Windows 98 complete with 
bugs (I'm sorry, features). Now, for an 
additional $89 Microsoft will fix those 
features? 

If I had purchased a new car that did 
not run right I don't think I'd be willing 
to pay an additional 50 percent - a 

year later - to get it running correctly. 
I don't think I'll pay for this upgrade 
either. If Microsoft wanted to sell this 
they should have changed the opening 
graphic to read "Windows 99" and 
called it an upgrade. People would 
likely line up to buy it. 

Computers are a fact of life, and 
trying to get things done without 
them can be very difficult. It is un- 
fortunate that much of today's con- 
sumer level software is poorly imple- 
mented (read: bloated) and full of 
bugs. Many users simply accept com- 
puter crashes as SOP. For those in 
broadcast and professional video ap- 
plications this is unacceptable. The 
truth is, downtime is expensive in 
any industry. Having to live with the 
bugs and then pay for the fixes is a 

double whammy. I would much rath- 
er pay $270 for a bug -free version 
than have to live with the bugs for a 

year and then pay for the fix. 
Software, by its very nature, is a 

work in progress. A fix in one area 
can cause problems in another. With 
the myriad of hardware available, it 
is amazing it works at all. However, 
the computer industry has not donc 

a good job of preventing /correcting 
integration problems. They have been 
so busy reinventing their market that 
quality and robustness have been 
forgotten. Thankfully today there are 
two robust alternatives. The new Mac 
operating system is polished and 
ready to go. If you are not a Mac fan, 
Linux is available free. Getting it up 
and running might be frustrating, 
but then again Win 98 and NT have 
not been without problems. The 
choice is yours. 

If you need help or have any com- 
ments or questions, drop me a note at 
drdigital@compuserve.com. 

Dr. Digital is in and 
waiting to help you. 

Got a problem? 

Let the Dr. know 
about it! 

drdigital@compuserve.com 

What's the difference between automation systems? 

The people behind them. 
CO[oMDIF SUS -cJDs 

www.cids.com/automation.htm 
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You don't work 
a five -day week. - 

You work a 

120 -hour -day. 

Deadlines. Dramatic stories. Endless pressure. One day car lead right into :he next when you deliver the 

news. At Quantegy, we realize that it's not just the story you're sending out with every broadcast. It's our 

-eputation. That's why each Quantegy tape offers superior video performance, providing higher levels of 

chroma and color as we.l as greatly enhanced clarity and definition. Ultimately, all our attention to detail 

is designed to help keep you working smoothly. Which is a whole lot more than we can say for the coffee. 

Call 1.500.752.0'32 Far 1.800.62F.0535 vwr.quanteg'.com 
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Fox 50's news set at WRAL. Raleigh- Durham, NC. 
Photography courtesy Rees Associates. Photo © Andrew Lautman. 
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By Lee Ann DeForest 

Larger 

studio space, stable power systems, 

fly balls and stray shoppers - the average 

station manager's list of relocation con- 

cerns, right? It can be. Amid the current 

flurry of digital equipment upgrades, the quest for 

more space means many stations are moving. The 

crucial question: where? Centrally located stations 

often want to remain in their city but face high 

property values and even higher construction costs. 

Existing buildings are often the only option, but the 
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WRAZ 
WNOL 

challenge is to find a place with enough 
space. 

Two stations, WRAZ in Durham, NC, 
and WNOL in New Orleans selected 
existing, but unusual, new homes with 
the help of Rees Associates Inc., a 

leading architectural, interiors and fa- 
cilities planning firm that specializes in 
broadcast building design. WRAZ 
moved into an office building over- 
looking right field at the Durham Bulls 

Founded in 1995 as part of a local 
marketing agreement owned by Capi- 
tol Broadcasting, WRAZ aired WB 
programming, its own local public ser- 
vice programming, and news from 
WRAL. The two stations shared equip- 
ment, studios and staff. When the FOX 
network granted Capitol Broadcast- 
ing's petition for affiliation in 1996, 
Capitol decided it was time for WRAZ 
to establish its own public presence. 

Space in the current building was 
tight. Several spots in and around Ra- 
leigh were recommended, but the sta- 
tion had other ideas. 

Construction was already underway 
on the $9.6 million Diamond View 
building overlooking the Durham Bulls 

plete. WRAZ now faced the daunting 
task of adapting its original ideas for 
the new station to the physical con- 
straints of the long, narrow space avail- 
able. Station engineers planned the fa- 
cility design with Rees Associates. Sys- 

tem integrator The Whitlock Group 
was then brought in to finish the equip- 
ment planning. Due to the time con- 
straints of the fast -track project and 
WRAZ's small staff size, Whitlock was 
also chosen to complete the wiring and 
installation. 

The lack of open space around the 
park hindered placement of five satel- 
lite dishes, a key initial decision. The 
four steerable 4.5 meter Andrews KU/ 
C -Band dishes, one Fox dish and their 

accompanying racks were posi- 
tioned 700 feet away from 
WRAZ's technical center in the 
corner of the left field parking 
lot. The receivers for the five 
satellite antennae are connect- 
ed back to the facility by single - 
mode multifiber link because of 
the extensive distance. 

WRAZ elected to continue us- 
ing the news program from 
WRAL, taking advantage of 
WRAL's established credibility 
and number one position in the 
market. This required WRAZ 
to position a strong microwave 
relay antenna to receive the sig- 
nal from Raleigh. The station 
was able to place the eight -foot- 
diameter Andrew High Perfor- 
mance antenna amid the right 
field light bridges, which are 
attached to the Diamond View 
building. WRAZ also added a 

four -wire intercom circuit be- 

tween the two facilities to allow 
live coordination for the news 
show. The system is installed 

over the STL and intercity microwave 
subcarriers. 

Diamond View was designed as cor- 
porate office space, which made wir- 
ing of the facility a challenge. The floor 
was already set, forcing station engi- 
neers to choose overhead wiring. Space 

above the ceiling was minimal and not 
easily accessible. Although full size 
racks were used, routing was difficult. 
The Whitlock Group staff ran numer- 
ous spare wires - in some cases, up to 
an extra 25 percent more to each 

location in the station to limit future 

Rack room showing distribution amps, patch 
conditioning unit in the background. 

Athletic Park, while WNOL's new fa- 
cility is under construction inside the 
upscale New Orleans Centre mall. 
Moving into pre- existing buildings not 
meant for television stations has re- 
quired extensive planning and design 
creativity. The WRAZ and WNOL 
teams have used both to implement the 
latest in digital technology into these 
nontraditional new locations. 

A relative newcomer to the broad- 
casting world, WRAZ began life as a 

WB affiliate inside the studios of its 
sister station WRAL in Raleigh, NC. 

70 

panels and a Leibert computer room 

Athletic Park. Owned by Capitol 
Broadcasting, Diamond View kept the 
deal within the company, while allow- 
ing continued support of Durham revi- 
talization efforts. The 18,000 square 
foot first floor of Diamond View of- 
fered WRAZ both an exciting scenic 
view and the chance to bring business 
and visitors to downtown Durham. 

Technical hurdles 
The Diamond View space created a 

variety of technical challenges. The 
shell of the building was already com- 
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Unsure 
of the path to 

digital transition, 

we'll take you there. 
While digital technology is the mandated future of the 
television industry, the path to digital transition is a 

confusing journey for many broadcasters. 

Professional Communications Systems brings the expertise 
and experience necessary for planning and managing 
the many tasks involved in the digital transition 
process. We design this process for your station, in your 
market, addressing your specific needs. 

We have the resources; financial, technical and human. 
We have the experience, including transitions involving 
relocation. We have the relationships; architects, con- 
tractors, manufacturers. And we have the training systems 
to get your people up to speed in a hurry. 

The deadline is rapidly approaching. If you're unsure of 
the path to digital transition, let us take you there. 

Technology Evolves. We Take You There -D 

PROFESSIONAL COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS 

\ n, NI I 
5426 Beaumont Center Blvd. 

Tampa, FL 33634 (800) 447 -4714 

www.pcomsys.com 
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WRAZ 
WNOL 
trips back into the ceiling. 

The separation from WRAL meant 
that WRAZ had to purchase new equip- 
ment for all areas of station operation. 
The decision to use WRAL's news facil- 
ity meant that WRAZ was not required 
to have a news room or studio, news 
editing facilities, or multiple sets of field 
gear, saving the station time, space, and 
money. Although the new facility does 
have a small studio for limited local 
production, it is not currently outfitted 
for broadcasting. 

Purchasing new equipment allowed 
station engineers to take advantage of 
the latest in digital technology. Ob- 
taining this technology, however, posed 

yet all of it arrived in time for installa- 
tion. 

Station engineers creatively handled 
the short time allotted to upfit the 
Diamond View building. Because all of 
the equipment was new, every piece 
and wire had to be tested for possible 
bugs. While walls were placed in the 
space, the entire technical facility was 
prewired and powered up in a ware- 
house. Due to the sensitivity of the 
digital equipment, a professional mov- 
ing company was hired to transfer the 
filled racks to the station for installa- 
tion and system tests as space became 
available. 

The new WRAZ has been designed 
with a strong eye to the future of the 
digital industry. Every piece of equip- 
ment was chosen to create a fully dig- 
ital WRAZ, ready for adaptability to 
DTV. Anchored by a GVG 7000 series 
128 X 128 routing switcher (currently 
populated to 64 X 64), a serial digital 

sion remaining analog. The plant will 
handle multiple master controls and 
has a digital -ready microwave. A new 
digital transmitter and tower are cur- 
rently under construction. WRAZ -TV 
FOX 50 will be ready to meet its FCC - 
mandated deadline of Nov. 1, 1999, 
for DTV. The WRAZ team was suc- 
cessful in adapting the unusual Dia- 
mond View building space to accom- 
modate all of their current and future 
digital broadcast needs. 

WNOL 
The architects at Rees Associates faced 

a similar spatial challenge with the 
design of the new facility for WNOL- 
TV, WB 38 in New Orleans owned by 
Quincy Jones Broadcasting, LLC. 
WNOL is accustomed to inhabiting 
unusual spaces: the station's current 
home previously housed an auto deal- 
ership. Facing limited space and the 
impending expiration of their lease, 

WNOL's leadership began the 
search for a new home over two 
years ago. 

Station management set a list 
of goals for the new location. 
WNOL needed expanded studio 
and office space to accommo- 
date a growing operation, both 
on -air as one of the top -rated 
Warner Bros. affiliates in the U.S. 
and as a production house. Stu- 
dio 38, WNOL's production arm, 
handles a constant flow of com- 
mercials and music videos, is the 
home of a local syndicated cook- 
ing show, and rents the studios 
and suites for editing and pro- 
duction. Additional production 
space was greatly needed. 

The price of real estate in New 
Orleans also influenced the 
search of nontraditional sites. 
While costs have always been 
high, revitalization projects 
throughout the city, particularly 
in the Central Business District, 
have driven land and construc- 
tion costs even higher. 

After months of searching, they set- 
tled on The New Orleans Centre, an 
upscale business, hotel and shopping 
complex located adjacent to the Loui- 
siana Superdome, Hyatt Hotel, and 
the new 18,000 -seat New Orleans 
Sports Arena. This area is the hub for 
special events in the city, including the 

Rack room showing a news ASC server, a Grass Valley Group routing switcher, and 
station's ASC server. 

its own problem. WRAZ engineers 
began ordering equipment at the end 
of April and early May of 1998, with 
building occupancy tentatively sched- 
uled for July. WRAZ had to pressure 
vendors and manufacturers to meet 
tight delivery times. Much of the equip- 
ment was delivered at the last minute, 

72 

601 routing infrastructure was select- 
ed to ensure an easy transition to a 
variety of formats. Another example is 

the Leitch DES -6801, which now con- 
verts all analog video sent to the satel- 
lite receivers to serial digital format. 

Everything produced by WRAZ is 

digital, with only the actual transmis- 
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You know our f 

Careful, this is no time to blink. 
Were about to show you exactly what vision is all about. In a big way. The fact is there's nothing in today's broadcast enterprise we doni already have 

7ur eyes on - much less our engineers. DTV. Multi -channeL Global media transfers. The ultimate in automation solutions and beyond. We saw it coming 

tnd are answering it with new products. New technologies. New solutions. Its a new Louth. And how this benefits you is about to become very clear. 

Louth 
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WRAZ 
WNOL 
NFL. Saints, Tulane University foot- 
ball, professional hockey, and future 
Super Bowls. The Centre itself hosts 
approximately 30- 40,000 visitors each 
week, offering excellent access to the 
community. However, like WRAZ, the 
space itself was long, narrow, and not 
as large as originally planned. Rees 
Associates and WNOL's planners 
worked together to devise several cre- 
ative solutions to meet all of the sta- 
tion's needs. 

Taking shape 
The shape of the space is unique, 

wrapping around the mall's glass and 
steel atrium. To take advantage of 
WNOL's new storefront location, sta- 
tion executives elected to make the on- 
air operation visible to the public. Op- 
eration and control areas were placed 
around the semi -circular atrium, bring- 
ing major studio functions front and 
center. 

The narrowest part of the space was 
the center, a semicircular area only 35 
feet deep. The designers placed master 
control in this focal point, which led to 
a traffic flow problem in the opera- 
tional area. The master control room 
would become the only corridor be- 
tween the edit suites and tape room, 
creating a busy distraction in an ordi- 
narily calm space. 

Rees Associates' solution was to cre- 
ate a hallway behind the master con- 
trol racks, taking advantage of a typi- 
cally "dead" space used to access equip- 
ment. By mounting the seven custom - 
built racks through the wall, the space 
behind the racks became the major 
passageway connecting the production 
area with operations, leaving master 
control isolated and quiet. 

Carving a large, open studio out of 
property originally designed as retail 
space was a major concern. Station 
management wanted the new studio to 
be a minimum of 60 feet by 60 feet. 
The unusual shape of the space dictat- 
ed that the studio be placed at one end 
of the facility. With the building's sup- 
port columns approximately 30 feet 

Tape room showing two Sony one -inch machines. JVC Digital S tape machines and a 
Panasonic M -2 tape machine. 

apart, one column supporting the roof 
must he removed to open up a clear 60- 
foot studio space. A large steel truss 
installed on the roof will support the 
ceiling and studio lighting grid and 

WRAZ 
equipment list 

JVC Digital S videotape format 
GVG 7000 series 128 X 128 

routing switcher (currently 
populated to 64 X 64) 

GVG M -2100 master control 
system 

GVG model 2200 production 
switcher 

Chyron Liberty Paint System 
Chyron Aprisa Still Store System 
Chyron Max! Character Genera- 

tor (Production Control) 
Chyron Maxine Character 

Generator (Master Control) 
Two Avid Media Composer 1000 

edit suites 
ASC/Leitch VR -300 system for 

commercial playback 
Four Andrew 4.5M steerable 

antennas feeding 12 CKU receivers 
(three per dish). 

Leitch DES -6801 A/D converters 
Leitch equipment for audio and 

digital video distribution 
Ikegami HL-45 W digital camera 

with switchable aspect ratio (studio 
camera) 

Microwave Radio Corporation 
microwave equipment 
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will also serve as the mount for the 
studio's four 4.5 -meter satellite dishes. 

With several basic design problems 
solved, focus shifted to the creation of 

WNOL 
Equipment list: 

Sony DVS -7250 digital produc- 
tion switcher, with two channels of 
DME 7000 

Wheatstone audio board 
Philips Jupiter / Venus video 

routing 
Nvision AES digital audio routing 
Sony 9100 production editor 
Graham -Patten audio board 
Sony Digital Betacam and SX 

VTRs 
RTS Adam intercom / IFB system 
Avid 1000 with 3 -D 
Philips LDK -9 studio cameras 

with digital output upgrade 
Sony DVW -700WS field cameras 
Odetics system automation with 

Hewlett- Packard MediaStream 
servers 

Philips Saturn master control 
switcher 

DigiCart and Short/cut audio 
systems (360 Systems) 

Tektronix test scopes 
Ikegami & Sony monitors 
Tektronix, Sony & Leitch A -D 

converters 
Nu/Comm digital STL/FSL 

microwave system 
Patriot 4.5 mm. KU / C -band 

downlinks 
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We're devoted to servicing and 
supporting your digital needs. 

Anytime. Anywhere. 

Going digital with Sony means getting the most comprehensive service and 

support in the industry whether your requirements are global or local. In fact, 

it's the kind of commitment to your success that only Sony can offer -no matter 

how big or small your operation. All from the company with a long history 

of broadcast expertise that already includes years of experience with on -air 

multi - channel digital television system maintenance. To see what we can do for you, 

visit us at www.sony.com /professional or call 1-800 -635 -SONY, ext. SRV. 

We're ready. Are you ? "' 

'999 Sony Electronms Inc All aphis reserved Reproduction m whole or in part !hoot written permission is prohibited Sony and We re read Are you are trademarks of Sony features and specifications suhiecl to change without notice 
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WRAZ 
WNOL 
a digital production center containing 
multiple- format edit suites and a large 
two- tiered control room. Over the past 
two years WB38 has been slowly retir- 
ing its analog equipment and upgrad- 
ing its digital capability. WNOL's engi- 
neers are using the move as the dead- 
line to complete the transformation. 

WNOL's engineers worked with sys- 
tem integrator Beck Associates of Aus- 
tin, TX, to evaluate the station's equip- 
ment. The process began with the se- 
lection of an Odetics/Hewlett- Packard 
disk -based commercial playback sys- 
tem. One HP MediaStream drive was 
put on the air in March, 1998, replac- 
ing a variety of 11 Betacam BVW -40, 
10, and PVW -2800 tape machines that 
had been running for over ten years. 

When the facility is ready this spring, 
a second MediaStream will be installed 
and interfaced with the new Phillips 
Saturn Master Control switches This 
will allow the new system to be com- 
pletely tested and the staff trained pri- 
or to putting the new studio on the air. 
Once the switch is made, the Odetics 
system from the old location will be 
moved and mated with the new sys- 
tem. 

Additional analog tape machines and 
the station's extensive program library, 
containing thousands of BetaSP -for- 
matted movies and programs, were 
also concerns. Digital BetaCam was 
initially considered for the station -wide 
digital format and then rejected due to 
prohibitive costs. Instead, WNOL be- 
came one of the first station to employ 
the new Sony digital SX format, which 
plays all older Betacam formats and is 
more cost -effective. 

Although all audio and video routing 
will be digital, WNOL will accommo- 
date its lingering analog needs by keep- 
ing two BetaSP machines in operation. 
The station will also place several 
frames of analog -to- digital and digi- 
tal-to-analog converters, both audio and 
video, at key points in the station. These 
will be dedicated to specific analog 
machines to seamlessly meld these is- 
lands into the routing for any operator. 

Like WRAZ, WNOL anticipated the 
transitional future of digital broad- 
casting. The output of both the Master 
Control and backup switchers will be 
multiplexed into one data stream with 
various control data for the studio - 
transmitter link (STL), main, and back- 
up transmitters. This signal will then 
travel over a pair of fiber optic links to 
the top of an adjacent 26 -story office 
tower and into a 7GHz digital mi- 
crowave transmitter. The digital mi- 
crowave system being installed can 
transmit multiple signals of various 
combination, both standard TV and 
HDTV. 

On the edge of a salt marsh nine miles 
away, the digital signal will be convert- 
ed to analog again and fed to the 
Channel 38 main transmitter. Control 
and other transmitter data will then be 
multiplexed and sent to a transmitter - 
studio link (TSL), returning to the New 
Orleans Centre studio up the same 
pathway. The STL/TSL is also ready 
for future multicasting and digital 
broadcasts, allowing WNOL to grow 
with the evolution of the digital televi- 
sion industry. While New Orleans is 
not slated to offer DTV until 2003, 
WNOI. currently plans to begin DTV 

WNOL Design 
Team 

Client: Quincy Jones Broadcast- 
ing, LLC 

Gary Furlow, Director of 
Production & Operations 

Architect: Rees Associates 
(Oklahoma City, OK) 

Bill Howell, Project Designer 
Kyle Lombardo, Project Manager 
Karen Bishop, Project Architect 
Angela Mayer, Interiors 

Contractor: Broadcast Building 
Company (Jacksonville, FL) 

Broadcast Systems Consultant: 
Beck Associates (Austin, TX) 

Mechanical Engineer: Davenport 
& Associates (Oklahoma City, OK) 

Electrical Engineer: EE Systems 
Engineering (Oklahoma City, OK) 

Interior Design Consultants: 
Crestia & Staub (New Orleans, LA) 
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transmission in late 2001. 
The placement of a television station 

in an unconventional and unprepared 
space can be done, and it is often a 
viable and economic option available 
to station management. Drawing on 
the experience of Rees Associates' and 
systems integrators The Whitlock 
Group and Beck Associates, WRAZ 
and WNOL have made the most of 
their space, whether it's next to a ball- 
park or inside a mall. They have shown 
that with creativity and careful plan- 
ning a non -traditional space can pro- 
vide great aesthetic and operational 
opportunities. Both stations are 
ready to make a smooth transition to 
the ever -changing future of digital 
broadcasting. 

Lee Ann DeForest is a freelance writer for 
Ballas Cs Partners, Richmond, VA. 

WRAZ design 
team: 

Client: Capitol Broadcasting 
(Raleigh, NC) 

Jim Goodmon, President 
Paul Pope, Station Manager of 

WRAZ 
Tommy Schenck, General 

Manager of WRAZ 
Tom Beauchamp, Corporate Chief 

Engineer for Capitol 
Jim Gamble, Chief Engineering 

Manager of WRAL 

Architect: Rees Associates 
(Oklahoma City, OK) 

Bill Howell, Project Designer 
Kyle Lombardo, Project Manager 
Steve Stovall, Project Architect 

Contractor: Bovis Construction 

Broadcast Systems Consultant: 
The Whitlock Group (Virginia 
Beach, VA) 

Mechanical Engineer: 
Davenport Associates (Oklahoma 
City, OK) 

Steve Davenport 

Electrical Engineer: EE Systems 
Engineering (Oklahoma City, OK) 

Roger Edwards 

Interior Design Consultant: 
Van Stavem Design Group 
(Oklahoma City, OK) 
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odd-Class Intercoms 

All over the world, Matrix Plus® 

digital intercoms are working in 
today's most demanding 
communications environments. 

You'll find them linking news 
production teams from Argentina 
to Zimbabwe. Bringing you 

financial news from Wall Street, Olympics coverage from Nagano, and fast -breaking election coverage 

from Washington DC to Warsaw. 

We're helping NASA track the Space Shuttle and Globalstar launch satellites. We're there, producing the 
worship service at Crystal Cathedral and in post production at Universal Studios. 

Worldwide, production teams choose Matrix Plus digital intercoms for their performance, their flexibil- 

ity, and their reliability. And for the support they receive - from a company that has 

_ Clear Com 30 pioneered intercommunications technology for 30 years. 

To learn more about Matrix Plus and our broad range of 
communications products, please call or visit us on the web. Intercom Systems YEARS 

©1999 Clear -Com 510.496.6666 FAX 510.496.6699 www.clearcom.com International: 925.932.8134 FAX 925.932.2171 
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Transmission & Distribution 

Building a tower 
BY DON MARKLEY 

Congratulations! You are go 
ing to be involved in building 

a tower. This can be one of the 
more enjoyable times for a sta- 
tion engineer, especially if we are 
talking about a major structure, 
not one of those little STL tow- 
ers. You will get to watch big 
machines at work, massive piec- 
es of steel fly through the air 
and, if you are lucky, giant heli- 
copters dangling hardware 
worth a small fortune high over 
your site. This will be fun 
maybe. 

Horizontal vs. vertical space 
For the purposes of this arti- 

cle, let it be assumed that all of 
the necessary permits are in place 
and you think that you are ready 
to place the order for the tower. 
That would mean that the site 
has been obtained and surveyed 
to determine that you have ade- 

niy a uruduca MCrs srruulu Gonsraer 
potential demand for tower space and plan equipment 
purchases accordingly. 

FRAME GRAB 
A look at the consumer side of DTV. 

There's value in TV's local news. 
TV stations could profit from packaging their news for 
on -line consumers. 

Percent of respondents who rate on -line access 
to these topics as very valuable 

75% 

62% 

oca news National news Weather Breaking news World news 

Source: Forrester Research www.forrcsleecom 
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quate guy space. The defaul 
value for guy distance is usual 
ly 80% of the tower height 
Remember that the tower 
height isn't to the top of a top - 
mounted antenna and beacon 
for anything other than filing 
purposes. The tower height is 

usually to the bottom of a top 
mounted antenna for guying 
purposes. The 80% number is 
nice, but not necessary. Depend- 
ing on the available site, it may 
be necessary to reduce the dis- 
tance to the outer set of guy 
points. Many towers have been 
built with 50% guying; most 
range between 50% and 80 %. 
Shorter guyed towers are just 
as safe as those with longer 
radii but may be more expen- 
sive. 

As the distance to the guy 
points is reduced, the angle for 
the guy wires obviously be- 
comes steeper. Remember, the 

horizontal forces required to hold the 
tower remain nearly the same, varying 
only if a heavier tower is needed due to 
the shorter guying. Applying simple 
trigonometry to the horizontal loads 
indicates that the downward force for 
a fixed horizontal force increases as 
the distance to the guy point is short- 
ened. That increases the loading on the 
tower and the stress on the guy cables. 
This is all included in the tower design 
and may cause some increase in the 
cost of the project. The increased loads 
on the cables also means increased 
loads on the guy points which may 
result in larger anchors than for a 
longer guyed tower. If a choice is avail- 
able, the tower will probably cost less 
if 70% to 80% space is available. The 
facts of life are that you may not have 
that luxury. In any case, the tower de- 
sign will still provide you with adequate 

t 
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ANALOG - DIGITAL 

make ail' easy shift 
to DTV transmissn 

When you choose DTV transmission solutions from 

Itelco, shifting to digital television gets a lot smoother. 

We're the only manufacturer that can supply a fully loaded 

range of state -of -the -art transmission solutions, including 

SS, IOT, tetrode, and diacrode transmitters. And our dual - 

purpose DTV/NTSC microwave systems ensure that driving 

your signal to the transmitter will be as easy as casting on 

cruise control. 
Itelco has four decades of experience serving the most 

demanding broadcasters in the world. And with <.jr new 

manufacng facility in Denver. Colorado and our service 

and support locations in Denver and Miami. our r )und -the- 

clock customer care is better than ever. 

The first commercial DTV station in the USA is transmitting 

A TSC digital television using Relco's digital television transmitters. 
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PI ug &°y 
HDTV Transmission Line Network Product Solutions 
Your HDTV upgrade can be smooth and simple with Trompeter's just - 
released coax wireline package for video signal management. The 
package includes patch panels featuring the J214W and /or J214WT -75 
serial digital jack, the MP2OW monitor plug, and the new UPL2000 
"true 75ohm" digital BNC connectors (straight, 45° and 90° versions). 
These component were all specially developed for high frequency, 
digital broadcast applications and meet the SMPTE 292M sr full 
bandwidth uncompressed signal transport at 1.485 Gbps data tes. 
We've got your digital covered! 

ATROMPETER 
ELECTRONICS, I N C . 

safety margins based on the current 
standard. 

How many antennas? 
Once you have determined the guy 

distance to go with the desired height, 
you need to decide just how much ca- 
pacity should be designed into the struc- 
ture. In other words, how many anten- 
nas and transmission lines will be on the 
tower? You should assume future de- 
mands for tower space providing a good 
source of income. History indicates your 
tower will eventually be loaded up to its 

capacity with antennas for two -way 
systems, cellular equipment, microwave 
dishes and even cameras. Make a list of 
your current needs and add a couple 
more broadcast antennas, some micro- 
wave dishes at various levels and 20 or 
so two -way antennas along with antic- 
ipated transmission lines. Remember 
that the transmission lines will often 
add more windload than the antennas 
themselves. This has to be done with 
some element of reasonableness. Obvi- 
ously, don't plan on a large television 
antenna when you are simply trying to 

GET O OTES ... VISIT OUR WEBSITE . 

m o alIj IO 982 -2629 
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build a tower for a six -bay FM antenna. 
Be aware that rental space can eventu- 
ally pay for the tower, especially in 
urban areas. 

Sample the soil 
Now a new problem comes up. Unless 

you specify otherwise, the tower design 
will be for standard soil conditions. If 
other than standard soil is encountered 
when the guy points are dug, the price 
and design of the anchors will have to 
be altered significantly. For large tow- 
ers, at least one soil boring should be 
made at the base of the tower. Other 
than for the outermost guy points, you 
don't know exactly where the other 
points will be until the tower is de- 
signed. Therefore, test borings at those 
locations should probably be delayed 
until a manufacturer is selected and the 
initial design is completed. Soil borings 
are rather straightforward, check the 
phone book for Drilling and Boring 
Contractors or Laboratories,Testing. 

Soil boring services will usually have a 

good idea of the conditions in your area 
and will be able to make recommenda- 
tions on just what is needed. Your main 
concerns are the load bearing charac- 
teristics of the soil, the level at which 
you may hit rock and any problems that 
might be anticipated with water. Water 
can be a problem. The author has expe- 
rienced one site that presented good soil 
when first used, but the second time a 

tower was erected it followed a wet 
season and the guy points filled with 
water. In fact, a Cat D -6 became stuck 
at the high -ground site. In any case, 
obtain an analysis of the soil conditions 
and furnish it to the tower companies 
along with your request for bids. If the 
tower is relatively short and you are 
confident that the soil conditions are 
good, the tower can simply be designed 
for normal soil avoiding the cost of the 
borings. The choice is up to you, but it 
is a bit like not practicing safe sex. It 
may seem fine initially, but the payback 

terrible if you are wrong. 
All tower designs will be to the current 

standard; ANSI/EIA/TIA 222E The only 
variable you may wish to include is a bit 
of extra ice loading. For Northern ar- 
eas, adding an extra 1/2" ice load is 

advisable. The tower companies are all 
aware of special requirements that some 
states may have and will include that in 
their design calculations. Be sure to 
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Is the video jack you're using 
today designed for the signal 
standards of tomorrow? If not, 
its time you started thinking 
about Switchcraft's videojack. 

Engineered to be ahead 
of its time, our video jack 
already meets the SMPTE 
292MspeciÑication.Our new 
HD Series delivers consistent 
characteristics across the 
bandwidth, offering you the 
reliability you need now...and 
the required performance for 
tomorrow. 

The capable HD Series 
is available in our complete 
line of video patchbays, both 

one and two rack units, 24 or 
26 jacks. No matter what your 
needs are, we're prepared to 
deliver. 

The future will be here 
before you lmow it. So why not 
be prepared ?Call us today for 
more information about our 
complete line of video and 
audio products. 

Meets the 
SMPTE 292M 
Specification 

VJHD75T 

hcr~" Inc. 
y rf Iston Avenue 

cag. .0630 
92-2700 

1__7 2129 
craft.com 

w.switc raft.com 
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advise the companies prior to bidding 
as to exactly where the tower will be 
located as opposed to just the location 
of your office. 

Hiring a crew 
The project can now proceed down 

one of two paths. First, you can re- 
quest a quote on a full turnkey solution 
from the tower manufacturer. That is, 
they include the foundations and the 
erection. The other option is to simply 
buy the materials from the manufac- 
turer and arrange for the foundations 
and erection separately. Some money 

may be saved by such separate negoti- 
ations, but you now are in the position 
of general contractor with all of the 
responsibilities attendant thereto. If 
this is your first tower project, it is 
probably advisable to let the manufac- 
turer worry about the coordination. 
Otherwise, if anything goes wrong, 
everyone will he pointing their fingers 
at each other and you will have no- 
where to turn. One possible alterna- 
tive is to use your consulting engineers 
to coordinate the project. That nor- 
mally brings the experience of con- 
structing several such structures to the 

Digita y>rid 
The DH2O is the most affordable digital hybrid from Gentner. h 
includes several features only available in more expensive units 
such as selectable caller control, auto answer /disconnect. and 
selectable call progress decoder. 

5700 E. Loop 820 South 
Fort Worth, Texas 76119 -7099 

Phone: 817 -483 -7474 
Fax: 817- 483 -9952 

pas@lights-audio.com 
www.lights- audio.com 
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ON TOP OF THE WORL 
Allied Tower is the vehicle our customers choose for 

support in their communication travel. Reaching their 
specific height destination with custom designed towers 
for FM and TV Broadcast requiring heights up to 2000'. 

Our fuel is the energy of custom design and 
certified engineering, specific to our customers 
every tower need. 

Quality and durability are the solid rod 
materials used at our fabrication facility that 
bring comfort and confidence for the 
extended tour. 

Integrity and reliability is a 

foundation crafted over four d 
that allo (mar Compa 
to stand 
the communs 

If your vehic 
Cadillac price to 
service department 

Iv always an break, call 
our full service sales 
and engineerîn 
staff for a 

turnkey 
quotation 
without the 
sticker 
shock. 

° 
L'll ilLlinSLlt'. 

Llas t: 

L' UIL 

_ at AV' 
- tit 

2525 South Shore Blvd. 
Suite 420 

league City, Texas 11515 

800.332.0025 
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project and can result in significant 
savings. 

As to the erectors, many tower erec- 
tors now belong to the National Asso- 
ciation of Tower Erectors (NATE). This 
group has been working with OSHA 
to develop accepted standards for the 
manner in which towers should be 
built and the equipment and methods 
for use on the site. The operative term 
here is "working with OSHA." Every- 
one is in favor of a safe workplace, and 
OSHA is definitely the controlling agen- 
cy on projects of this type. It only 
makes sense to deal with someone fa- 
miliar with the OSHA requirements 
and is attempting to meet them. Any 
erector that you choose for your project 
must be familiar with the OSHA re- 
quirements. Furthermore, you should 
insist that the crew be experienced 
with towers of the type and height 
proposed. A 2000' tower is not simply 
four 500' towers stacked. It is a totally 
different type of animal. 

As the station engineer, insist on two 
things. First, in the contract documents, 
the tower erector must clearly be iden- 
tified as responsible for OSHAcompli- 
tnce and hazard assessment. This 
should include providing you with a 
list of all employees and the dates 
when their safety training for your 
project was completed. Second, require 
that the tower manufacturer provide 
you with a complete set of all tower 
loading and design calculations sealed 
by a Registered Structural Engineer 
licensed in the state where the tower is 
to be located. A set of those calcula- 
tions should be furnished to your in- 
surance carrier for their approval to 
assure that your station's interests will 
be protected. The original set should 
be locked in a safe place in your files 
for future reference. 

You now are ready for the backhoes, 
bulldozers, winch trucks and cranes to 
roll. Enjoy the project and make sure 
that the temporary lights are on at 
night. 

One more thing: While all of those 
fascinating big machines are at work - stay the hell out of the way. 

Don Markley is president of Markley and 
Associates, Peoria, IL. 

Send questions and comments to: 
don markley@intertec.com 
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Finally a digital news solution 
tuned for hard news. 

We won't tell you how 

fast you need to be. You 

know. But you may not 
know about Vibrint's digital 
news production system 

which combines the speed 

of your current tape -based 

system with the power, 

flexibility and openness 

of computer technology. 

The fastest turnaround 
you've ever seen. With 

Vibrint FeedClip;" you can 

record news feeds to disk 
and play trimmed clips 

directly to air. No tapes. 

No sprinting to the edit 
bay. You don't even have 

to baby sit the feed to 

catch all of the action. 

As easy as tape -to -tape. 
You can also edit your 

clips into stories with Vibrint 
NewsEdit;"the only editor 
designed to replace the 

record deck in cuts -only 

edit bays. NewsEdit provides 

the speed and functionality 
of deck -to -deck editing, with 

the flexibility of non-linear. 

When the edit is done, 

play back stories instantly 

from the Vibrint server 

platform under local control 

or linked to your Newsroom 

Automation System. 

Integrated. Open. 

Standards -based. 
For a complete system, tie 

FeedClip, NewsEdit and the 

Server Platform together. 

Vibrint takes advantage 

of Pentium Il processors, 

the Microsoft Windows' NT 

file system, off-the -shelf 

networking and storage, 

and MPEG2 media. 

Priced like a tape deck. 
The best part. Vibrint's 

digital news production plat- 

form is modular and priced 

right. In fact, the cost of one 

server and application is 

about the same as a record 

deck. Buy one now. Add 

more whenever you like. 

Visit www.vibrint.com and 
request a copy of our free 
white paper: Cost-Effective 

Alternatives for Workgroup 

Centered News Production 

ri Isn't this what you've been waiting " V nt 
2 
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OPHE - BUT IT'S 
NOT A PROBLEM. 

Aaaargh! - You've lost a signal - So what do you do? 

Don't panic. Use your IQ and you can sort it out 

automatically. RoIICaIITM is our intelligent remote control 

and monitoring system. Whether a plug has been 

pulled out or a module has failed, it will help 

you identify what the cause is and where - 

instantly, on screen. 

Roll 
%Call 

,Ill .J.J I.1J44 1a.1. 

Iati+L 

And if it's a module that needs SIMPLY MORE INTELLIGENT 

replacing, the unique design of our IQ ModularTM system 

enables it to be 'hot -plugged' in seconds, without powering 

down the box. 

So reassuring. But then protecting you from catastrophe is just 

one of the intelligent ideas that make our IQ Modular system the 

problem -free solution for the digital era. 

Controllable 
IQ MODULAR 

by 
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SNELL & WILCOX o 
For more information on the IQ MODULAR System contact: 

Tel: (408) 260 1000, Fax: (408) 260 2800, e -mail: info@snellusa.com website: www.snellwilcox.com 
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Production Clips 

Video production software 
BY MARC BOEDDEKER 

Video production software and the 
computer hardware that supports 

it have been evolving at an incredible 
pace. Prices are headed down and fea- 

ture sets are expanding. Multipurpose 
workstations and applications are be- 

coming the norm, and even dedicated 
boxes are offering enhanced capabili- 
ties. Some are actually learning to play 
well with others. Software solutions for 
editing, paint, animation and compos- 
iting have begun to blur the distinction 
of where one application leaves off and 
another begins or where one program 
becomes a plug -in of the other. 

The basics of edit- 
ing and the features 

that facilitate it are 

pretty well estab- 
lished, as are the "ex- 
pected" feature sets 

for paint programs. 
After that the ability 
of a system comes 
down to the person 
running it. The hu- 
man element is even 

more important 
when it come to cre- 
ating animation, 
composites, etc. 
where the requisite 
paint and graphics 
skills must be inte- 
grated with basic ed- 

iting ability and production aptitude. 
For the most part, any program that 

has survived the marketplace is good to 
go in the hands of a competent artist or 
editor. For the rest of us, ease of use, 

plug -ins and support for advanced sys- 

tems are the key factors. 
When considering which of the com- 

peting applications is right for you and 
your operation, one of the first ques- 

tions should be "What am I going to do 
with it? How is this combination of 
software and hardware going to pay for 
itself and hopefully make me some 

money? Quite often a new client or the 
need for some specific new capability 

drives a purchase. This is often a chance 
to upgrade existing systems and to think 
of what else the same gear might be used 

for. For example, most edit software 
includes a minimal CG application. This 
is sufficient for offline and some indus- 
trial uses, but with an upgraded CG 
option or the addition of a paint or 
DVEieffects plug -in you suddenly have 

a much more capable box, lending itself 
to the pursuit of new business. 

It is always nice to get more than you 
need, but you should not pay for stuff 
you know you will never use. Unless an 

option or enhancement has a potential 

impact your workflow (more RAM, 
better I/O, etc.). 

It's gotten a little bit cheaper to make 
mistakes these days, but the wrong call 
still hurts. Deal with a reputable inte- 
grator who can tell you what kind of 
motherboard, processors, SCSI, etc. you 
are buying and why. 

Another consideration is which oper- 
ating system will you choose to be the 
heart of your environment? Many of 
the installed editing and graphics work- 
stations are Mac based, so operator 
familiarity can be a factor, although 
many of the "old favorite" graphics, 

compositing and 

Editor Marc Boeddeker in a Producers Post edit suite. The facility uses a variety of 
hardware platforms to support the many video software programs that clients and 
staff depend upon to produce content. 

use or commercial payoff, the extra 
expense should be diverted to bigger, 
faster storage or dual processors in- 
stead of dual monitors. Aesthetics are 

important but so is speed when dead- 
lines are involved. If you're trying to 
crank out product, choose applications 
that support multiple processors and 

get hardware to match. For example, I 

would choose dual 450s over a single 
faster, probably more expensive pro- 
cessor. On the other hand, if you are 

committed to using a product that does 

not yet support multiprocessing, or per- 

haps never will, spend your computer 
budget on the aspect that will most 
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even editing prod- 
ucts have been port- 
ed over to familiar 
GUIs (graphical user 

interface) on NT- 
based platforms. 
Unix -based prod- 
ucts tend to offer 
high capability with 
a higher price, usu- 

ally with a steeper 

learning curve for 
the uninitiated. 
However, for top 
echelon work these 

products continue to 
be well accepted. 

The question to 
ask when consider- 

ing specific software and hardware com- 
binations is whether or not the applica- 
tion was written for the operating sys- 

tem you plan to run it on. You should 
not assume an application will behave 

exactly the same running on unique 
hardware or on a different operating 
system than you are used to. 

The video board you choose for your 
system in some ways influences all sub- 

sequent decisions. The level of product 
that you produce will be dependent on 
the quality of your I/O. First, get the 

best board you can afford. A video 
board may be capable of higher resolu- 
tion capture than you can initially af- 
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Thè Easiest Path to a 
,TwaChannel STL 

Just Got Easier 

e 

I I 

From Adaptive Broadband. We have changed our name, and raised our 

commitment -look no further than our leadership offerings. 

Now, the radio that made it easy to put ATSC and NTSC on the same path, offers 

even more. The new MRC 7ivinStream Series offers digital and digital -ready systems 

with various functional configurations, so it's easy to adjust to changing video 

microwave requirements. With the new MRC CodeRunner '' Series, you can respond 

to changing news gathering requirements. MRC TWinStream and MRC CodeRunner. 

The microwave systems that help keep you ahead, from the MRC Product Group of 

Adaptive Broadband Corporation. Call us today for more information. 

MRC Product Group 
20 Alpha Road, Chelmsford, MA 01824 -4168 USA 

Tel, U.S. & Canada: 1.800.490.5700 
Telephone: +1.978.250.1110 
Facsimile: +1.978.256.6225 
Email: mrc @adaptivebroadband.com 

Web: www.adaptivebroadband.com 

A D A P T I V E B R O A D B A N D 

Broadband Access I Digital Video I Online Transactions I Int t Satellite 
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One tough performer 
you can count on. 

The Telex' RTS " TW intercom system. The performance 
you need day in and day out. The flexibility you need 

to meet changing conditions. More than 25 different 

components give you an almost infinite variety of 
configurations. The RTS TW operates in full duplex 
mode for up to 50 user stations. Solid state circuitry 
enables dual channels through a standard 3 -pin XLR. 

The system's high quality equipment is broadcast standard 

for production with IFB and camera ISO. For solid 

performance and thick -skinned durability depend 

on the RTS TW by Telex. 

®1999 Telex Co n nunicalans. Inc Telex 
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ford to support in terms of drive capacity 
and bandwidth, but as you add storage 
capacity, multiple drives can be striped 
for higher bandwidth and better resolu- 
tion. Analog I/O is fine for many appli- 
cations, as is Firewire for a DV produc- 
tion environment. On the more expen- 
sive side, serial digital I/O provides the 
bridge between the various "lossless" 
compression schemes available and de- 
livery in the real world of digital betacam 
post and broadcast. Speaking of that 
"real world," looking at your graphics, 
composite, etc. on some form of NTSC 
monitor (perhaps even a waveform mon- 
itor) is very useful in avoiding some of 
the problems that can be involved when 
delivering computer output to an NTSC 
post or broadcast operation. 

Board manufacturers and software 
developers generally have a list of pre- 
ferred or "authorized" partners that are 
supposed to be compatible with each 
other. This is a good list to check. Most 
boards are bundled with some kind of 
basic editing application. On a basic 
level each is as good as the next, and 
usually offer an upgrade path based on 
plug -ins or alternative software. 

Networking and shared assets are an 
important part of today's production 
environment. Even the smallest shop 
will want to choose applications that are 
compatible, running on platforms that 
can communicate with each other. 

Ethernet comes for free with most new 
computers and other network solutions 
are becoming more "user friendly" all 
the time, so it's no longer mandatory to 
stay within one operating system. Bear 
in mind, however, that some applica- 
tions have mutually exclusive require- 
ments when it comes to networking, so 
deal with specifics when discussing im- 
plementation with your VAR or product 
representative. 

In closing, let me mention a preference 
for using "external devices." CDRs, 
MOs, and hard drives all generate heat 
and require additional power supply, 
either of which can stress out your com- 
puter. The extra expense of an external 
device is an investment in reliability, and, 
if you must work on a piece or reconfig- 
ure, it's much easier to repair or replace 
a unit that is outside the box. 

%f are Boeddeker is Directo r/D VD Author with 
Producers Post, Burbank, CA 
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11:59:59 PM 
DECEMBER 31> i 1999. SOMETIMES ANALOG IS GOOD. 

This is promising to be the biggest year ever for live sound. Multiple major artist tours, regional tours, 

one offs and industrials are getting a chance that only comes along every thousand years or so. Choose 

the :onsole that provides you and your clients the best return on investment, operator familiarity, reliability 

and legendary Yamaha quality and customer support. Do your first gigs of the next thousand years with the 

biggest selling large frame sound reinforcement console of this millennium. Call your Yamaha Commercial 

Audio dealer today or call us at 714 -522 -9000 and we'll refer you to one. Time is running out. 

v YA' 
A Y 0 1 0 

Yamaha PA Web Site - www.yamaha.com/proaudio 
1999 Yamaha Corporation of America 6610 Orangethorpe Avenue, Buena Park, CA 90620 Yamaha o a registered trademark of Yam.,. 
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Home Shopping Network in St. Petersburg, FL. showing the Vela Rapid Access video server. 
Photo by: Jason Marsh Photography. 
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Britain s BSKYB is currently using two different Tektronix Profile systems. The first part utilizes. per Profile, one SDI re:.ora and 
three SDI outputs. encompassing 48 channels with 100°. redundancy. The second, NVOD system, uses Fibre Channel and 
currently utilizes four channels of output per Profile. lt has 48 channels working with Fibre Channel, 12 each main and reserve 
channels with 100°0 redundancy. 
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-s.. By Jim Boston 

nyone contemplating the design of fácility today will most likely base 
decisi nd one or two ba uilding blocks. Until recently the router 
h the cornerstone of ost facilities' designs. Today, the video ver 
has evolved to a poi here it has become the centerpiece of 
installations. N at the router is no longer a central pi . 

cure, hut the r has red to the point where it makes sense to or 
workflow o'f and it. The video server and the router are often tightly i 

another Often, the routing system functionally wraps around the 
e rcuter is often controlled by the same system that has co 
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y new 
nfrastruc- 

ize a facility's 
rtwined with one 

ver or set of servers. 
and of the server. 
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Audio mixer Rob Fritts puts an AMS Neve Logic 2 console with 24-track Audio 
through its paces in Henninger Video's Mix One suite. 
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By Rob Fritts 

Revolutionary advancements often turn out 
to have little long -term impact on the way 
business is conducted in the audio field. 
Quad sound, for one, seemed liked an 

interesting concept, but it failed to attract the atten- 
tion of a buying public that was satisfied with stereo. 

CD quality 
Coined in the early days of the compact disc, it was 

a nice phrase. If the poor standard of these early 
recordings had not been surpassed, the long -term 
viability of this medium may have been jeopardized as 

well. Nonetheless, digital technology has continued 
to develop, and it is fair to say that the proliferation 
of tools now available to the audio engineer and his or 
her clients constitutes a revolutionary departure from 
previous work methods. These changes apply equally 
to the recording and audio post industries. 

As an audio mixer with Henninger Digital Audio, I 

have had the opportunity to witness the changes in 

professional audio. Most post facility clients have a 

fairly sophisticated knowledge of the tools that are 

now available, and yet there are times when a clear 
understanding of exactly what they are, and how they 
might best be used would help producers in their 
preproduction planning. In this article we will lay out, 
in simple and easy -to- understand terms, the areas 

where digital technology has changed the rules of the 
game. Armed with this information, you should be 

able to get the best audio possible and stay within your 
budget. 

There are three essential areas: digital audio work- 
stations (DAWs), digital consoles and surround sound 
mixing. Strictly speaking, surround sound is not 
functionally dependent on digital technology. In the 
real world, however, multispeaker mixing nearly al- 
ways incorporates digital technology, and therefore, 
it makes sense to discuss the topic within the context 
of this article. 

In many ways digital audio posting is identical to 
working in the analog realm. Rule #1 is simple: Get 
the cleanest field sound possible. Although digital 
processes can be applied to scrub unwanted noise 
from source material, nothing matches source audio 
recorded with care. Most field work still comes to us 

on analog tape, but if you're working in the field with 
digital equipment, make sure to stay below OdB. 

Analog media are forgiving as far as levels go, but 
once you top the 0dB level in a digital recording your 
sound will clip, and the result isn't pretty. 

Digital audio workstations 
What is a DAW? At its most basic level, a DAW 

combines a multitrack recorder and an editor. There 
are two distinct markets for DAWs. One is musicians 
who need access to software that lets them record 
performance data on a piano -like keyboard and send 
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digital 
audio 

it out to synthesizer and sampler mod- 
ules that are part of the system. Those of 
us working in the audio post field may 
like working on a keyboard as well, but 
you'll find less need for sequencing soft- 
ware in our area of the business. 

The other market, audio posting, re- 
lies more on software that relates the 
placement of audio events to picture 
using SMPTE location markings. The 
good news for clients is that the price 

effects, plus a stereo music bed that 
requires limited massaging, you might 
be best served by posting at a facility 
that can capably handle limited require- 
ments only and which charges less. 

Let's take a look at a real -world situ- 
ation, one that leans heavily on the 
speed and power of a DAW. Henninger 
posts "Ravens Report," which is broad- 
cast weekly on the Fox affiliate in the 
Baltimore area. A producer for the NFL 
Baltimore Ravens shoots footage of a 

game on Sunday, and then heads into an 
offline suite on Monday, where he com- 
piles highlights on an Avid system. On 
Thursday the producer onlines the 
project while a narrator is in our studio 

started the ball rolling when they intro- 
duced the 02R several years ago. This 
console brought automation and on- 
board DSP to a much broader base of 
users, and the unit's success has brought 
heated competition to the field. Pana- 
sonic, Mackie, Tascam and others now 
offer new digital consoles that carry 
lower list prices. Should you post your 
project in studios that rely on boards 
like these, or do you need to pop for the 
higher -priced spread? Let's take a look 
at the issues involved. 

As I mentioned, one of the nice things 
about the affordable boards is the fact 
that they're making automation avail- 
able to more engineers and their clients. 

Once a dream, automa- 
tion - of levels, EQ 
changes, effects inserts 
and dynamics - is now 
an indispensable part of 
the audio post process. 
Suppose, for example, 
that you have a natural 
soundtrack that is un- 
obtrusive. In the middle 
of it, an explosion oc- 
curs, and you want to 
highlight that with EQ 
and effects. In the old 
days you'd try to find an 
open track and bounce Henninger Digital Audio's Capitol Facility is equipped with AMS Neve' Logic 3 post -produ 

and Audiofile DAWs. 

barrier on DAWs has dropped. Initially, 
this technology relied exclusively on 
proprietary hard -drive recorders. These 
days many DAWs piggyback onto off - 
the -shelf PCs and Macs, reducing the 
prices of the systems drastically. Per- 
sonal computers are getting faster all 
the time, and greater speed translates 
into more tracks and digital signal pro- 
cessing power (DSP) as well. 

Some studios continue to rely on stand- 
alone editing systems; Henninger uses 
AMS Audiofile DAWs. The decisions 
you make regarding where to work, 
and how much to spend on the audio 
post process should be made with an 
understanding of how complex your 
audio needs are. Do you anticipate eight 
tracks or so of sound effects, another 
eight for dialog, plus multiple music 
tracks? If so, be sure you're posting at a 

facility that can handle multiple sources 
on the input and output sides of the 
DAW. On the other hand, if you expect 
only one or two tracks of dialog and 

recording the script. This recording goes 
straight into our Audiofile. Having lots 
of recording time available on hard disk 
is critical. Recording to tape, and trans- 
ferring preferred takes to a DAW later 
would be possible, but slow. 

On Friday we get four online audio 
tracks, sync sound from the camera, a 

single feed of the stadium announcers 
calling the game, plus a couple of tracks 
of in- studio voiceover material. While 
loading this material into the system 
and preparing to add sound effects, 
music and the narration we've record- 
ed, the producer is creating a virtual set 
in his online mix. We hand off the final 
audio tracks to him on Friday evening, 
and the show airs on Saturday. Without 
an extremely flexible and powerful DAW 
and automated mixer this kind of audio 
post work could not be done. 

Digital consoles 
Recent advancements in digital mix- 

ing boards have been exciting. Yamaha 
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ction systems 
the explosion to it. As- 
suming you had the track 

(don't take it for granted), you'd then 
have to dedicate an effects device to the 
explosion. 

Using most any of the digital consoles 
on the market today, you'd be able to 
create a snapshot setting for the explo- 
sion and have it kick in at a point - 
down to the subframe level, that you 
want. Once the moment has passed, 
your settings could go right back to 
where they had been, saving you the 
hassle of dedicating a track and an 
effects device permanently to the explo- 
sion. 

What do you get when you work on a 

higher -end digital console? Generally 
speaking, much better A/D, D/A con- 
vertors. Real -world sounds come into 
our systems as analog sources. They 
need to be translated into digital streams. 
The real shell game behind the CD 
quality catchphrase was the sale of the 
notion that all digital audio is the same. 
Not only are the sampling rate (the 
number of audio pictures taken per 
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second) and the bit depth (levels of 
volume distinctions captured) critically 
important, but there is also a quality 
distinction among the convertors that 
are on the market. Some of the newer, 
lower- priced digital consoles will argue 
than their convertors are equal to those 
in tie more expensive ones. You be the 
judge. Keep a 30- or 60- second piece of 
your favorite audio - preferably one 
tha: contains soft and loud passages 
anc complex waveforms - with you 
when you go into different studios. 
Ha ve this piece recorded to various 
systems and begin to make your own 
judgements. 

One clear advantage of the larger 
boards is their busing and routing 
schemes, which are much larger than 
anything found on their smaller sib- 
lings. Again, knowing your needs is 

critical. You will not be able to take in 
as many sources and route them to as 
many destinations with the smaller con- 
soles. Maybe you don't need the kind of 
power that the larger boards offer, in 

which case why pay for it? 

Now is a good time to talk about data 
storage. There is a distinction between 
the way smaller consoles handle back- 
up and the methods used by the larger 
boards. Some of the smaller boards 
bask up to 3.5 -inch floppy disks, but 
only the automation moves are being 
stored, and so you'll need to separately 
store the audio. This can be OK, but if 
you need to make changes to a show 
three months down the road, you might 
not want the hassle of having to scrounge 
around for your audio tracks. Our sys- 
tems back up an entire project- includ- 
ing the audio itself, to an 8mm Exobyte 
drive. Knowing that they can grab a 
single tape, load it into our system and 
be back where they were the last time 
they worked on a project is a source of 
comfort to many Henninger clients. 

Surround sound mixing 
.1 audio refers to mixes that have a 

p<.ir of front stereo images, another pair 
in the rear, and a sub -woofer, the .1 to 
carry all that sexy low -end stuff. Very 
often there's another speaker dedicated 
to dialog as well. More and more mate- 
rial is being mixed in surround sound 
mode, which differs from the Dolby Pro 
Logic concept in one significant area: 
Dolby carries the same information to 
tl- c rears that's going to the front speak- 

The price benefits offered by PC and Mac -based piggyback DAWs make them attractive 
alternatives to some facilities. Henninger has chosen the AMS Audiofile, a stand -alone 
system, for its post needs. 

ers, whereas true Surround yields a 

quad -like, four -way imaging (plus the 
sub -woofer). 

Be careful when you use a mixer that 
claims to be a surround sound board. In 

one carefully delimited sense, any board 
that has six or more speaker buses can 
claim to be a Surround board, but un- 
less the console lets the mixer monitor 
each output against source, its usefulness 
in Surround mixing sessions is limited. 
Again, the more expensive consoles will 
allow you to study your surround sound 
mixes in a more detailed fashion. 

As HDTV and DVD become reality, 
the opportunities for audio mixers to 
do better work will expand, because we 
will be shucking off the current band- 
width limitations that we operate with- 
in. Let's say you have a scene where a 

mouse is walking across the room. We 
won't have to compress the sound, and 
so we'll be able to get that sonic image 
in much more accurate detail. You'll 
need to know just how that sounds, and 
what the imaging is like, so choose your 
post facility accordingly. Expect view- 
ers to become more demanding in the 
quality of audio they expect as the 
quality of visual imagery they experi- 
ence at home gets better and better. 

Be sure that your facility knows how to 
handle DVD mastering. We master to 
Tascam DA -88 tape at Henninger, using 
six tracks for our DVD projects. A DVD 
authorer will want tracks that have been 
properly laid out, with maximal signal 
on each one. Your mixer must know how 
to create a sphere of audio within these 
tracks, so that the imaging flows natural- 
ly from one speaker to another. 

One final topic needs to be addressed 
before we close. The cost of offline edit 
systems, primarily Avids, has dropped 
drastically. That means that more pro- 
ducers are able to work at home on 
picture and sound. However, we're see- 
ing some problems that come when 
producers who are not experienced 
audio engineers prep audio tracks. The 
Avid OMF (open media file) protocol 
has really caught on, and that's a very 
positive development. OMF lets differ- 
ent systems work on the same files, but 
be aware of the sample rates of digital 
sources in relationship to the Avid sync 
reference. For example, if you're load- 
ing music from a CD with a sample rate 
of 44.1 kHz and your Avid is sync refer- 
enced to 48kHz, you will hear clicks in 

the music. Also, note your pan pot 
settings on the console and if the Avid is 

set for stereo or mono when loading in 

sources. If you create any fades in the 
audio, make sure each one is rendered. 
Making the right adjustments and prop- 
er sample rate conversion is key to a 

successful OMF conversion. 
Notwithstanding these problem areas, 

the proliferation of affordable offline 
editing systems is another indication of 
how exciting digital technology has made 
the post field. In the audio world there 
have been many changes in the last sev- 

eral years, and more are on the way. Stay 
abreast of them and you're sure to make 
the wisest decisions when it comes time 
to choose an audio post facility. 

Rob Fritts is an audio mixer for Henninger 
Digital Audio, Arlington, VA. 
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CBS affiliate KHOU. Houston. TX. routes both standard-definition and high-definition signals 
through its dual master control. Photo courtesy of Tektronix. 
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By John Luff 

Among the least glamorous of purchases in 

the television and video production indus- 

tries is routing equipment. It is hard to 

explain to clients, or financial managers, 

just what a routing switcher adds, whether the end result 

is a broadcast signal or the product of a production 
company. Effective and carefully integrated routing sys- 

tems can help obtain the most from hardware in ways 

that increase the utility of all connected assets. Let's look 

. .- 
4.0 processes. As with anything in your 
facility, be conscious of Y2K issues 
when choosing routing. For the most 
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digitally becomes important, the ques- digital video). But HDTV and DT 
tion of how to manage the signals rises have added new flavors that must be 
to the top of the "to do" list for the interconnected inside and between is- 
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Routing 
The technology 

has moved to a mix 
of analog and dig- 
ital switchers. As 

Matrox DigiSuite and DigiServer DTV products 
BY ALAIN LEGAULT AND MARCO LOPEZ 

One of the goals of EBU /SMPTE 
Task Force for Harmonized Stan- 

dards for the Exchange of Program 
Material as Bitstreams (for more infor- 
mation see Computers and Networks, 
January through June 1999) is to guide 
development of new TV production 
technology. Two products that incor- 
porate technology choices in line with 
the Task Force recommendations are 
the Matrox DigiSuite DTV digital video 
editing platform, and the Matrox DigiS- 
erver DTV dual -channel multistandard 
audio /video codec card. 
Matrox Video Products Group de- 

signs and manufactures a complete line 
of open- architecture, PC- based, broad- 
cast- quality digital video hardware and 
Windows NT development tools for 
OEMs, systems integrators and end 
users in the broadcast, cable and post - 
production industries. DigiSuite prod- 

time delays and mu Inlayer effects com- 
positing workstations. 

To meet the needs of these customers 
and help them take advantage of cost - 
effective PC -based tools as they move 
toward DTV, Matrox analyzed the avail- 
able technologies and made new prod- 
uct implementation choices in the fol- 
lowing areas: 

Audio and video I/O; 
"Compression formats; 
'Connectivity interfaces; 

Software APIs; 
Interchange file formats. 

Audio and video I/O 

In the foreseeable future there will con- 
tinue to be a huge installed base of analog 
equipment in TV stations, so Matrox 
DTV products support all the legacy 
analog and digital video and audio I/O 
formats. Composite, Y /C, and analog 

component I/O 
Iuiinels are stan- 

dard. SDI is the 
clear choice for 
digital I /O. Be- 

cause most new 
professional gear 
supports SDI, it is 

becoming less ex- 
pensive to imple- 
ment. The infra- 
structure exists in 
facilities and SDI 
coexists with 
SDTI. 

Line -level, bal- 
anced and AES/ 
EBU audio con- 
tinue to be sup- 
ported. In keep- 
ing with the EBU/ 
SMPTE recom- 

mendations, Matrox DTV products pro- 
vide eight audio I/O channels. DTV 
surround -sound (also known as the 5.1 
format) requires six audio I/O chan- 

Matrox DigiSuite DTV digital video editing platform incorporates 
technology choices in line with recommendations from the EBU/ 
SMPTE Task Force as they apply to editing and server systems. 

ucts are currently being used in nonlin- 
ear editing systems, video servers, DDRs, 
character generators, commercial in- 
sertion systems, instant replay systems, 
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nels. Conventional stereo requires two 
I/O channels. To support both simulta- 
neously requires eight I/O channels. 

Compression formats 
[he EBU /SMPTE report recommends 

the use of DV and MPEG -2 compres- 
sion formats. The Matrox DTV prod- 
ucts support DV, DV50, and MPEG -2 
4:2:2 I -frame compression formats for 
editing. Analog video can be digitized 
in any one of these compression for- 
mats. In addition, MPEG -2 4:2:2P @ML 
and MPEG -2 MP @ML output are pro- 
vided for distribution purposes. 

Editing Formats: Currently, the inter- 
face between camcorders/VTRs and 
nonlinear editing systems is via uncom- 
pressed video (analog or SDI) regard- 
less of the compression technology used 
in each individual device. The exchange 
of compressed video between devices 
using a common compression scheme 
offers significant benefits. Quality is 

preserved by avoiding multiple decom- 
pression /compression passes and fast- 
er- than -real -time transfers of video ma- 
terial are possible. DV native editing 
systems are required to fully realize 
these benefits. The DV formats include 
Digital -S, DVCPRO and DVCPRO 50, 
DVCAM, and the DV "Blue Book" 
specification used by several vendors. 
EBU /SMPTE tests have shown that DV 
and Betacam SP are comparable in terms 
of video quality. DV50, with its 4:2:2 
pixel structure, can be used for more 
intense post -production work such as 

multi layer compositing and chroma key- 
ing. EBU /SMPTE tests have shown DV50 
and Digital Betacam to be similar in 

terms of video quality. 
DV25 and DV50 have bit rates fixed at 

25Mbs and 50Mbs respectively. To achieve 

a greater range of video quality vs. storage 

space flexibility in the editing station, 
DigiSuite DTV supports the MPEG -2 4:2:2 
I -frame format between 10- and 50Mbs 
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Step up to HIGH DENSITY 
with Datatek 's new D-2800 series of High Density 

Digital Video Routing Switchers 

DATATE K _ CORP 

Datatek 
offers the 

perfect solution 
for Digital Video and 

Digital Audio. The D -2800 
and D -2600 series of routing 

switchers are also capable of routing 
Analog Video, Analog Audio, RS -422 

Bi- Directional Data, and Time Code. 

Also ask about our new D -2600 Digital 
Video Switcher for 48 x 32 in 2RU. 

For additional information contact 
Datatek at 1121 Bristol Road. 

Mountainside NJ 07092 
Tel 908 -654 -8100 800 -882 -9100 

Fax 908 -232 -6381 
Circle (51) on Free Info 

Every Datatek routing switcher is 

delivered with twenty -eight years of 
experience and a tradition of service. 
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What do we really need in a video server? 

Shared Central Storage is the key. 
let's cont eysAlthing 

through a fast Fibre Channel network, 
then we can add storage when we need it. 

but, what about transfer rates? 
there is no transfer rate 

how many Channels? 
direct to air 

from shared storage. 

we start with five playback channels 
and one record channel per unit. 

then tie the units together on a network. 

we can build it as big as we want. 
Right. A modular design 

Brill t 

we gain the flexibility 
of distributed processing using a 

network -centric 

PwcTioN 
v,rh- 

J" t 7V, 
/`/hat we 

et-tCATtoNJ 
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full -resolution 

now, 
how do we ensure recording quality? 

let's build in a decoder for confidence monitoring. 

Great. and 

to instantly view any media we want. 

Okay, what format? 

of course, It's t e DTV standard. 
It's government mandated. 

but, 
what about our budget? 

It will cost thouSa 
just by using off -the -shelf storage and 

standard computer industry technologies. 

so how do we make it happen? 

arc itecture. Vela Broadcast 

need is RapidAccesM 
Rapid Access from Vela Broadcast is everything you need in a video server. 

From the quality of high -performance MPEG to the scalability and flexibility 
of a network- centric architecture. Now your server can grow with you, 

and at a cost that will be pleasantly surprising. For more information, 

contact Vela Broadcast at 1.800.231.1349 (outside the US, 1.801.464.1600) 

r r visit us on the web at www.vela.com. 
Circle (52) on Free Into Card 
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I WANT THAT CLIP AND 
I WANT IT NOW! 

INSTANTLY LOAD A FILL CLIP & KEY CLIP 
AT THE PRESS OF ONE BUTTON. THEN 
PLAY OUT BOTH CHANNELS, IN SYNC. 

Visit eta W With 01.24085, at (818) 2520198 or on the web: www.dnfcontrols.com 

Circle (53) on Free Info Card 

bvs /11.q.3Tf/Y 
. SERIAL DIGITAL LINEAR KEYER 

4 * 8i w OP U7 -.__.,, 
F. am ... el bro. 

The Most Versatile SO/ Keyer in the Industry 

SMPTE 259M, ITU -R 601, 525/625 line 
10 bit in and out, 12 bit processing 
100% linear keying with adjustable transparency 
Full preview output 
Frame accurate mixes, wipes and fade to black 
Flawless chroma key 
Key area masking 
Failsafe program out 
Adjustable graticule generator 
300 meters auto cable equalization 
± 1.2 lines auto timing 
Remoteable front control panel 

broadcast video systems corp. 
40 West Wilmot St., Richmond Hill, Ontario L4B 1H8 

Ph(905)764 -1584 Fax(905)764 -7438 E -mail: bvs @bvs.on.ca 
Website: www.bvs.on.ca 
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for offline work. Batch digitizing of final clips and auto conforming can 
be done using DV or DV50 formats for finishing. 

Distribution Formats: DigiSuite DTV provides transcoding 
from the DV formats to MPEG -2 4:2:2P @ML and MPEG -2 
MP @ML for applications such as broadcast transmission, video 
server storage, archiving, DVD authoring and web video streaming. 

Connectivity interfaces 
The EBU /SMPTE report recognizes that multiple connectivity 

technologies must be used in a facility depending on the distance 
between devices, the nature of the material to be transferred, and the 
bandwidth required. Various interconnect technologies are needed 
for storage access, file transfers and media streaming. The Matrox 
DTV products implement on -board SCSI or Fibre Channel for high- 
speed access to storage devices. In addition to its use as a storage 
interconnect, Fibre Channel can also be used as the basis for a LAN 
to support fast file transfers. For media streaming, the Matrox DTV 
products implement IEEE -1394 and SDTI interfaces to provide real - 
time or faster -than -real -time streaming of digital media. Matrox's use 
of open file systems and networking architectures allows third -party 
hardware such as ATM and Ethernet adapters to be used. 

Software API 

The DigiSuite DTV products are based on the Windows NT 
operating system and DirectShow multimedia architecture. They 
use standard Windows NT UO services such as the NTFS file 
system and NT network sockets to provide an open environment 
for a wide variety of third -party hardware and software. Abstrac- 
tion of the DigiSuite DTV hardware through the DirectShow API 
significantly eases the process of porting applications from one 
hardware platform to the next. 

Interchange file formats 
DigiSuite DTV products employ the enhanced AVI video and 

WAV audio file formats. DV, DV50, and MPEG -2 I -frame data 
types are supported by Microsoft in the AVI file format. The 
Matrox enhancements support a 12TB AVI file size limit. Interop- 
erability among various applications using AVI, such as NLE, CG, 
compositing, paint, and 3D animation, provides an attractive 
total solution for the user. Applications based on the Matrox 
DigiSuite SDK can interchange video files among applications 
without cumbersome file format conversions. 

The use of standard file formats enables the interchange of 
media. However, users desire a higher level of interoperability 
that includes not only media interchange but also the platform - 
independent interchange of all types of project information. 
Advanced Authoring Format (AAF) is an industry- driven, cross - 
platform, multimedia file format that will allow interchange of 
media and compositional information between AAF- compliant 
applications. Matrox is one of seven AAF promoter companies. 

The EBU /SMPTE report is an important effort that will help to 
determine the direction of our industry for years to come. It is the 
groundwork for the emergence of standards, but it also contains 
recommendations that can be implemented in products now. 
Matrox's DTV products incorporate many of these recommenda- 
tions as they apply to editing and server systems. 

For more information about Matrox's Digisuite DTV products, 
circle (250) on the Free Info Card. 

Alain Legault is vice president of product development and Marco Lopez is 
product manager of Matrox Video Product Group, Dorval, Quebec, Canada. 
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L 
CONTINENTAL ELECTRONICS CORPORATION 

So reliable, 
you just plug 

it in and forget 
about it. 

(Well, you could if people would quit asking 
how you found something so reliable.) 

It's no wonder more and more people are choosing CEC. 

Over the years, we've built a reputation for quality products 
that are simple to use and work from day one without a glitch. 
But that's just the beginning. Our customers also know us for 
utilizing leading edge technology, especially into the digital age. 
It all stems from our goal of providing you with a superior 
product. When you choose CEC, you'll notice the difference. 
In a good way. 

1 -800- 733 -5011 w ww. co ntele r,. corn 
P.O. Box 270879 Dallas. Texas 75227 

DIGITAL TV 

TRANSMITTER 
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New Products & 

A lied Technolo 

Pro -Bel automated master control 
BY KATHY BIENZ 

Automated master control opera- 
tions have traditionally been the 

domain of the larger broadcast facilities 
or of multichannel providers. Main- 
stream broadcasters have managed very 
well with the tried- and -true mastercon- 
trol operator. However, with the advent 
of video servers and their popularity in 
providing spot playout, automated 
master control has become a require- 
ment for virtually all TV stations. But 
more than just automating server play - 
out, TV stations also need to plan for 
future moves into multichannel, multi - 
format operations, and determine how 
to best provide for seamless integration 
between the master control switcher 
and automation system. 

This is maximally achieved by systems 
designed to work together by virtue of 

video heads -up display (HUD) of the 
schedule, and special use of under -mon- 
itor displays in the master control mon- 
itor wall, give the operator the capabil- 
ity to monitor, augment and intervene 
in the automation schedule. The built - 
in automation buttons in the TX master 
control panel provide immediate and 
direct control of the schedule and, in 
conjunction with the HUD, allow easy 

and seamless interaction with the auto- 
mation, including allowing the user to 
scroll the cursor up and down through 
the automation events, take or skip the 
next event, preview an event and hold 
automation. 

The HUD output, provided by the 
automation controller frame, displays 
seven lines of the automation schedule. 
It is best connected to a video monitor 

Pro -Bel automated master control goes beyond a serial link with rudimentary controls 
by offering built -in automation buttons in the master control, video HUD of schedule and 
under -monitor displays in the master control monitor walls, among other features. 

having been developed and manufac- 
tured by a single company. 

Beyond serial interfaces 
The integration of Pro -Bet's TX Series 

of master control switchers and auto- 
mation systems, including the new 
Meridian automation system, goes far 
beyond a serial link with rudimentary 
controls. Built -in automation control 
buttons in the master control panel, a 
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centered over the master control panel, 
such as between the PST and PGM 
monitors, thereby displaying the sched- 
ule directly in front of the operator. 
Thus, the operator's attention is not 
forced away from the master control 
panel and video monitors just to per- 
form a simple automation change on 
the schedule editing workstation. This 
workstation can be set to the side and, 
while still readily available for major 
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schedule editing, the operator can focus 
on the transmission operation in front 
of him /her, interacting with automation 
directly from the master control panel 
to accommodate late- breaking news 
items or schedule timing adjustments. 
This arrangement greatly minimizes 
the risk of error during high -pressure 
situations. 

The HUD seven -line schedule is dis- 
played in full -color, double- height tele- 
text type characters and includes the 
time of day, date, schedule name and 
file name, total number of events in the 
schedule, operational error messages 

and warnings, and messages and warn- 
ings from the automation controller, de- 
vice interface units and attached devices. 

To complete a streamlined mastercon- 
trol /automation work area, the master 
control monitor wall can be fully inte- 
grated into the operation. Up to seven 

under -monitor displays can be connect- 
ed to the automation controller to pro- 
vide large, easy -to -read automation sta- 
tus and labeling of the appropriate vid- 
eo monitor. Each under -monitor dis- 
play is configured by a switch setting to 
display time -of -day and countdown 
duration of on -air event, title of on -air 
event, title of preset event, start time of 
preset event, video and audio source of 
on -air event and video and audio source 
of preset event. 

The use of the built -in automation 
buttons in the master control panel 
combined with the automation system's 
HUD and under -monitor display inter- 
faces provide important advantages. 
This tight coupling between the master 
control switcher and automation sys- 

tem yields a powerful and effective op- 
erating environment that is an excellent 
foundation from which to expand. 

Multiformat, multichannel 
Moving into a multiformat, multi- 

channel transmission operation impacts 
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Silicon Graphics° workstations and servers 

are already HDTV compliant. Whether you 

deKide on 480P, 720P, I 080i, or simply stick 

wi standard resolution, we have you covered. 

Sil on Graphics workstation -based solutions 

a at the heart of today's live broadcast 

g phics for news, sports and special events, 

M ny of our customers are already editing 

H TV content. Let our Origin" video 

c puting platform solve your media streaming 

n ds, from thousands of MPEG streams to 

D CPRO" and uncompressed HDTV. 

N other open platform has as many media 

nagement and distribution applications. To 

fi r out more about Silicon Graphics broadcast, 

le, and satellite solutions, check out our 

b site at www.sgi.com /broadcast. 

© I 98 Silicon Graphics. Inc. All rights reserved. Silicon Gr.ipt,cs 
i5 a - rstered trademark and Ong,n and the Silicon Graphics logo 
are -. demarks. of Silicon Graphics. Inc. DVCPRO it a trademark 
of ush,ta Electric Co'poration of Amerca. 

at the core of 

e n t e r t a i n m e n t 

$L 

SiliconGraphics 
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SIERRA VIDEO SYSTEMS 

Go to Ltp www.sierravideo.com 

i (ARA w080 Sr5iEM5 

IROUTERS 

AUDIO 

VIDEO 

IANALOG 

DIGITAL 

14x4 to 1282 

I DAs 

Put a Router on Your Desktop... 
OVERNIGHT 

We've provided 
high -performance 
routing switchers to 
critical customers 
like NBC. CBS. and 
the U.S. military 
for 15 years. 

Compact module design 
7 year warranty 

Exceptional value 

Unique Trade -up /Trade -in program 
expands with your needs. 

cocanaeaoaveU- 

Contact us for free catalog and 
"How to Buy a Router" brochure 

info @sierravideo.com 

530.478.1000 

/,_ 
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ATTENTION TOWER SPECIFIERS! 
WIRELESS BROADCAST COMMUNICATION 

TOWER 
SPECIFICATION 
GUIDE 
Call Today! 

800 748 -3817 

Engineering Factbook 
on Site Analysis and 
Tower Planning 

PiRod's Tower Specification Guide is packed with the technical 
information you need to evaluate tower sites and identify critical 
tower performance guidelines. It's indispensable for wireless, 

broadcast and communication tower specifiers. 

Call for Your Free Copy Today! 

A Pillan MC. 
1545 Moo Drive PO Bor 128 Plymouth. Indiana 465630128 

12191936-4221 Fax (2191 936-6796 

E -mail us ai pnodrap rod corn Visit our wehsne at www pnod corn 
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both the master control and automation functions. The key 
is to ensure that master control and automation channels 
can gracefully expand once, twice and more without dou- 
bling or tripling the workload. Exploring multiformat, 
multichannel issues goes beyond the space available here, 
but the mechanisms described above for a well- integrated 
master control /automation system carry over into multifor- 
mat, multichannel operations. 

There are several ways in which Pro -Bel solutions accom- 
plish this: 

a) Two choices of master control switcher panels to 
provide the appropriate functionality and physical size for 
the operation. 

h) One -button selection of the channel(s) to he controlled, 
with any mix of standard -definition or high -definition 
electronics. 

c) Automation controllers comprised of real -time, frame - 
accurate electronics units with main and back -up processor 

Automation system's 
head -up display (HUD) 

TX master control 
with built -in 
automation controls 

Automation editing 
workstation 

R 

Under monitor 
displays with 
automation status 
8 information 

Manual intervention 
panel 

Integrated Pro -Bel Master Control /automation environment 

Figure 1. An integrated Pro -Bel master control environment 
provides the major components of the complex infrastructure 
necessary for full operations support. 

boards and I'SUs that eliminate single points of failure 
which could affect all channels. 

d) Schedules held in battery- hacked -up memory in the 
automation controllers which are not impacted by fickle PC 

workstations, operating systems or operator learning curves. 
e) External hardware -based manual intervention panels 

that can he integrated into the system, providing for auto- 
mation control /interaction should any (or every) user PC 

workstation fail. 
Multichannel systems must he streamlined and self -reli- 

ant, and selecting systems that best support this architectur- 
ally and operationally paves the way for effective transmis- 
sion operations. Pro -Bet's integrated master control and 
automation systems provide major components of the 
complex infrastructure necessary for supporting operations 
in a rapidly changing and increasingly demanding broad - 
cast environment. 

For more information about Pro -Bet's integrated master 

control and automation systems, circle (251) on the Free 

Info Card. 

i 9003 Kathy Bienz is product manager for Pro -Bel, Melville, NY. 
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THE NEW AZDEN 40OUDR 

BROAOCAST UHF AT REAL 

WORIJD P ICES 
63 User -selectable 

Frequencies (794- 80EMhz) 

Crystal- controlled and 

PLL- Synthesized 

Tone code squelch 

Dual antennas with 

BNC connectors 

XLR output with 

volume coitrol 

Headphone Output with 

!III ü, 
volume co-itrol 

Operates on 4 AA or - 2V DC 

LED indicators for A or B 

antenna status. AF peak, 

Power On /Reception status 

Available microphone,' 

transmitters with 63 

User -selectable frequencies: 

nZ D E N 41 HT Uni- directional handheld 

41BT Bodypack (available with 

omni (EX -503M) or uni- 

directional (EX- 505UM) lavaliers, 

or headset microphone) 

UHF TRUE DNERSITV 
RECEIV 

COMLETE SYSTEM PRICES 

START AT $700 

AZDENm 
147 New Hyde Park Rd., Franklin Sq., NY 11010 

(516) 328 -7500 FAX (516) 328-7506 

E -Mail - AZDENUS @AOL.COM 

Azden Home Page: hitp: //www.azdencorp.com 
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24 vs 16 - NOW THAT'S 
UNFAIR 

Get Maxim on your side. As the 

world's first 10 -bit compact digital 

standards converter with a 24 point 

aperture it brings a new level of 

performance to the 1 RU standards 

conversion league. 

Now you've got the advantage of 

50% more filtering precision than 

any other player in the game. 

The result, on pictures with rapid 

motion content, is a perfect com- 

bination of sharp picture quality and 

signal transparency with the mini- 

mum of blur and judder. 

Maxim builds on the winning With an unbeatable line -up of 

strategy of Alchemist, the world -leader features it's the top scorer for high -end 

in standards conversion quality. use wherever space is at a premium. 

MAXIM CVR500 
For more information on MAXIM and the other standards converters in our range: 
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WHAT YOU'D CALL AN 
ADVANTAGE 

Roll 
Call 

Controlb4la 

COMPACT DIGITAL STANDARDS CONVERTER by 

Tel: (408) 260 1000, Fax: (408) 260 2800, e -mail: info@snellusa.com 
Circle (64) on Free Info Card 
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Maxim CVR500 

The world's first compact digital standards converter with a 24 point 

aperture, featuring integral fixed mode aspect ratio conversion, sample 

rate conversion for embedded audio delay and Rolltrack *M. 

SNELL & WILCOX 

website: www.snellwilcox.com 
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Technolo. In Transition 

HD conversion equipment 
BY KENNETH HUNOLD 

If your station will be starting from 
scratch -creating a brand -new digital 

facility dedicated solely to digital high - 
definition (HD) broadcasting - then 
you may not need any DTV conversion 
equipment. But for everyone else, si- 
multaneous DTV and NTSC transmis- 
sion will be a reality for the next decade, 
or so. Many broadcasters have stated 
that much of the programming on their 
DTV stations will consist of signals 
digitized and converted from their cur- 
rent 525 -line programming schedule. 
For the purpose of this discussion, and 
perhaps at the expense of accuracy, 
current broadcasting formats will be 

referred to by their total number of 
scanning lines (e.g., 525- and 625 -line 
systems) while new DTV formats will 
be referred to by the number of active 
lines (e.g., 480, 720, 1035, or 1080) 
with a notation for scanning mode where 
appropriate (480p, 1080i, etc.) 

The need to change 
Broadcasters and program producers 

will need to convert their signals be- 
tween, or even among, the various pro- 
duction formats that will be available. 
Decisions must be made at the network, 
group, or station level as to which 
format(s) your station will need to sup- 
port. Hopefully your viewers will be 

insulated from this confusion, as most 
receivers and accessories will receive 
any of the formats in the original ATSC 
Table 3 and display them all (although 
perhaps not in their original format.) 

All analog standard -definition (SD) 
TV programs will need to be converted 
to DTV formats for transmission. This 
is commonly referred to as up- conver- 
sion, where 525 -line signals are con- 
verted to 480p, 1080i, or 720p signals. 
This is not a trivial process. Anytime 
you are trying to make more out of less 

the challenge is to make the resulting 
high line rate signal look as if it has 

more information than it had with few- 
er lines. 525 to 480i conversions are a 

relatively straightforward case of A/D 

conversion, Afton including composite 
(NTSC) to component decoding, if the 
conversion has not already been per- 
formed elsewhere in the system. 

Can these images be enhanced, or he 

made to look better than they actually 
are? Within reason, yes. Processes sim- 
ilar to SD image enhancement can he 

performed, but there are often more 
choices of parameters. You must re- 

member that any SD enhancement will 
be magnified on a larger display, along 
with the magnified image. This might 
also explain why overly enhanced SD 
images do not convert well to HD. 
What was thought to be subtle en- 
hancement on a SD image might be- 

come objectionable in an HD image. 

Motion and frame rate 
Many of the standards converter /up- 

converter manufacturers have propri- 
etary processes for motion compensa- 
tion. These processes attempt to mimic 
the eye's response and reduce the visibil- 
ity of judder in the converted image. Film 
originated material is usually shot at 
24fps. The process of converting from 
24- to 30fps is usually done in the tele- 

cine. The process involves repeating film 
frames over consecutive TV fields in a 

prescribed sequence. This results in each 

film frame being scanned at least twice. 
In our interlaced TV system, this results 
in a complete TV frame for each film 
frame (and then some). (Editor's note. 
For a detailed description of how this is 

accomplished, see Ken's article, "Under- 
standing HD/SD conversion," July 1998.) 

The relationship between 24Hz and 
60Hz frame rates is such that odd - 
numbered film frames result in two 
60Hz fields and even -numbered film 
frames result in three 60 Hz fields. An 
upconverter that can recognize this dis- 
tinctive "3:2 pulldown" process can 
reconstruct the original film frame and 
upconvert the complete frame without 
introducing any temporal artifacts. 
These frames can be re- interlaced for 
display, if necessary. This process is also 
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useful in video compression systems, 
where repeated frames can he identified 
and recognized as redundant, saving bits. 

Down and cross -conversion issues 
Downconversion has its own set of 

problems. Whereas upconversion has the 
unique problem of trying to create more 
than what was originally there, down - 
conversion attempts to display an HD 
image using fewer lines. Downconversion 
takes advantage of a HD image being 
essentially an oversampled SD image. 

In theory it is possible to create a 

better SD image from a HD master than 
you could obtain by using a SD camera 
originally. There are studios that are 
first transferring film to HD videotape, 
then downconverting the HD version 
to 525- and 625 -line SD formats for 
distribution. In addition to creating a 

better SD product, this reduces the num- 
ber of times a film has to be put up on 
a telecine to be transferred. 

One special HD conversion tool that 
will find use in HD plants in the near 
future is one that converts between (or 
among) the various HD standards. This 
device could be called either a cross 
converter, or simply a converter. The 
primary function of a 1080i to 720p 
converter is to de- interlace the image 

and filter the line structure to 720 lines. 
The 720p to 1080i converter must in- 
terpolate between lines and output the 
displayed frame as interlaced fields. In 
light of the legacy material available, 
conversion between 59.94 -and 60.00Hz 
frame rates could also be supported. 

HD and SD sources will be coexisting 
for quite some time. Therefore, HD and 
SD conversion devices will be an opera- 
tional necessity. Just as 525- and 625 -line 
programs must be accommodated on a 

worldwide basis, HD and SD conver- 
sions will be a necessary part of television 
operations into the next century. 

Ken Hunold is project engineer with of audio/ 
video systems at the ABC Engineering Labo- 
ratory, New York. 
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New Products 

24p mastering recorder 
PANASONIC BROADCAST 
AJ -H D3000 
switchable between 1080i and progressive modes, it is 

also capable of recording and playback at various frame 
rates including 60i, 50i, 24p, 25p and 30p. 

800-528-8601; 323-436-3500; fax: 323-436-3660; 
www. panason ic.com/PB DS 

Circle (300) on Free Into Card 

Digital video /audio routing switcher 
ISIS GROUP 58400 
consists of a digital video /audio 8x4 routing switcher, 
a digital sync generator, color bar generator with 
source ID, AES tone generator, and intercom facilities 
capable of interfacing to the outside world. 

888-622-4747; 530-477-2984; fax: 530-447-2986; 
www.isis- group.com 

Circle (301) on Free Info Card 

Digital console 
SOLID STATE LOGIC AVANT 
offers automation of all functions with write operations 
possible at any speed, on or offline; frame sizes range 
from 24 to 96 channels; all sizes offer control surface 
layering, allowing up to four inputs to be controlled from 
each physical channel. 

+44(0)1865 842300; fax: +44(0)1865 842118; www.solid- state- logic.com 
Circle (302) on Free Into Card 
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Fiber optic and copper composite camera cable 
BELDEN WIRE & CABLE 
BRILLANCE SMPTE 311 CABLE 
consists of two single -mode optical fibers, two 24AWG 
copper signal conductors and four 20AWG copper 
auxiliary conductors; stainless steel length member at 
the cable's core ensures ruggedness, flexibilty and 
extended life. 

800- BELDEN1; 765- 983 -5200; fax: 765- 983 -5294; www.belden.com 
Circle (313) on Free Into Card 

MPEG -2 encoder 
TIERNAN COMMUNICATIONS 
TE3OOA 
4:2:0 MPEG -2 DSNG encoder has a built -in QPSK satellite 
modulator for broadcast applications; unit is available 
with a remote control function (using ASCII commands) 
via the EIA -232 remote control port. 

800 -323 -0252; 619 -587 -0252; fax: 619 -587 -0257; www.tiernan.com 
Circle (304) on Free Into Card 

PSIP system manager 
THOMCAST PEARL 
ATSC -compliant PSIP (Program System Information 
Protocol) system manager is capable of creating and 
editing PSIP tables in the Electronic Program Guide; 
unit meets the requirements of the ATSC A/65 
standard, and is a stand -alone system that can be 
implemented in a variety of configurations, indepen- 
dent of the encoder manufacturer. 
+331 3490 -3100; fax: +331 3490 -3000; thomcast.thomson-csf.com 
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Got 
Gear? 

Terminal Equipment 

Mark Brooks 
Vice President of Engineering 
East Coast 
National Mobile Television 

does. 

"My first installation of Ross distribution and 
conversion gear was based on their features, 
specs, and Ross' reputation for quality engineering. 

Subsequent installations have been based on 
the outstanding performance of the Ross products 
and my reputation for quality engineering." 

"You see, National Mobile Television supplies trucks 
for major network's coverage of sports events. 
Our continued relationship with our customers 
is based on the quality and reliability of our trucks. 

Ross' RossGear line has proven to be a factor in our success." 

Mark Brooks 
Vice President of Engineering - East Coast 
National Mobile Television 

Tel: (613) 652 -4886 
=ax: (613) 652 -4425 
_mail: solutions@rossvideo.com 

The RossGear line includes audio distribution 
products, analog and digital video distribution 
products, encoders, decoders, analog and 
digital video keyers, telecine swachers, a frame 
synchronizer, a frame store, a video capture card, 
and a mini master control switcter. 

Ross also manufactures the established line 
of analog production switchers and the new 
Synergy Series of digital production switchers 
"The DTV Switcher ". 

I 

Switchers, Keyers, r 
& Terminal Gear 

www.rossvideo.com 
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HD VTR 
PANASONIC BROADCAST AJ -HD15O 
studio VTR supports 1080i standard for HD recording and 
playback; offers a variety of requirements of ENG, CCIR- 
601 and HD resolution EFP applications. 

800-528-8601; 323-436-3500: fax: 323-436-3660; 
www.panasonic.com/PBDS 

Circle (306) on Free Into Card 

Automated record /playback 
system 
PANASONIC BROADCAST 
AJ -C M 3 2 
compact, half -rack width system accommodates an 
internal AJ -D230H DVCPRO VTR and offers internal 
tape storage of 32 large DVCPRO cassettes, repre- 
senting up to 96 hours of broadcast quality program 
material. 

800-528-8601; 323-436-3500; fax: 323-436-3660; 
www.panasonic.corn/PBDS 

Circle (309) on Free Info Card 

decode multiple MPEG streams over 
the PCI bus or ultra -wide SCSI interface 

single -slot PCI solution for NT-based 
workstations 

4 analog video /audio outputs per card - 
drive up to 32 NTSC or PAL displays 
with multiple Quartet" cards installed 

CHOOSE THE QUARTET'" SERIES FOR: 

video -on- demand ad insertion 
kiosk applications video servers 

Quartet. 
4 -port MPEG -2 or -1 decode 

Quartet GL. 
with single genlock input 

Quartet GLi.. 
with 4 genlock inputs 

SPECIALIZED TECHNOLOGY GROUP 

1.888.478.2687 
www.stbstg.com 
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Plug -in card 
LG ELECTRONICS RESEARCH CEN- 
TER OF AMERICA DTVCARD A1000 
plug -in card turns a Windows PC into a DTV working 
environment; standard -size PCI -bus card features a DTV 
receiver with an ATSC decoder; signals are demodulated 
with LG's one chip VSB demodulator and then fed to the 
audio /video decoder for decoding and subsequent 
display on a standard PC monitor or an NTSC display; 
decodes all 18 ATSC DTV formats. 

609 -716 -3505; fax: 609-716-3503; www.lgerca.com 
Circle (307) on Free Info Card 

Integrated clips and stills transmission 
QUANTEL INC MOVING 
PICTUREBOX 
provides features for live on -air presentations, including 
dual video outputs with dual moving keys, on- the -fly 
resizing of stills and clips, concurrent independent 
recording and clip-to-clip dissolves; standard storage is 30 
minutes of DVCPRO50 video storage /10,000 frames of 
non-compressed stills. 

800-218-0051; 203 -656 -3100; fax: 203 -656 -3459; www.quantel.com 
Circle (308) on Free Info Card 

Antenna line 
GABRIEL ELECTRONICS INC. 
5GHZ DIRECTIONAL FLAT PANEL 
ANTENNA LINE 
wideband and 5GHz directional, flat panel antenna 
line for point -to-point applications is available for 24- 
hour shipping; units operate in the National Informa- 
tion Infrastructure (Nil) band andspread spectrum 
band which is covered in the 5.25- to 5.850GHz 
operational bandwidth. 

207 -883 -5161; fax: 207 -883 -4469; www.gabrielnet.com 
Circle (310) on Free Info Card 
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THEY'LL NEVER KNOW WE 
EXIST.YOU'LL BE GLAD WE DO. 

With a range of DVB, ATSC and MPEG -2 test and broadcast infrastructure equipment, Adherent is committed to 
providing the systems solution for broadcasters and developers. 

AD9S3 -II Stream Station II 

Real time monitoring of MPEG -2. DVB and ATSC 
transport stream parameters. 
Stream multiplexing. 
Simultaneous playback and recording. 

Ï Picture and audio analysis at elementary stream levels. 

Seamless playout at up to 90Mbit/s. 
Powerful off line analysis. 

AD99 I Stream Source 
_ Seamless looped playout. 

Recording. 
Remote Control. 
DVB and ATSC formats. - - _ 
Large storage capacity. 
Bit rates up to 90Mbit>s. 

Extensive range of interfaces. 

For more information contact Sencore, 
tel: I- 800 -SENCORE or (605) 339 -0100 
www.sencore.com or www.adherent.com 

Circle (68) on Free Info Card 

-,. i////4/ 

Waveform monitor 
LEADER INSTRUMENTS CORP 
LV 5152D 
digital/analog waveform monitor operates in both 720p 
and 1080i systems; monitoring functions include wave - 
fcrm (YCbCr or GBR), vector (choice of electronic or 
e >ternal graticule), picture and stereo monitoring. 

800 -645 -5104; 516 -231 -6900; fax: 516- 231 -5295; www.leaderusa.com 
Circle (311) on Free Info Card 

Nonlinear editing system 
AVID TECHNOLOGY INC 
NEWSCUTTER CUTS 
DV- native digital nonlinear editing system is aimed at 
replacing traditional two-tape deck editing suites and 
includes a number of motion effects and advanced audio 
capabilities. 

800-949-AVID; 978-640-6789; fax: 978 -851 -0418; www.avid.com 
Circle (312) on Free Into Card 

r 
Updated 
PANASONIC BROADCAST VER. 
2.0 SOFTWARE FOR DVEDIT 
version 2.0 software for DVEDIT, Panasonic's 
DVCPRO nonlinear editing system, is now available; 
update offers a user interface running under 
Windows NT, DVCPRO component digital recording, 
and more than 110 real -time transition effects. 

800-528-8601; 323-436-3500: lax: 323-436-3660; 
www.panasonic.corrJPBDS 

Circle (303) on Free Into Card 
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www.pinnaclesys.com 
Pinnacle Systems: Pinnacle Systems' broadcast products 
give professionals the cutting edge tools needed to create 
dazzling productions faster and more affordably than ever 
before. These innovative digital video manipulation tools 
perform a variety of on -air, production, and post- production 
functions such as the addition of special effects, image 
management, capture, storage, and play -out, as well as 
graphics and title creation. 

Z Shouldn't FiaVel. 
W.Mbw.n.b 

,y nm, pn 
know .eM WV w.+ 

www.sennheiserusa.com 
Sennheiser: Established in 1945 in Wedemark, Germany, 
Sennheiser is an Oscar and Emmy award -winning leader in 
microphone technology, RF- wireless and infrared sound 
transmission, headphone transducer technology, and most 
recently in the development of active noise -cancellation. 
The company is driven by an innovative and pioneering spirit 
and is committed to ongoing research, precision engineer- 
ing and meticulous manufacturing standards. 

Z=MI 
1 ® 

..` 
ti e. -.. 

www.technicalpress.com 
Technical Press is a web -based reference site that 
supports more than a dozen video engineering books, 
including DTV: The Revolution in Electroniclmaging. 
Also available are articles on digital video technolo- 
gies and applications, and a detailed series on the 
history of broadcast engineering. 

to the Web 
W ne . bow r.r..r ma" .~..a., 

oelowo moot vows." 
Oar Reno. Sono 

e 

PASSION PISO 411010 « , c ', N 
.QI111 amwd Uaribuwrs 
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www.midasconsoles.com 
Midas have been manufacturing high -quality, flexible and 
sonically superior audio mixing consoles for nearly 30 years. 
They also offer instant service backup and an amazing three 
year warranty on all products. 

i al son-Al .cireg..wllan 1. ,king the Future of ielev,s,On 

info@ntc.com 
National TeleConsultants: National TeleConsultants is the 
largest independent television facility design and system inte- 
gration company in the world. NTC is known for building creative 
and cost effective multichannel network facilities, production 
studios and television stations. Call us at 818-265-4400 and let 
us put our 19 years of experience to work for you. 

Vol.,. Support Py.trm 

rveferrea.) Tcln.meh w;ele.4e4 

t1Wte.M01081pMNw Mers ao neu couplet* rt..r.rMe..M.. end ..t..l,. 
.YIM,IOIYYI M..c.rte Msg. WOO 

www.winsted.com 
Winsted Corporation: Winsted offers a full line of modular 
consoles, rack cabinets, file server workstations, tape storage, 
and editing desks. The most complete line of accessories in the 
industry complement this extensive offering. Winsted's 164 - 
page fully illustrated catalog includes an easy -to- understand 
modular components section that allows you to design your own 
console. or you can receive a free consultation with a Winsted's 
system design engineer. To receive a free catalog or learn more 
about Winsted at their website www.winsted.com or call toll free 
at 800-447-2257. 
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1999 ITS Annual Forum 

July 21 -24, 1999 
Waldorf- Astoria Hotel New York City 

.}. , 
1 . ! 

Look to ITS to provide you with the 

answers you need to position your 

company for the millennium and 

beyond. Share information with your 

peers, discuss your needs and concerns 

with your vendors and learn from the 

wide variety of programs at your 

disposal. Now, more than ever, is 

the time to let ITS be your industry 

leader in education and information 

opportunities. Don't forget the 20th 

anniversary of the International Monitor 

Awards will be held in the Grand 

Ballroom on Saturday, July 24th! 

Come join us in New York! We have a 

rate of S 185 for single and doubles at the 

legendary Waldorf- Astoria and all types 

of activities planned for your stay. Make 

reservations now at 

212- 355 -3000 and 

ask for the ITS rate. 

Make your plans 

no This will be the 

best ITS Forum yet! 

ITS, the Association of Imaging Technology and Sound 
527 Maple Avenue East, Suite 204, Vienna, VA 22180 703- 319 -0800 Fax 703-319-1120 www.itsnet.org 
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PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO 

THE PROFESSIONAL'S SOURCE FOR PHOTO, 
FOR ORDERS CALL: F FAX (24 HOURS): 

800 -947 -9928 
212 -444 -5028 

800 -947 -9003 
212 -444 -5001 

Store & Mail Order Hours: 
Sunday 10 -5 

Monday thru Thursday 9 -7 
Friday 9 -1 Saturday Closed 

On the Web: http: / /www.bhphotovideo.com 

OUR NEW 
EXPANDED 
LOCATION 

For All Your Photo, Video, 
Digital Photography 
and Pro -Audio Needs 

FOR A FREE MONTHLY CATALOG, CALL 800.947. 6933, 212. 444.8833 OR WRITE 

www.americanradiohistory.com
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IDEO and PRO AUDIO 
TO INQUIRE ABOUT YOUR ORDER: 

221 -5743 212 239 -7765 
OR FAX 24 HOURS: 

o 947 -2215.212 239 -7549 

Canis 

New Address: 
420 Ninth Ave. (Bet. 33rd & 34th St.) 

New York, N.Y. 10001 

C 
edel 

SONY 
DSR -200A 

3 -CCD Digital (DVCAM) Camcorder 
Combine g a compact and lewd. . _,'.d. cl OSP IDignal 
Signal P- Messing) and the DVCAM t. arse Inc LbF mina i. II o id., ., mesiaon tool lar 
video pu Mists. event and wedding videographers, stringers and production houses 500 
lines o' a morfal resolution 48kHt or 32kHz digital audio. three hour record fine and mini 
mum INS neaten of 3 lux is only the beginning Other features include 16 914 3 capability 
Steady Snot, high resolution 1-Inch viewfinder. Irne code operation tnedate superimpose 
lion an] . n IEEE-1394 Interface for direct digital output Offers full automatic as well as 
Manua e trot el focus iris. gain. white balance and shuner speed 

Variable servo 10% optical power room lens goes horn 5 910 
59mm I 1 710 24 seconds The manual zoom rocker is conne 
musty vnl Me right up to where the digital 20% zoom kicks in 
Sony's upet Steady Shot reduces high frequency camera shake 
Wdhiaa unpromising Image quality SteadyShot uses horizontal 
and el cal motion senSms 1ha1 allow it to work accurately while 
zoom n moving leven shooting tram a can and shooting In 

low lign ionditions 
Has dog' al effects Including audio and video lade overlap and 
Slow Sr utter 
Automa a and manual locus. 1115 sniffer gain and while bal- 
ance. ii; is adlustable in 12 levels from F1.6 to FI I. shutter 
'tom 1 to 1110000 of a second in 12 steps Gain from -3dB to 
.18dB & 3 steps 
Zebra F men] Indrator. huit -in ND Inter 

Custom Peset function lets you preset store and recall custom 
settings for color intensity white balance (bimsh or reddish). 
sham-His and brightness 
Stores hat° Date/Time. Shutter Speed. firs gain and ('stop lot 
easy rwah. So II you have to re'shoot . you know your original 
settings for every scene and frame 

Records DropNan -Drop I came code Time code can be 
read either as RC time code or as SMPTE time code 
Has a large I -inch 80W viewfinder with 550 fines at resolution 
for easy focusing even in low contras) lighting situations 
Separate information sub parse) displays time code battery time. 
tape remaining and other camcorder lurictions without cluttering 
up the viewfinder 
Records 16- b4/48kHz audio on one stereo track or 
t2'biu/32kHz with two pains of stereo (racks (L1 /R I. L2112), so 
you an add stereo music or narration 
One-point stereo cHUrel condenser biro Ion clear stereo separa- 
tlon Directivity an be selected (nom 0° 90° A 120 °. 
Automatic 8 manual 20-step) audio level record controls 
Manor audio with headphones on from the LCD panel which has 
an active VU meter 
OLA input connectors tor nuts and audio equipment 

DSR -200A Field Package: 
DSR-200A Camcorder NPA- 1000/8 Battery Case Adapter 
3 NP -F930B 7 2v 4000 RAH Batteries 
AC-V900/8 AC Adapter, Triple Banery Charger 
VCT'U14 Tripod Adapter LC- 2000CP System Case 

DSR-20 DVCAM Player/Recorder 
The DSF 20 is a versatile DVCAM VCR with a very compact chassis and a variety al convenient lunctrons for recording playback and 
simple a ding It features auto repeat playback poweron recarding'playback. multiple machine control interlaces. AC/DC capability and 
Link pE il1394) input and output And 01 course it oilers the stunning image and sound quality inherent to the DVCAM formal 

DVCAM Deeply Power-on recordmgplayback capability for unattended automatic 
Ufilioaa the DVCAM tormal. the DSR-V10 provides the record, VCR operation When connected to an eoterral timer and the 
rngpla: tack quality and reliability mound for prolesstonal use VCRs TIMER switch is set to ROC. the DSR-20 starts recording 
II can alit play back consumer DV lormat tapes without any spe- as soon as power is turned on Likewise when the TIMER is set 

to REPEAT. the VCR goes into Auto Repeal mode and starts play- 
ing back the moment power is turned on 

In addition to Control L Inc DSR -20 also Incorporates a Control 
S and RS -232 elerlace for remote control operation Basic VCR 
functions can be controlled from a PC via R232 while Control 
S allows control via the optional DSRM -10 Remote Control In 

addition. with In Control S input/output connector two Or more 

lop 10 50) DSR-20's can be daisy -chained and controlled (ram 
one OSRM-I0 Remote Control 
Eilmal sync input enables synchronized playback with other 
VCRs Especially imponanl in NB roll eunligurations 

Caltaenleatea 
The DSR-20 be powered by AC or DC Ideal for mobile applra- 
tioos. the DSR-20 can be connected to a 12V power supply like a 

car battery or battery ben & powered via the 4-pin %LR DC input 
Can perform searches for hide. Points which are recorded on 
the tape as in-point" marks everytime a recording starts The 
DS &20 can also search for photo data recorded on a DVCAM 

Ccassette by the DS&PD100200N300 or wire the recording 
ate has been chanced 

Suppled with the RMT'DS20 Wireless Remote for control of 
basic VCR functions And again, when Iwo or more VCRs as 

tan 
rtected Ina Control S. they can be simultaneously cords) 

one .vineiess remote by simply sending one command I 

Provide Iwo selectable audio modes a two channel mode with 
48 kHz 6 -bit retarding and a lour channel mode with 32 
kNV I2- nt recording 
Dualac asses mechanism accepts both mint site (up to 40 
minutes and standard sue DVCAM tapes (up to 184 minutes) 
wllhor m adapter 

Nmlp Cepaalllty 
Equipped With Control L interface the DSR-20 an perform sim- 
ple time ode -based edutmg when connected to another DSR-20 
Or titre, s 'nasty equipped VCRs/cameras like the DSR-30. DSR' 
200A o' CSRPD1 When using the F0E-120 ur ES'3 EditStalion 
Systel. the DSR-20 an serve as a leede& player 
Has Cs '110013941 input and Output When connected to other 
DV ens. toed machines. the OSR-20 offers digital dubbing of 
video a lelo and data without any deterioration of image and 

lie aaality In addition. in In 'Digital dubbing including TC sound 
r ode, full inlormation of video. audio and time code of the 

origin 'ape can be copied to another tape Especially useful 
when ',Hong working copes of the original. 

ReeprelPlaytm1 Fenton 
Automa le repeat function lot repeated playback Alter teaching 
Miter He end of the tape- the first blank portion of the host index 
point. lie DSR-20 automatically rewinds li tape Then stnrrr 
plating ack the segment again 

PVM- 14N5U/14N6U & 20N5U/20N6U 
13 -inch and 19 -inch Presentation Monitors 

Wllh hog t quality performance and flexibility S Picture (chrome phase contrast. bright- 
presentation monitors are ideal for any envi ness) and setup adjustments (volume. 
ronmm' -hey use Sony's legendary aspect rateo) are displayed as easy-l0- 
Tnnnrer CRT and Beam Current Feedback read on screen menus 
Circuit t r high resolution of 500 lines as Closed captioning is available with the 
well as stable color reproduction They also optional BKM -104 Caption Vision Board 
accept sondwide video signals. have a bum PVM- 14NBU20N6U gory: 
in speak ff and are rack mountable The (Last Input Switch) - Contact closure 
,VM.14N5U /20N5U are designed for srmph remote control allows you to wire a 

facture i curing, the PVM-14N6U and 20N ,í. remote to an existing system so That the 
add RGE input and switchable aspect rata monitor s input can be remotely con - 
They featured trolled to switch between the last previ- 

50011' .e of horizontal resolution dusty selected input and the current 
role NTSC. NTSC 4 43. PAL. and I 

3 u16..9 switchable aspect ratio 

PVM- 14M2U/14M4U & 20M2U/20M4U 
13 -inch and 19 -inch Production Monitors 

try s ti st production monitors ever the PVM M Series provide stunning picture quality ease of use and a range of opo-ti' 
eictiom. They are identical except that the 'M4" models incorpoaate Sony slate-of-the-an HR Trinllron CRT display tech: 

.ma lave SMPTE C phosphours instead of P22 

HR Ts, Mon CRT enables the PVM-14M4U and 20M4U to 
isola al inctedoble 600 lines of horizontal resolution The 

l'VM' IM2U and 20M2U offer 600 lines of resolution M4 
models also use SMPTE C phosphours for the most critical 
e +atuat Ol of any color sublecl 
Dark t I t for a higher contras) ratio (black to white) and 

e sharper looking edges cp D 9 es 9 
Each L s two composite S-Video an d component input I 

Pv7P '. analog RGBtFOr more accurate color repratluc 
n. Ir! : omponent level can be adjusted according to the 

'mut ' stem Optional BKM 101C (video) and ROM 102 

Beam Content Feedback Circuit 
4.3116 9 switchable aspect ratio 
true multi-system monitors they handle lour color system 
signals'. NTSC. NTSC 4 43. PAL. and SECAM. 

External sync input and outputcan be set so that it will 
automatically N switch according to the input ut selected 

Swllchable color temp 65001( (broadcast) 9300N (pleasing 
picture). User preset 132006 to 1000010 

Blue gun underscan and HN delay capability 
On- screen menus for monitor adlustmenVoperallon 
Parallel remote control and Tally via 20.pin connector 

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO 

°a SONY 
UVW-100B 3 -CCD Betacam SP Camcorder 

More affordable than ever. the UVW -100B offers 706 iin.., .,I ni i:,iuhi 
resolution. 6048 SIN ratio. 26-pin VTR interface, compact design and ease 

of operation- making tt ideal for held shooting applmations 
Ut +nch Power HAD CCD$ attain sensdwity of Ft 1 at 2000 
lux (4 no low light). 700 lines of resolution 8 60dB S/N ratio 
Gain -up can be preset in 1dB steps from 1dB to 18dB 
Auto Iris detects the lighting conditions and adlusts for the 
propel exposure 
Clear Scan records computer monitors infant horizontal 
bands across the screen. Shutter speed can be sel from 
60 4 to 200.3 Hon 183 steps. Also has a variable high 
speed shutter from 1/100 to 1/2000 of a second. 
SMPTE LTC time code and UB generatorneader Rec Rum 
Free Run. PreseVRegen are easily set For multi- camera 
operation. genlnck to an external time code is provided 
Genluck input and built-in color bar generator 
26.pin VTR onterlace for leedrng component composite and 
&Video signals to another VTR for simultaneous recording. 
SarVstop ate controlled and external VTR status such as 

flee and Tally are shown In the viewfinder. 
8-digd LCD display indicates time data. warning indications 
and video status Battery status audio level are ells. snnvr. 
in a bar graph I ..lei 

Diecast alu- 
minum, 1.5- 
Inch 00F -601 

viewfinder is 
rugged yel 
comfortable 
while providing 
600 lines of 
resolution. 

Large diameter eye cup 
reduces eye strain and sim- 
pllhesfocusing Dopler adlust- 
ments 1-3 to 01 compensates for differences In eye sigh) 
Zebra level indicators. safety zone and center marker gene' 

ator Shows tape remaining and audio levels 
With Anton /Bauer Digital Batteries remaining battery pow,- 
rs displayed on the LCD panel and through the vrewlinder 
Weighs 15Ib with viewfinder. balery tape and lens 
Shoulder pad is adjustable. so you maintain optimum WI 

:.lien using different lenses and batteries 

DXC -637 3 -Chip Color Video Camera 
PVW -637 - Perfect camcorder operation with a Pixel Pi,in. 

the PW -3 

Compact size lightweight and low power 
consumption 
High density three 2 /3-m0 IT Hyper HAD 

sensors 
800 TV lines of horizontal resolution 
HAD sensor structure 
2 dimensional optic low pass filter 
Clear scan tunction for shooting computer dis- 
plays Hyper Gain mode 
EZ mode and EZ Focus Junctions enable cam- 
eramen to gel ready for shooting swiftly 

mI be coupled 
.vitn the DSR -1 Pl'V -31o1 
high quality component 
acquisition or with the 
EW'9000 for handy 
operation 
Can be combined with the 
recorders from Panasonic 
or JVC 
Can be connected with tom 
puler equipment via CA- 
325/0325B camera adapter 

IDXC -637 1.nmun 16 1 zoom lens. tripod plate and hard case 
sable In Betacam or DVCAM packages. call lot pio i' 

$7495 

UVW-1600/UVW-1800 
Betacam SP Editing Player Betacam SP Editing Recorder 

The UVW-1600 and UVW -1800 are the other halt of Ibe UVW series They 
offer the supereonty of Betacam SP with sophisticated editing features 
They feature an RS-422 9 -pm interlace, built -in TBCs and Time Code 
operation Inputs/outputs include component. composite and S-Video. 
All the features el the UVW-1200/1400A PLUS- 

Optional BVR -50 allows remote TBC adjustment. mode 
RS-422 interface for editing system expansion of the 
Two types of component output, sea three BNC connectors UVW- I, 
or a Betacam 12-pin dub connector 1800. 
Frame accurate editing is assured, thanks to sophisticated video. audio Ch -12 and time cone can be inserted uldepen 
servo control and bailtln time code operation In the insert dently on in any combination 

PVW- 2600 /PVW- 2650 /PVW -2800 
BETACAM SP PRO SERIES 

promise performance is needed. there is 

r egendap reliability and comprehensive support for its 
many users has established the POW series as the standard in broadcast 
and post production The PVW Series includes the PVW-2600 Player, PVW- 
2650 Player with Dynamic Tracking and the PVW -2600 Editing Recorder 
They feature built-in TBCs. LTCNITC time code operation and RS-422 seri- 
al interface. They also offer composite. S-Video and component mien 
inputs and outputs. Most Important they are bulll for heavy. every day duty. 

Built-in TBC 's and digital dropout compensation assure con- Two types of component connection: three BNC connectors 
or a Betaam 12 -pin dub connecla& They have composite 
and S-Video signals as well 

sistent picture performance. Remote TBC adjustment can 
be done using the optional BVR.50 TBC Remote Control. 
The PVW-2600, PVW-2650 and PVW-2800 (generates as 
well) read VITC/ LTC time code as well as User Bits. E.Vlnt 
time code. Regen/Preset. m Rec -Run/ Free -Run selections 
Built-in chatacler generator displays time code or CTL data 

Set -up menu for presetting many functional parameters 
Two longitudinal audio channels with Dolby C- type NR. 
Recognizable monochrome pictures al up to 24% normal 
speed in totward and reverse. Color at speeds up to 10% 

PVW -2650 Only 
Dynamic Tracking (DT) playback 'rom -t to .3 times normal 
speed 

PVW -2600 Only 
Bunl -m comprehensive editing notes 
Dynamic Motion Control with memory provides slow 
motion editing capability 

800 SERIES UHF WIRELESS 
MICROPHONE SYSTEMS 

Consisting of 5 handheld and badypack transmitters and 6 

different receivers. Sony's UHF is recognized as the out- 
standing wireless mec system for professional applications 
Operating in the 800 MHz band range they are barely affect 
eo by external noise and interference. They Incorporate a 

PLL (Phase Locked Loop) synthesized control system that 
makes It easy to choose from up to 282 operating IreOUen- 
ores. and with the use of Sony's pre-programmed channel 
D Ian it lis simple to choose the correct operating frequencies 
lot simultaneous ope n o mulls - nn I h ah Additional fea- 
tures 

a e 

Ivres. like space diversity race Non LCD mdmalots. reliable 
and 
dynamic 

range. 
and 

dranr stable low noissi liar 
dynamo radea. antl extremely stable signal transmission and 
reception (neat inn broadcasting stations hlln production 
lacht.., 1 "h i :. 

SEVEN DAY CUSTOMER SATISF CTION GUARANTEE 
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THE PROFESSIONAL'S SOURCE FOR PHOTO, 
FOR ORDERS CALL: 

800 -947 -9928 
212 -444 -5028 

OR FAX i24 HOURS: 

800 -947 -9003 
212- 444 -5001 

MOST ORDERS SHIPPED 
WITHIN 24 HOURS 

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO OVERNIGHT SERVICE AVAILABLE 

On the Web: http: / /www.bhphotovideo.com 
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Panasonic 
WJ -MX50 

Digital A/V Mixer 

our input switcher and any two sources can be routed to 
in program busses Two -channel digital Irarne synchro- 
Izabon permits special etlects in each A/B bus 
ombinatnon of 7 basic patterns and other effects creates 
37 wipe patterns External edit control input for RS -232 
RS.422 serial controls. Also has GPI input. 

Ape boundary effects. soft/border (bold eight background 
71ors available) Digital elects: strobe, still mosaic. nega 
Le/ positive. paint. 138W. strobe. trml. and AV synchro 
eat -Time compression - entire source image is c0111- 
ressed inside a wipe pattern 
ide -in and lade -out video audio, titles individually or syn- 
hronously faded Down stream keyer with selectable 
3urces from character generator or external camera. 
Scene Grabber moves a pattern while upholding the Mi- 
llie trimmed -in picture Integrity 
ght separate memories enable instant recall of frequently 
sed eltects 8 preset effects including Mosaic Mix. 
osltron Stream. Corkscrew. Bounce. Flip. Shutter. Vibrate. 
Id Satellite Audio mixing capability el 5 sources with 5 
1010 level adjustments 

FUJINON 
ENG LENSES 

While ENG camera technO e;. , elves taste' 
an Laster. delivering ever Imp kri perfor- 
'idnce in ever small bodies iI has been 
Icreasingly difficult for lens manulac- 

Iurers to improve quality while keeping 
e and weight to a minimum until 

recently With Aspheric Technology (A121 
i upnon has succeeded in manufacturing superior quality 

ses that are both smaller and lighter Than lenses of con- 
Mona' spherical design. From the widest angle to the 

reghest telephoto. Emmons broadcast hand -held style lenses 
,,tier unparalleled features and performance In fact they are 
so advanced and so optically superb they will reshape your 
thinking about how well a lens can perform 

Fu 

es 
to 

Ira 
Te 

08 

A15X8EVM Standard Zoom Lens 
A versatile performer in a conlpacl u. offers AT2 
Illrler locus. Quick Zoom and the 

(inn's broadcast hand -held lenses feature the very lot 
Lin optical and mechanical (lesion. and manufacturing 
hnlques. New BBC (Electron Beam Coating) reduces 
re and Improves contrast. white AT2 Aspbaric 
:hnology improves corner resolution and reduces Oro- 
tic abberalion. And all except the 36:1 Super Telephoto 
er the exclusive "V-Grip" and Quick Zoom. 

Cu 

Ou 

Th 

an 

A2OX8EVM 
Standard /Telephoto Zoom Lens 

nbrnes aOdrh0nal local Iemylli v,nh AIL roher wies 
ck Zoom and the V -Grip 

A36X14.5ERD 
Super Telephoto Zoom Lens 

n longest local length hand -held style lens to offer AT2 
I inner locus. 

V -16 AND V -20 
Camera Stabilization Systems 

The V-16 and n-20 allow 
you to walk, run go up 
an d down stairs. shoot 
Iron moving vehicles and 
travel over uneven terrain 
without any camera insta- 
bAlry or shake. The V -16 
staolliles cameras weigh- 
ing from 10 to 20 pounds 
and the V-20 from 15 to 
26 pounds. They are both 
perect for shooting the 
type of ultra smooth 
tracking shots that lake 
your audience s and 
client's breath away - 
instantly adding high pro- 
du bon value to every scene Whether you are shooting 
commercals. industrials, documentaries music videos. 
news. Or lull length motion pictures the Glidecam V' series 
will lake you where few others have traveled 

ot sachtler 
Tripods & Fluid Heads 

DV Systems -Digital Support for Every Budget 
Todays co 
way up to 
teatule Sar " - sotenl .anI Ir,.e. l and u Aid all ra n.pl Inv Ii:. Irnlurr she. 
era ;Halloo n - al your camera 

DV2 System DV4 System 
The moan r.- ene Sliding balance plate 
Sachtler I ¡u , . i,e Touch and Go quick release with auto 
with J doll it nm-n,, k d safety matte camera lock and safety lever !drop 
lever!drop protector protection 
One step of dynamic counterbalance One step of dynamic counterbalance 
Frictionless leak proof fluid damping Frictionless leak proof fluid damping 
with one levels of drag with one levels of drag 
Vibrationless vertical ! horzontal brakes Vibralronless vertical /horizontal brakes 
Built in bubble for horizontal leveling Built in bubble for horizontal leveling 
Single Stage 75mni tripod DA 75 Long Single stage 75mm long tripod DA 75 
Lightweight floor spreader SP 75 Lightweight floor spreader SP 75 

This system (0210) tan4b el: DV4 System (0410) consists el: 
Fluid Head (DV 2) Long Tripod (DA 75), Fluid Head (DV -4). long Tripod IDA 75) 
floor spreader ISP 75) floor spreader ISP 751 

DV6 System DV8 System 
Same as the OR PLUS - Same as 0V6 PLUS - 

five Step of dynamic Counterbalance Greater load capacity 
Five step of vertical and hormonal drag OVO System (0610) monists of: 

evo System 106101 Bassists of: Fluid Mead (DV 137 Lung tripod (DA 751. 

Fluid Head 1DV-6) Long Tripod IDA 75) bloom spreader (SP 751 

floor spreader (SP 751 DV12 Same as DVS PLUS - Great Load Capacity Fits 100mm tripods 

Vinten PRO -130 SYSTEMS 
Pro 130 tripod systems are perfect for today s on Ine nove ENG cameramen Lightweiglll these systems have been specifically 
ivied to provide a wider balance range to suit the latest DV OVCPRO. DVCAM camcorder and camerairecorder combinations All 
Terns come complete with the PH-130 fluid pan 8 tilt tread choice of single or 2 -stage ENG Tripod floor spreader and soit carry 

ese tor easy Iransporlalion 
- 1'H -130 pan & tilt head incorporates Wien s continuously variable LF drag system to provide smooth movement and easy trap- 

' tilla '::nip Ilan together watt a tactory set balanr; ins rnechanlsm Rath the s,nle stage and two stage legs are toggle clamp 

VISION 8 AND 11 
Soh' . lid demon.1 
II . ide the 1,111111dr . 

Vision 8 Pan 8 Tilt Head 
The 1. trJ.L., Iigmueignl Vision 8 aus snlcot, snub 
whip parr action and quick setup while supporting up to 23 lbs 
Add the stogie stage carbon fiber tripod and you have the light - 

nthen possible for that all important event- without 
meltability and robustness that you require 

S oral adlustnient for perfect balance over the lull 

In ' - Vag with proven LF technology 
Ca. 

Ihrr mid Tilt brakes 
Slugi. ulalerbaance c 

Levelm bubble le 
or, 

Standard leveling 100mm levelinin g ball Lightweight only 5 9 lbs 

Lightweight Heads For the Future 
- 0118 andVisia 

- hooting c dlons 

Vision 11 Pan & Tilt Head 
S.Jlllly ri ii,, Irie'siarl I1 iii -r- ,retinional capacity (up to 29 
fps 

1 plus rl has Illuminated controls to allow Last camera balanc- 
mg and leveling even m poor lighting Conibme With a Iwo -stage 
carbon fiber or aluminum tripod and you have a package with the 
biggest height adluslment yei the smallest to carry Ideal for ail 
ENG assignments 

Simple external adluslnient for perfect balance over the roll 180' 
of tilt 
mhmely variable drag with proven LF lecnriology 
Back -lit and Calibrated drag knobs 
Flick on /lick off Pan and Tar brakes 
Digital counterbalance readout 
Illuminated leveling bubble Standard IOOrnm leveling ball 
High load to weight ratio Lightweight - only 6 2 lbs 

m'bSauer 
DIGITAL PRO PACS HyTRON 50 Batter 

,. dm, !.ada rr 
designed to deliver long life and high performancPa. ven under high 
current loads and adverse conditions. IEs size and weight creates 
perfect shoulder balance with all camcorders. 

BMeaL PM PAC 14 MC SDKS KICM BATIeIT 
144v 60 Watt Hours 5 1 8 lbs Run time 2 hours a 27 watts 3 
his 418 watts 

BMRAL PM MC 13 EOM S6IIMS .CM SAJIFBT 
132v 55 Watt Hours 4341ós Pun time 2 hours 425 watts 3 
hours a 17 watts 

men ts 
DIGITAL TRIMPAC 
ira and I.,1r, v-c u it Ltti- Jlgrlal Trimpac still has mote 

m batteries High voltage 
elate the problems Mat 

',Le batteries The pralessron- 
. d'a:dma cum Inari 24 watts 

MODAL TRIMPAC 14 boot MBNS.CY M711912 

Rui ,.,. < 20 watts 3 hours 4 13 walls 

QUAD 2702/2401 
Four -Position Power/Chargers 

The lightest and slimmest full leatured tour 
position chargers ever they can last charge 
four Gold Mount batteries and can be expand- 
ed to charge up to eight They also offer 
power trom any AC man in a package the 
size of a notebook computer and weighing a 

mere tour tbs. The 40 watt 2401 can charge 
ProPacs in two hours and TrimPacs in one Add 
the Diagnostic. Discharge module and the OUAD 
2401 becomes an all purpose power and les! system 
Me 70 watt QUAD 2702 has the module and is the ulti 
mate professional power system 

Weighing a mere 3107 (880 grams) and packing 50 art-hours at 
energy - enough to operate a typical ENG camcorder for two 
hours the HyTRON 50 is the most advanced lightweight battery 
in the industry 

Made possible by recent advancements in a cell technology orig- 
inally designed for the mobile computing mdushy II mow- 
rates nickel metal hydride cells that provide the highest energy 
density of any rechargeable cylindrical cell available High per 
lormance Is further assured through the Integration of 
Anton /Bauer InlerActrve digital technology 
Egmpped win an onboard funi computer which monitors ener- 
gy input and output as well as cmwai operating characteristics 
and conditions This data Is communicated to the Inter/4We 
charger to ensure safety and optimize relubrirty 
In addition remaining battery capacity information is available by 
means at an LCD dispay on each buttery and in the view tinder of 
tut most popular broadcast b professional camcorders 
Special low voltage rimer prevents potentially damaging 
overdlscharge 

Specifications: 14 4 V 50 WH (Watt HourS) 
5 -3.4' 3 112 r 2 -114' 19 lbs r88kg1 
Typical runtime 2 hours 4 25 Watts 3 hours 4 17 Watts 

Dual 2702/2401 
Two- Position Power/Chargers 

The DUAL 2701 (70 want and 2401 140 wan) are 
sleek rugged eceoomrcal two position 

Power /CNrgers that have all the features of 
InterAclrve 2000 technology including DC 

camera output and LCD display The DUAL 
270t will charge any Gold Mount battery in 

one hour. the DUAL 2401 charges ProPac bat- 
teries in two hours and Trimpacs in one 
Compact lightweight design makes them the 

ideal for travel They can also be upgraded with the 
Diagnostic/Discharge Module amidon with Expansion Modules 
to charge up no 6 batteries of any type 

tt 

PROFESSIONAL VIDEO TAPES 

I 

Prolessioaal Grade VHS 

PG -30 2.39 t'0 ti:- 2.59 PG 120 2.79 
Broadcast Grade VHS Box 

BGR 3i- 3.29 3 99 tiGR-120 4 .4! 
14471S S -VHS Double Coated 

ST -30 6.79 7.49 ST 12V 7.69 
M221 Hi 8 Double Coated 

Metal Particles Metal Evaporated 
P630HMI' 4 99 7.69 
P660HMP 6 29 no 29 

P6120HMP 8 29 13.59 

M321 SP Metal Betacam (Boil 
05S 17 95 18 49 19.95 
30S 22.95 3195 49.95 

DPI21 soc PRO 

8 79 10 99 
19.99 - 21.99 
31 99 39.99 

12M (Mee 1 7,49 
63M 
94L 

maxell 
Hie Metal Particle (NM( 

P6120 XRM 

Broadcast Ouahty Hr8 Metal Partrcle 
F6-30 HM BB 5 39 
P6.120 

699 

6 09 

7 99 

P I PLUS VHS 

T -30 Pi,. 1.79 1 99 Igo Pr. 2.09 
T.120 Plus 219 . 2.69 

HGO PLUS VHS I13m1 

HGXT -60 Plus 2 69 Plus 2.99 
HGXT-160 PIu, 3.99 

BO Broadcast Quality VHS Mon) 
T-30 BO 4.29 3.99 1.120 BD 5.99 

Bit Professional S-VHS Q. Bo) 
ST 3t BO 6.79 62 BO 6 99 
ST126 BO 8.49 - '82 BO 13.99 

Betacam SP 

B5MSP 1199 B' r' 11.99 320Máí 12 99 
B3OMSP 14.49 I 

, 2t 99 rrkOAlt 31 99 

Panasonic 
Mim 0V Tape 

Ay DVM30 b 49 

AV DVM-60 8 49 

Ay-DVM80 

OVCPRO 

0J-012M (Medmml 6.99 
AJ-P33M 11.19 Au POoM 

AJ-P64L ILarge( 20.99 4J-P941 

SONY 
HVB Professonal Metal Video Cassettes 

P6-30 HMPX 
P6.60 HMPV 6.69 
Ph-120HI}.. 

PR Series Professional Grade VHS 

ea 5 99 
ea 799 

16 99 

999 
1949 
30 99 

44 99 

7.99 
10.99 
14.99 

279 
PM Series Premier Grade Professional VHS 

T'60PM 3.99 

BA Series Premier Hi-Grade Broadcast ENS Ile Bog 
P-3066 3.79 r 4.19 612064 4.99 

MO Master Quality S-VHS (In Ma) 
MOST 36 7 .49 '.1 . 7.79 MOST -120 7.99 

BRf 3/4' B'malic Broadcast StaMrd No Box) 
KCS-10 BRS ImnU 8,69 uS -20 BRS nnrnm 9.49 
KCA-10 BRS 159 56 20 BRS 9.09 
KCA'30 BRS 1119 KCA60 BRS 1199 

XI. 374' Wands Broadcast Mawr 0. bal 
KCS -10 %BR tmmn 0,29 KCS20 XBR (mina 10.69 
KCA -1g %BR. !.M OCA 20 XBR 11.19 
KCA -30 TOR 12.59 KCA 60 XBR 16.49 

COP 3/41 U4matic SP Broadcast I. lesi 
KSP-S1; 9.99 - nunu 11.59 
KSP-16 10.49 - 11.99 
KSP-31, 13 49 - 17.69 

BCT Metal Betacam SP Broadcast Master (ion) 
BCT-SM 12.29 '.t mInalg 13.29 
BCT-20M ,call, 13.99 dtl aura ,smalli 1199 
BCT-30M (sma10 MO Paw, ea. 13.99 
BCT-30ML 21 .49 BCT-60ML 23.49 
BCT -90M1 34.99 

Mini DV Tap 
DVM-30EXM v, 15 99 . vM'60E %M eiChip 17,99 
DVM -30E x 'I 12 99 M-60EX No Chip 14.99 
OVM 4L1'b 9.99 . M.60PR "No Chip 10 .49 

Full Sloe DV Tape with Merry pip 
DV-120171M 25.89 i': 180MEM 29.99 

POE Series Professional OYCAM Tap 
PDVM42ME IM, 19.50 DVM -22ME IMrnn 19.99 
PDVM-32ME IMlnu 16.99 - L'VM -40ME ¡Mum 18.99 
PDV -94ME (Standard) 33.99 124ME (Standard, 3199 
POV -184ME (Standard) 44.95 ' .V61-64N 24.95 
POVN- 124N 32.95 PUVNIBL. 39.95 

Minimum 5hi rie USA Esce t AK 8 HI 95 w to 1 lb. Add 75E for each additional lb. For ins. add r 'er 1 i 
i. 6)1999 18 ect to lier . rices. Not onsible for po 

m 
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IDEO and PRO AUDIO 
TO INQUIRE ABOUT YOUR ORDER: 

00 221 -5743 212 239 -7765 
OR FAX 24 HOURS: 

00 947 -2215.212 239 -7549 

M. I :mil 

New Address: 
420 Ninth Ave. (Bet. 33rd & 34th St.) 

New York, N.Y. 10001 

NewTek 
Calibar 3 -0z. Pocket -Sized Test Generator 

The si: )l a ball v-r' and running on , o an NTSC lest sryr : " at packs a rack 
mount North of test egmpment into a batter mN',ded csnw:,e:it Caliber is the Tastes, r. and most portable way 
ever i calibrate video equipment No patch bay racks. Just one cable So besides giving you fast accurate readings in 
the s:ubo. it's perfect for off-site events or trouble -shooting in the field. '34th Orts ci ed for studio and held operation, it produces 24 test Tuck Caliber in your pocket and you're 
paste' 1 'unctions at the touch of a button. 10.011 precision ready to go Touch the button to generate 
Cr fla to- analog conversion assures highly accurate signals. SMPTE color bars. touch it again to call- 
Caliba s combination of low cost portability and full-fea- brate convergence and so on 
lured qeration makes it ideal for broadcast engineers, tele- With the supplied AC adapter it also func- 

. -m n 'orli'' Iron facilities and video ups) houses Irons as a black burst generator. 

CIHhurl OINT PC -CODI & PC Scribe 
Text and Graphics Generator and Video Titling Software 

PC -CG incorporates a broadcast quality encoder and a ;aide bando r. 

linear , yer for the highest quality. reallime video character generaim 
and gr [)tics display A video graphics software engine running under 
Windo: s 95/NT. PC Scribe offers a few approach and cost effective 
solutio' for composing titles and graphics that is ideal for video proc . 

tior ar display applications Combined their a total solution for re,i' 
ie cr rracter generation with the quality you expect from Chyron 

PC -COD( Hardware: .lei 
lily- it Ilallased displays Display and non -display buffers 

eon han 10 nanosecond effective pixel resolution 
7 million color selections Fast. realtime operations 

Triara, ter. Logo and PC% Image transparency 
:vat le edges border, drop shadow and offset 
' ll c )sition and lustily control of character and row 
ser lellnable intercharacter spacing (squeeze 8 expand) 
Vat I le rollcravl speeds Automatic character kerning 
.ser lellnable tabremplate fields 
Snaci d backgrounds of variable sizes and transparency 
Sohi, use controlled video timing 

PC- Scribe 
am ,r of fonts Is virtually unlimited Also supports most 

«ler it sanal language character sets Fonts load instantly 
:ad re level of anti -abasing applied is selectable. 
4lor a wide range of character attributes. Wide choice of 

'mp isition tools. 
¿'rara:tors. words. rows and fields can color flash 
.;'rara:ter rolls. crawls and reveal modes. Speed is sela- 
'able . na can be auto timed with pauses. Messages can be 

ir. l'; advanced or put Ito seouences d'uno',.Rh page 

User definable 
read effects playback. wipes pushes, fades 
NTSC or PAL sync generator with genlock 
Board aadressabi8ly for multichannel applications 
Auto display sequencing Local message /page memory 
Preview output with safe- htle'cursorrmenu overlay 
Composite and S -video input with auto -genlock select 

Software: 
Multiple preview windows can be displayed simultaneously 
Transitions effects include cut. fade. push. wipe. reveal. 
peel. zoom. matrix, wipe, spiral, split. weave and jitter. 
Import elements to build graphics This includes OLE 

objects. iNFINITi ROBA and TGA with alpha channel Scribe 
also imports and exports TIFF. JPEG. PC%. TGA. BMP GIS 

CLP ASCII. 'MG. SG!. PICT and EPS formats. 

I PC -COOT end PC- Scribe Bundle 2995.00 

I 

TRUEVISION/A v d 
TARGA 1000 /MCXpress NT 

Professional Video Production Workstation 
Incorp _rating the a. - "C %press NT non -linear ea 't.-,are, this fully- config- 
urede.r<astationn --:, ,r. prate communicators. chic.,rend Internet authors 

TARGA 1000 Features: 
The TLHGA 1000 delivers high pro., I speed for video and audio effects. tilling and composrting. Capture. edit and play- 
back I. motion, full-resolution 60 her, per second digital video with Tully synchronized CD-quality audio 

Com.a ession can be adjusted on the fly to optimize for Genlock using separate sync input for working in proles - 
image cushy and/or minimum storage space. Has comps- signal video suites 
ice at 4 3-video inputs/outputs Also available with compu- Audio is digitized at 44 1KHz or 48KHZ sampling rates. for 
neot if at/Output (TARGA 1000 PRO) professional quality stereo sound Delivers perfectly syn- 

chronized audio and video. 

MCXpress Features: 
The de II tool for video and multimedia producers who require predictable project throughput and high -quality results when 
reside video and digital media for training. promotional/marketing material local television and cable commercials. CD-ROM 
' r In. rletintranet distribution Based on Avid s industry-leading technology. It combines a robust editing functionality with a 

: +.a'n ned interlace Offers integration vim third -party Windows applications, professional editing features powerful media 
'alacr nient title tool and a plug-in effects architecture It also features multiple output options including so you save time 

m. ney by reusing media assets across a range of video and multimedia protects. 

TARGA 1000/MCXpress Turnkey Systems: 
30, n att. 6 -Bay Full Tower AT% Chassis 

ni ATX Motherboard with 512K Cache 
m II- 300 MHz Processor 

Malerrum II AGP 4MB WRAM Display Card 
I gis 168 -Pin ( DIMM) S -DRAM 
nor Fireball 6 4GB IDE System Drive 

Barracuda E)0atgal 9.1GB SCSI-3 Ultra Wide Capture Dora. 
. c AHA- 2940UW Ultra Wide SCSI-3 Controller Card 

D -532e 32% EIDE Internal CD -ROM Drive 3.5' Foppy Drin. 
arising ACS -48 3 -Piece Deluxe Speaker System 

Vier sonic G771 17 -inch (1280 x 1024) Monitor (027mm dot pitch) 
Foci s 2001A Keyboard Microsoft MS Mouse 
Win lows NT 4 0 Operating System Software 
Awl MC %press tor Windows NT 

Truewsion TARGA 1000 or 1000 Pro Video Capture Card 
With 'AMA 1000 
With ARGA 1000 Pro 'component Input/output) 

55995 00 

55495 00 

H 
PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO 

KNOX VIDEO 

RS4x4 /8x8/ 16x 16/ 1 6x8/ 12x2 
Video /Audio Matrix Routing Switchers 

s family 01 Ir.;' performance. 3 -wish - ' ".. r , are extremely ver- 

easy -to-use and very affordable Housed in en u01a9Min rack- 

,', chasms they accept and route Ion the vertical interval) vir' 
any video signal. including off -the-air and non- bmebase 
fed video They also route balanced or unbalanced stereo 
The audio follows the video or you can route the audio sep- 

. ,breakaway audio) Each of the switchers offers manual 
na front panel operation They can also be controlled 

by a PC. a Knox RS Remote Controller. or by a Knox 
'e Keypad via their RS -232 port Front panel LEDs indicate n,. '' 

'r es Knox switchers are ideal for applications such as studio-teea contras and sw /ucher input 
ras they have an internal timer allowing timed sequence of patterns for surveillance applicaI 

- ad and routes virtually any one -volt NTSC or PAL video 
1 1. Input to any or all video outputs 

, Opt and route two -volt mono or stereo unbalanced 
audio inputs to any or all audio outputs 
Video and audio Inputs can be routed independently . they 
don't need to have the same destination. 
Can store and recall preset cross -point patterns I Not avail- 
able on RSI2x2.1 
Front panel key -pad operation for easy manual operation 
Can also be controlled via RS232 interface with optional 
RS Remote Controller or Remote Keypad 
Front panel LED indicators display the present routing pat- 
terns at all times 
An internal battery remembers and restores the current 
pattern in case of power failure 

Internal vertical interval svntchiny "- ... .. 
switching 
Housed in a thin profile raCkmCOnt I'. chassis 
Also except the RSI2x2 are available in S-Video versions 
with /without audio. 
Models RS164 and RS16x16 are also available in 

RGB/companent version. 
With optional Remote Video Readout. the RS164 and 
RS16x16 can display active roc:es on a monitor at rem!. 
locations via a composite signal from a BNC connector 
the rear panel 

The RS4x4. RS8x8 and RS16x16 are also available with 
balanced stereo audio They operate at 660 ohms and han- 
dle the lull range of balanced a.idio up to .4 dB with pro- 
fessional quick -connect. self- locking. bare -wire connectors. 

LEADER 
Manufacturing lest and measurement equipment for over 40 years. Leader Instruments 

r standard which oft ge measured against for reliability performance. and 
=-portant-cost .'' ss. 

5860C 
WAVEFORM MONITOR 

ill: -'o: '' e 58E.,. tea:.res 
. 211. 2V. 1 s:div and 2V mag time bases as well 

,- :al amplifier response choices of flat. IRE Don 
moma and DIF -STEP The latter facilitates 

reeks of luminance linearity using the staircase 
a PI% MON output jack feeds observed IA or 

:- a's to a picture monitor. and the unit accepts 
"rial sync reference Built-,o calibrator and on- 

Or of the DC eSte-er rs .t's0 p'T,'rdeC 

5850C 
VECTORSCOPE 

IV 1,00 

586ä the 5850C adds 
simultaneous side -by-side 
waveform and vector monitor- 
ing Featured is an electronically -generated vector scale that precludes 
the need for fussy centering adjustments and eases phase adjust- 
ments from relatively long viewing distances Provision is made for 
selecting the phase reference from either A or inputs or a separate 
e.ten,' rim' ^g reference 

5100 4- Channel Component / Composite WAVEFORM 
The 5100 han'J 

- 
ppaentI 

composite facilities ea,ures aro ,,.u' a01 d'i pe rra', dis0m, ,r. -0urrr, t of (1ó0d .y arid automatic bow -Ire or 
"shark fin displays for timing checks Menu-driven options select format (525/60 625 50 and 1125 60 HDTV). lull line- select. 
vector calibration preset " ̂ n 00.1 2.in. c ° i t - ^ ' . " .r 1.0. 'n -'t o resel numbers, trigger 
source cursor time and 

5100D Digital Waveform/Vectorscope 
The 5100D can work m , no It provides compre- 
hensive waveform. veer,' ' . . ' ' extend familiar waveform 
observations mid highly spe.iu J 1 a i. Jr..; c a m rmi I 10 a blank SAO /EAV signals in 

both the waveform and picture. the ability lo monitor digital signals in GBH or YCbCr lam, line select With an adjustable win- 
dow). memory storage of test setups with the ability to provide on- sceen'abets flexible curse measurements. automatic 
525/60 and 625ß0 operation and much much more 

5870 Wavefonn/Vectorscope w /SCH and Line Select 
A two-channel WaveformNector monitor, the microprocessor-run Sa IS peuunt me- raid e.au lOrni and vector displays. 
as well as overlaid A and B inputs for precision amplitude and timing /phase matching. Use of decoded R -Y allows rela- 
tively high- resolution DG and DP measurements The 5870 adds a precision SCH measurement with on- screen numerical 
readout of error with an analog display of SCH error over held and line times. Full- raster line select is also featured with 
on- screen readout of selected lines. a strobe on the PI% MON output signal to highlight the selected line, and presets for 
up to nine lines for routine checks 

5872A Combination Waveform/Vectorscope 
All the operating advantages of Me 5870. except SCH is deleted lime select retained), making it ideal for satellite work 

5864A Waveform Monitor 
.input waveform monitor that offers full monitoring 

' 

, -s for cameras. VCRs and video transmission links The 
Jlers front panel selection of A or B inputs the choice 

,t 2V display with sweep magnification and flat Ire- 
. response or the insertion of an IRE filter. In addition. 
liable gain boost al %4 magnifies setup lo 30 IRE 
.,rid a dashed graticule line at 30 units on screen tattle 

aisy setting of master pedestal. Intensity and focus are 
rid automatic Tor optimum display Supplied with an 

. bon manual and DC pourer cable 

5854 Vectorscope 
A dual channel compact vectorscope. the 5854 provides pre- 
cision checkout Of camera encoders and camera balance. as 

well as the means for precise genlock adjustments for two or 
more video sources. Front panel controls choose between A 

and B inputs for display and between A and B for decoder ref- 

erence. Gain is fixed or variable. NO front panel controls for 
gain and phase adjustments A gain boost of 5% facilitates 
precise camera balance adlustments in the field. Supplied 
with a DC power cable 

. d for EFP and ENG (electronic field production and electronic news gathering) operations. -hey feature compact size. 
..-r ght and 12 V DC power operation Thus lull monitoring admires can be carried into the field and powered from NP-1 

s. battery belts and vehicle power Careful thought has been given to the reduction of operalmg controls to facilitate the 
,m in mongering notions with the operating simplicity demanded in held work. 

CONNATE ACCOUNTS rflOOIE 

ky, 
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Business Wire 

Business highlights from broadcast and production 
BY SANDRA FERGUSON. EDITORIAL ASSISTANT 

Panasonic announced the following: 
The company recently delivered its one - 
unit DVD Authoring System, which 
runs Windows NT. Two 1080i HD 
cameras, the AK -HC880 full -size stu- 
dio camera and its portable compan- 
ion, the AK- HC830, are now available 
for delivery. Panasonic also announced 
the availability of the AJ- UFC1800 
universal video format converter. 

Pluto began shipping SPACEShift HD, 
its high- definition digital time delay 
system. Also, AirSPACE HD, its HD 
version of AirSPACE play -to -air server, 
is now available. 

Avid is now shipping version 5.1 of 
Avid Media Illusion software, a digital 
effects and compositing system for film 
and television. 

Discreet is now shipping flint* version 
6.0, its visual effects and broadcast 
graphics system. 

Chyron recently made the following 
announcements: The company sold 
five Pro -Bel automation/media manage- 
ment packages and a master control 
system to Turner Entertainment Net- 
works. Chyron now has a joint market- 
ing agreement with Peak Systems Inc. 
Peak is Chyron's first partner developer 
to create 3D graphics software for its 
DUET open video platform. Business 
Technology Inc. announced that it is 

developing a transmission interface be- 
tween its multi -application Attendant 
Solutions platform and Chyron's DUET 
real -time video platform with the CAL 
API. Chyron also announced a joint 
marketing relationship with the Nexus 
ASA Group and its subsidiaries, Nexus - 
Informatics GmbH and NewsMaker 
Systems Inc. Under the agreement, 
both companies will market the inte- 
grated Nexus OpenMedia /StarDrive 
and Chyron DUET solution. 

Canon's full line of HDTV Prime lens- 

es ranges from 6mm to 35mm and 
features an iris T stop, gear rings for 
film -style accessories and focus scale 
calibrated so that it is measured 48mm 
to the rear of the lens/camera interface. 

Gerling made the following announce- 
ments: Southwest Television (SWTV) 
of Phoenix gave the go -ahead for Ger- 
ling to construct SWTV's newest 53- 
foot Expandable Production Trailer. 
The Canadian Broadcasting Corpora- 
tion awarded the first of a multi -SNG 
contract to Gerling. The first two SNGs 
will be delivered to the Canadian net- 
work this spring. 

lnterra's MProbe family of MPEG bit - 
stream analysis software, a set of test, 
measurement and quality analysis tools 
for digital television and other MPEG 
applications, received official certifica- 
tion by Dolby Laboratories. The Dolby 
certification applies to Dolby Digital 
audio format support in the newly re- 
leased version 3.2 of the MProbe 200 
and the MProbe 110. 

Broadcast Video Inc. recently pur- 
chased Abekas 8150 Digital Switchers 
for the company's film -to -tape transfer 
suites in Miami Beach, North Miami 
and Coconut Grove, FL. 

Avica announced the sale of 10 Vecta 
DTV still stores to post production 
facility FotoKem, located in Burbank, 
CA. 

WB affiliate KKYK -TV of Little Rock, 
AR, will use Orad's CyberSet O virtual 
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set system for its live newscasts. KKYK 
will be one of the first local stations in 
the U.S. to put a virtual set into daily 
operation for a live newscast. 

People 

CEI, a broadcast engineering firm, 
recently announced the addition of four 
engineers to its staff. They include: 
Lachlan Murdoch MacNeil, senior de- 
sign engineer; Bob Bieberdorf, senior 
design engineer; Jefferey Steele, senior 
design engineer; and Phillip Reiners, 
assistant design engineer. 

Bob Metzler, chairman of Audio Pre- 
cision Inc., received the 1999 John Fluke 
Sr. Memorial Award for Management 
Excellence and Leadership at the recent 
NEPCON convention. 

Telex/EVI Audio announced the ap- 
pointment of Alan B. Shirley as vice 
president of marketing for its Speakers 
and Microphone Group. 

Telex appointed Lisa Hankins as sales 
administration manager. 

Vibrint Technologies recently hired 
two new regional sales managers. They 
are Ken Sargent, who will manage cen- 
tral U.S. sales activities and Tom Cra- 
gin, who will manage the company's 
East Coast sales. 

Radamec named Bret Lukezic as gen- 
eral manager, effective April 1. 
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SPLIT 
IT!! 

HENRY ENGINEERING 
S03 Key Vista Drive 
Sierra Madre, CA 91024 USA 
-EL (626) 355 -3656 FAX (626) 355 -0077 
FAX -on- Demand Doc M103 (626) 355-4210 

httm/NAvw.henryeng.com 

C.; 

ur4JrY sIrMEINn a OISrRIBUMw AMPIJrIeR 

r-Nnr.S1--, 

HENRY ENOYEEPM. 

USDA is a handy 2 -in, 4 -out 
stereo "mini-DA" that can 
combine or split audio signals 
for distribution. Mix stereo to 
mono, get both stereo and 
mono outputs from a stereo 
source. Gain trims for each 
output. Great specs with lots of 
headroom. Keep one on hand! 

I-C 
H E N R Y 
ENGINEERING 

We Build Solutions. 

Circle (71) on Free Info Card 

The Internet for Broadcasters 
This book covers the effects of the Internet on broadcasting. The content includes technology and 
management articles, case studies, and a directory of Internet resources, which lists Web sites and 
e -mail addresses for equipment suppliers, services, information sources and organizations, as 
well as newsgroups and search facilities of interest to broadcast, video, and audio professionals. 
Paperback, 92 pp. ISBN #0- 95178- 267 -3. 

eird%NEER/NG 
Call 800 -543 -7771 to order! 

www.internettelephony.com 

Order #2673 
S29.95 

[2673B 

8 -VSB MODULATOR 
For HDTV Terrestrial Broadcast System 
Conforms to ATSC Specs 
All Solid State Construction for High 
Reliability 
Digital Implementation for High Perfor- 
mance 
Indications for Lock and Error Conditions 
Options for 

- Non -Linear & Linear Pre -correction 
- External % Internal IOMHZ Reference 
- SMPTE -310M Input 
- Remote Control 
- SNR Quality Indicator 
- Demod / Remod 

KTECh Telecommunications, Inc. 

1 5501 San Fernando Mission Blvd. 

Suite 100 
Mission Hills CA 91 345 

PH (8 1 8) 36 1 -2248 FAX (8 18) 270-2010 
INTERNET: www.ktechtelecom.com 

Email: skuh @ktechtelecom.com 

Circle (72) on Free Info Card 
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ii Jryrial ud ó lkasferprece 

The ADA2008 

ti'r, -1 

The Perfect Digital Audio Interface 
Interfacing an analog VTR to a digital plant or 

a new digital recorder to an analog plant? The 
low cost ADA2(X)8 is the perfect choice! 

It features the award winning AD2004 
A -to -D converter and the 20 -hit brother, the 

DAC2004. Performance is uncompromising with 
THD +N of -107 dB. Power the system front the 

internal international supply or power up to 9 of 
the ADA21X18s front the cost effective PS -202D 
external redundant supply. Call Rory Rall today. 

. ijjordable - No Compromise Performance 

20 -bit, 4-channel A-to-D, 4- channel l) -to -A 

Ideal for digital consoles and routers 

111D +N: -107 dB (0.000.15 °í l 2011: - 20 All: 
9 pSec intrinsic jitter 
AES lock with >50 dB jitter reduction 

9 segment true digital level meters 

BNC /XLR Digital, XL!? Analog connect 

External redundant power is available 

www.benchmarkmedra.corn BENCHMARK MEDIA SYSTEMS, INC. 
sales@benchmarkmedia.com Phone 800- 262 -4675, FAX 315- 437 -8119 

Circle (73) on Free Info Card 
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rn 
31,1 

MightyCoder d/e 
Digital to Analog 

Portable Converter 

enN 
PAL or NTSC 

4.5 "x3 "x1.2" $ 595.00 

Serial 601 Input with 2 Reclocked 601 Outputs 

3 Selectable Output Formats 
Composite plus YUV Composite plus RGB 

Two Composite plus YC Color Bar Generator 
6 Watt / 6VDC Plug in power supply 

FORA Corporation of America 
Phone (352)371 -1505 Fax (352)378 -5320 

Gaines Ville 
pima 

Manufactured in the United States of America 

Circle (74) on Free Info Card 

Video2Net, Inc. 
Streaming Video Solutions for Broadcasters 

Robert J. Gordon 
President 
bgordon@video2net.com 

www.video2net.com 

624 W. Main St. 
Louisville, KY 40202 
502 -584 -4100 
502- 568 -2501 fax 

D.L. MARKLEY 
8 Associates, Inc. 

CONSULTING ENGINEERS 
2104 West Moss Ave. 
Peona, Illinois 61604 

Phone (309) 673 -7511 FAX (309) 673 -8128 
www.dlmarkley.com 

Member AFCCE 

Your Best Source for 
FCC Rules! 

Rules 
covered: 

1, 11, 
Pike & Fischer, Inc. 17, 25, 
Available in loose -leaf print, 
disk. and CD-ROM. 

26, 
73, 

27, 
74, 

Call 800- 255 -8131. 79, 101 

ENG TRON-Tek 

Microwave 

Video Equipment 

2.0 & 2.5 GHz Bands 

FCC Type Accepted 

Fixed Frequency 
Tunable 
Remotely Tunable 
Tower Cams 
Repeaters 

Sel Output Pwr 
I MHz Steps 
Via RF or Tel 
Various Confiigs 
In -Band Avail 

Call 888- 819 -4877 for Free Catalog 

6570 -B East 51" St., Tulsa, OK 74145 
visit http: / /www.tron- tek.com or 

email at tron(a ionet.net 

Circle (75) on Free Info Card 

Want to become a more convincing 
communicator? Ask about 

Kare Anderson's fun and idea -packed 
"Say It Better Bootcamps" 

(and tapes) for the Technologically 
Savvy? at kareand @aol.com. 

JOHN H. BATI1SON P.E. 
CONSULTING BROADCAST ENGINEER, 
FCC APPLICATIONS AM, FM, TV, LPTV 

Antenna Design, Proofs, Fieldwork 
2684 State Route 60 RD '1 

Loudonville, OH 44842 
419 -994 -3849 FAX 419 -994 -5419 

GILMER & ASSOCIATES, INC. 

TECHNOLOGY I MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS 

BRAD GILMER 
PRESIDENT 

2207 R,NGSMITN DR 
ATLANTA GA 3035 
TEL 17701414.9952 
FAX 1770. 493 7421 
EMAIL IeSwIM mn 
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* Featuring... * 
VIDEO 

COMPRESSION 

a. 
Video 

ConwiesAll 
Order 

#3444, 

$55 

Call 800-543-7771 

y, to order! 

eml/RE, 3444e OM/MM. 

e/NTERTEC PUBLISHING 

http://www.lntertec.com 
9800 Metcalf Avenue 

Overland Park, KS 66212 

Ph: (913) 341 -1300 
Fax (913) 967 -1898 

Turnkey Tower 
Specialists 

:. SWAGER 
Communicatio, Inc. -- Call 1- 800 - 968 -5ns601 or 
Fax 1- 800 -882 -3414 for demds 

NETCOM 
STATE OF THE ART ENGINEERING 

FOR AUDIO AND VIDEO 
ENGINEERING DESIGN CAD DRAFTING SERVICES 

LE FABRICATION PRE -WIRED PATCH PANEL RA 
SYSTEM INSTALLATIONS EQUIPMENT SALES 

(201)837 -8424 
FAX I -'lull HII.1.164 

Professional Patching Systems 
Audio / Video/ Data Patchbays/ Patch Cords 
Harnesses/ Panels/ Cable Asemblies & Accessories 

Leading manufacturer.. Finest Qualify.. Superior Service. 

Toll Free: (877) 500 -8142 
Fax: (818) 500 -7062 

Web nllywww Gnree oom Bittfee PO Boa 3764 GMnGAN. CA 91221-0764 
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Stretch your 
Advertising Dollars! 

Contact: Brian Huber at 
800 -896 -9939 Today! 

Bill Ferster's NewsWire 
Summarizes the important news events in the worlds 
of multimedia, video, animation, chips, mass storage 
and computers. The NewsWire is sent via email 
weekly for $49 per quarter. Please check out the 
web site for sample issues. www.staaetools.com/ 
bill 

Services 

WE'VE GOT SERVICE 
DOWN TO A SCIENCE. 

Technical Operations will keep you in- production and on -air with 
comprehensive equipment service capabilities that are fast, reliable 
and economical. We provide the service that you need - the way you 
want it: Off -site at one of our professionally staffed service centers, or 
at a dedicated service shop set -up at your facility. We are the reason 
the nation's leading broadcast and cable networks, Independent TV 
stations and production facilities depend on us everyday. Get your 
service down to a science with Technical Operations. For more 
information call 212 -465 -1318, outside of NY or NJ call toll free 1 -877- 
420 -1600. 

TECHNICAL OPERATIONS, INC. 

Circle (150) on Free Into Card 

Are You Exposed? 
Premium Cable Satellite Space 

Fully Protected 

GE SATCOM 63 Full time DigiCipber -Il digital channels 

Fully protected & non-preemptable 

Located at 131 l!. 
E.01.2004 

Uplñking, playback, editing, and duplication servkes available 

Call Doug Greene at 303- 784 -8809 
or E -Mail at dgreene @jic.com 

JONES 

Circle (151) on Free Info Card 

Broadcast 
ENGINEERING 

reaches 33,013 qualified industry professionals 

with your classified advertising message every month! 
Call Brian Huber at 800 -896 -9939 

to place your ad today! 

1 

J 

"NAME YOUR OWN PRICE 
ON DUPLICATIONS" 

ADPIO VIDEO CI7 -ROM DVD DISK 

WWW.QUOTEIT.COM 
"The First On -Line 

Name Your Own Price Web Site" 
A ...on of Owl., Inter coop pm . r traded CD.w r 

PTL TEST 
EQUIPMENT, INC. 

Save 30% - 70% on quality 
reconditioned test equipment. 

Tektronix - Hewlett Packard - 

MSI - Videotek, etc. 

Video - RF - Microwave - Fibero tics 

Phone (561) 747 -3647 
Fax 561 575 -4635 

BUY- SELL - LEASE - TRADE 

Unlock the secret 
to successful 
advertising 

continuity is the 
key. Inquire today 
about frequency 

discounts. 

Station 
for Sale 

Miami TV Station - For Sale 

Channel 21 LPI'\' Licensed tu 
City of Miami. 3rd Largest His- 
panic Market. Excellent Oppor- 
tunity 52.750.000 Serious in- 
quires only. Contact: Eddie 
Sixte 305 -261 -0212 or email 
edsixto('yahoo.com 
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For Sale 
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PRODUCTS 
11 .1. 

BECK 

16024 Central Commerce Dr., 
Austin, TX 78660 

1-888-422-8600 
FAX: (S 12) 670 -4390 

AESIO Digital /Audio Converter Panel 

Provides simple conversion between 110 ohm and 

15 ohm audio signals transformer coupled. INC 

connectors for 75 ohm (oax(onnedions. Removeable 

terminal block connectors for 110 ohm paired audio 

cable 32 positions. Two rackunits 13 5 ") $ 1,245 

ftiptop !!!r .. !!!! 
TBC -RMT - TBC Remote Control Unit 

Remote control of up to 3 TBC's. For use with JVC, 

Panasonic and Sony. Purchased with 12. or 3 

nodules With 3 modules.... $960 
[ .. COX CE:CCJ:110 

SCR -4X8- Serial Machine Control Router - 

Inpul/Outpul Twelve rear mounted DB9 F connec- 

tors (lour (entailers, eight devices) OA RS 422 send 

and receive Controls: Twelve lighted pushbuttons 

for channel assignment $1,080 

TTT rTT 17 886_i III 8.8- 

SCP -10- Serial 422 Patch Panel 10 x 10 

passive nonnormalling serial dato patch panel. 

Two rack units high. Legend strips and I O patch 

cords included $400 

Circle (152) on Free Info Card 

SMART TAPES. 
For video duplication, demos, audition reels, 
work tapes, our recycled tapes are technically 
up to any task and downright bargains. All formats, 
fully guaranteed. To order call: 

(800)238 -4300 CAßPEI 

AcousticsFirst 
Toil .Fwe 888 -765 -2900 Number 

Full product line for sound control 
and noise elimination. 
Web: http: / /www.acousticsfirst.com 

WE SELL 
Up to 90 Day Warranty Labor. One year on Parts 

NEW & USED 
All Major Brands, 
Featuring: 
Sony 

Pinnacle 

Panasonic 

Leitch 

JVC 

FAST 

Avid 

Over 

$10 
million of 

merchandise 
in stock- 1000's 

of items 

Systems 
Equipment 
Businesses 

BROADCAST 
STORE 

LA 818.551 -5858 /Ny 212.268 -8800 
Fax 818.551-0686 Fax 212.268-1858 

w ww. b roadc aststo re.c om 

Circle (153) on Free Into Card 

N.H. Primary 
Studio facility 

for Rent 

Call: 603- 622 -6604 
Write: Molloy Sound & Video 

155 Front St. 
Manchester, N.H. 03102 

L'nique Nays To Interface Audio 
GMZ Electronics 

PC Boards For Modifications 6 Stand Alane )look (p. 
Your Idea's work Better Was GML.'! 

leak B.ek-31KANN 
Semi-Pro in Pro Hoffer 

ItBl.tercome,a4 
A.VIC Pk..tom Supply 

.r r, a.. 
ïE ' -` . 

uN-sa6Rer1.-I.r, 
j ,. I [1I Mtaer I.mn-red Unr 

It-A I b 61/0 or , a.n.. 
Adoptive C.61e EQ.,wnuoo ° ÿ 861L1fY 

IhPh,doweh Sae ... ,,.i..n,00...niil 

http ://www.broadcastexchange.com 

The new way to hay and sell Dreowned Ilre' 'st video gar. Free lisdogs 011lae datiese. 

1-888-FAX-GEAR Fax on 
24 heir 3 = Broadcast 

Fax -on- Demand - _ Exchange. Inc. 

ittirte ial +1.111.442.1411IIfYgrllYIWWhiMitl wind L.Nd(:öroa*s¢acctn inm1á:444288490 

Want more information 
on advertised products? 

Use the reader Service Card. 

Irlc PH: 423- 585 -5827 
2 m FAX: 423 -585 -5831 

SOUND ISOLATION ENCLOSURES 
E -MAIL: whisperalCS.com 

WEB SITE: 
www.whisperroom.com 

116 S. Sugar Hollow Road 
Morristown. Tennessee 37813 

Vocal Booths 
Broadcast Booths 

etc..- 

i sed E. ui e meni 
AVID MC OFFLINE PCI (2) 21 MON. 9500 192 /2G /[0.....52560[ 
AVID 1000 213/36G PCI (2) 21 MON. 9500 192 /2G /C1)... 859600 

AVID 9000 (2) 2r MON. 9500 192/4G/CD MAIL 
AVID %PRESS DELUXE 51600 060 
ACCOM 5TRATOSPHERE /MIC ERE..., ....... -IcAU 

AVID DS TURNKEY $128,000 949- 574 -3939 
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FREE 44p9 Catalog 8 80 Audio Video Applic. 

Z. 

eOPAMPTLABS INC (323) 9343566 
1033 N Sycamore Av LOS ANGELES CA. 90038 

www.opamplabs.com 

WHOLESALE PRICES ON NEW EQUIPMENT! 
Prices on our web site at: http: // 
www.advancedvideosystems.com Factory 
Authorized for 60 Makes! Advanced Video 
Systems (800) 233-2430. 
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Help Wanted 

WETA, 
GO DIGITAI. 

Come to WETA in Arlington. VA... here's why: 
We are leading the way into the digital broad- 
casting future, already operating a full power digi- 
tal transmitter and constructing a state of the art 
multi- channel all- digital master control facility. 
WETA is recruiting for a Maintenance Techni- 
cian who has vision, a passion for new technol- 
ogy. and the skills to work in a highly intensive 
production operation with people who have fun 
working on incredibly challenging assignments. 
Send cover letter, resume, and salary requirements 
to WETA. 2775 S. Quincy St.. Arlington VA 
22206. or fax to 703/998- 2034. EOE/D /M /F /V. 
Visit our website: http: / /www.weta.org. for more 
information. 

MAINTENANCE /REMOTE ENGINEER: 
Live and work in a wonderful climate with 
entertainment, sports, and cultural activi- 
ties for all ages. Repair and adjust TV/ 
Radio equipment in a leading Florida joint 
community station. Assist in construction 
of new equipment or modification of ex- 
isting facilities. Assist remote production 
team. FCC general radiotelephone opera- 
tor license, background in analog and digi- 
tal troubleshooting required. Resume to: 
Human Resources, WMFE, 11510 East Co- 
lonial Drive, Orlando, FL 32817. Don't miss 
this great opportunity! 

ASSISTANT CHIEF ENGINEER: WFFT FOX 
fort Wayne, a Quorum Broadcasting Co. 
station, is seeking a hands on assistant 
chief engineer. 5 years experience in re- 
pair and maintenance of broadcast equip- 
ment. Computer skills a plus. FCC or SBA 
certification desired. Send resume and sal- 
ary requirements to Personnel Dept., 
WFFT TV, PO Box 8656, Fort Wayne, IN 
468998 -8655. EOE. 

MASTER CONTROL OPERATORS 
Needed for 7 X 24 international news/ 
broadcast company in Washington, DC. 
Three plus years Master Control expe- 
rience required. Must be dependable, 
responsible, and available for any shift. 
Position responsibilities include: qual- 
ity control for domestic /international 
signals via satellite and fiber plus lim- 
ited studio production and editing. 
Competitive salary and benefits. Please 
indicate position applied for and sub- 
mit resume to Director of Master Con- 
trol, PVS /Speer International, 2030 M. 
Street N.W. Suite 400, Washington, DC 
20036. EOE FAX: 202 -775 -1288. 

Target your marketing. Aim your 
advertising at the right audience! 

CHIEF ENGINEER: 3 -5 years television 
experience. Computer skills /knowledge. 
Familiar with RF signal /Digital 
technology. Broadcast transmitters - 
Harris- Non -Smoker salary openS. Fees 
paid. Excellent benefits!! Growth. G. 

Boren Services, Inc. 6413- University 
Avenue. 806.797.4161 -Office /806.797.2620 - 

Fax. www.goboren.com 

TV MAINTENANCE ENGINEER - You can 
live in one of the most beautiful 
oceanfront cities, work for the dominate 
number one station and be a part of one 
of the largest broadcast groups in the 
nation. WTOC -TV, a Raycom Media 
station, is seeking a hands -on engineer 
with a significant transmitter, ENG and 
master control background. Five years 
of broadcast TV maintenance, including 
transmitters, and IS experience is 
preferred. There will be work on some 
nights and weekends, but the days in 
Savannah are worth it! Qualified 
applicants are encouraged to send cover 
letter and resume to: Ms. Stacey 
DeLoach, Business MANAGER, WTOC -TV, 
P.O. Box 8086, Savannah, GA 31412. 
Raycom Media is an equal opportunity 
employer. Women and minorities are 
encouraged to apply. No phone calls, 
please. 

BROADCAST MAINTENANCE SUPERVISOR 
KBWB -TV, the San Francisco W3 affiliate is 
seeking a hands-on maintenance 
supervisor. You would be responsible for 
supervising the maintenance of studio and 
transmitter equipment, and our 
maintenance staff. WB-20 is in the early 
stages of transforming to digital 
broadcasting and you will be an integral 
part of this change. Experience working 
with Digital Beta, Beta -SX, 1 ", SNG and 
TVRO satellite systems, Townsend MSDC 
UHF transmitters, and microwave systems 
is desired. The ideal candidate will have 5 

or more years analog and digital television 
broadcast maintenance experience, SBE. 

certification is a plus and FCC license is 
required. WB-20 is a division of Granite 
Broadcasting Corporation . We are offering 
an excellent benefit package and 
competitive salary. Please submit your 
resume to us by mail: Director of 
Engineering, KBWB -TV, 2500 Marin Street, 
San Francisco, Ca. 94124 or by FAX to: 415- 
642 -0571. KBWB -TV is an Equal opportunity 
employer. 

Call Brian at 800 -896 -9939 
for more information. 

EXPERIENCED 
OPERATOR: 2 years broadcast 
experience, satellite uplink and 
microwave operations. Lots of travel 
for aggressive news dept. Send 
resume to: Sam Tikkanen, K013-TV, 
Job #15 -99, 4 Broadcast Plaza, SW, 

Albuquerque, NM 87104. EOE /M -F. 

SNG TRUCK 

CHIEF ENGINEER: Trinity Broadcasting 
station -Upstate New York. Experienced in 
maintenance of UHF transmitter, studio 
systems as well as personnel supervision 
and training. SBE certification a plus. 
Send resumes to Ben Miller, Mail: P.O. 

Box C- 11949, Santa Ana, CA 92711; E -mail: 
Bmiller@TBN.ORG- Fax: 714/665 -2101. M/F 
EOE. 

Check out the Broadcast 
Engineering web site for 

career opportunities! 
www.broadcastengineering.comn 

WE PLACE ENGINEERS 
& Mfg. Sales /Marketing 

Employer Paid Fees 
20 Years personalized 
6 confidential service. 
All locations nationwide. 

ILO 
MAIL 6 FAX: 

KEYSTONE INrI., INC. 
Dime Bank Bldg., 49 S. Main St., Pittston, PA 18640 

Phone (570) 655 -7143 Fax (570) 654-5765 
websidt: keystoneint.com 

We respond to all Employee i Employer Inquiries 

Alan Cornish I Mark Kelly 
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Help Wanted 

TU2r152 STUDIOS 
ENGINEERING /MAINTENANCE 

Turner Studios is building a 

world -class digital post /production 
facility and has the following 

positions available: 

MANAGER OF STUDIO ENGINEERING 
Min. 5 years exp. in managing 

live television production events. 

MAINTENANCE ENGINEER - EDITORIAL 
Maintenance in an edit -support role. 

Tape maintenance exp. desired. 
Troubleshooting to component level. 

Min. 5 years exp. 

MAINTENANCE ENGINEER - 
GRAPHICS /EFFECTS 

Maintenance exp. in graphics - 
related television environments. 

Computer networking exp. a plus. 
Troubleshooting to component level. 

Min. 5 years exp. 

Come be a part of our team! 
Kevin B. Shorter 

Vice President of Engineering 
Turner Studios 

1050 TechWood Drive NW 
Atlanta, GA 30318 

We can create a 
custom reprint for any 

marketing effort without 
breaking your budget. 

For a quote call: 
Jenny Eisele 

INTERTEC Publishing 
Phone: (913) 967 -1966 

Fax: (913) 967 -1 898 

Invest Your 
Advertising Dollars 

Where Your Prospects 
Invest Their Time 

148 

SONY 
Contract /Consultant Opportunities 

Always wonted to work with on undisputed World Leader? Heres o chance to work 

with the best in the business. Opportunities available immediately for stote- of -the- 
ort turnkey broodcost production and ploy -out projects. Requires full time presence 
of Sony's facilities in Son Jose. CA. to start. Trove! to job site will be required, espe- 
cially during the installation and testing stages of the project. 

Sr. Level Video Systems Design Engineer 
lob Cod.: BEM -LM- 7709233 

Job requires 5+ years professional exp in the design. operation, testing and 
maintenance of large scale digital video and audio production and broodcost 
facilities. Job duties focus on the design of floor plans, equipment rock and patch 
boy elevations: and signal flow diagrams. Must be computer savvy, hove in -depth 
knowledge of MS Windows and Excel. and hove o strong electronics background. 
AutoCAD. LAN /WAN. ATSC. MPEG-2. AC -3 and video server experience o plus. 

Project Managers 
Job Cod.: BEM -DO- 7709233 

Job duties focus on the monogement of resources to execute fully-integrated 
broadcast systems. Must complete projects on time and within budget using 
your 5+ years' exp in project management in broodcost /production systems. 

Pl.ose forward your return., Indicating job cod., to: Sony El.ctronics Inc., 
3300 Zonk.r Rood, MD #512C2, Son Jos., CA 95139 -1901. Fax 908/955 -5166 
or . -moil sj,jobs ©mail.s.l.sony.com. EOE /M /F /0 /V 

www.sony.com/jobs 

cNI 
THE WORLD'S NEWS LEADER 

ENGINEERS 
Turner Broadcasting System has career opportunities for ex- 
perienced television engineers. These career positions de- 
mand an extensive background in equipment maintenance, 
digital video and audio, and knowledge of computer systems 
and networks. Please mail or fax your resume and cover 
letter to: 

Jim Brown, Assistant Vice President of Engineering Services 
Turner Broadcasting System, Inc. 

One CNN Center P.O. Box 105366 
Atlanta, GA 30348 -5366 

Fax: 404- 827 -1835 Phone: 404 -827 -1638 
TBS is an equal opportunity employer 

MAINTENANCE ENGINEER: Multi -channel 
broadcast operation seeks qualified techni- 
cian with Assiciates Degree and three to five 
years experience repairing and installing 
broadcast equipment. Candidate must have a 
solid electronics background with component 
level repair skills, including analog and digital 
equipment and all aspects of ENG maintenance. 
Candidate must also be skilled in computer 
systems and networks. Panasonic DVCAM ex- 
perience a plus. KXAN -TV / LIN Television is an 
Equal Opportunity Employer. Send resume to: 
Engineering Supervisor KXAN -TV PO box 
490 Austin, TX 78767 Fax (512) 482 -0330. 
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TELEVISION ENGINEER: KLKN -TV, an ABC 
affiliate, is seeking an individual with a 

strong broadcasting background. This 
position requires complete knowledge of 
satellite systems, transmitters, computers, 
and control room and studio equipment. 
Excellent salary with benefits including 
insurance and 401(k). Please send resume to 
KLKN -TV, Attn.: PBM, 3240 So. 10th St., 
Lincoln, NE 68502. EOE. 
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Good maintenance is not an accident 
BY PAUL MCGOLDRICK 

When I was a lot younger I wrote 
a monthly column answering pleas 

for help about TV receiver repair. Be- 

cause of this, I knew the ins and outs of 
just about every TV chassis made. The 
same faults were recorded in letters again 
and again. About 90 percent of the prob- 
lems could be diagnosed without even 

pulling out the circuit diagram. Because 

I got paid for every letter answered, 
including the more interesting ones that 
were published, the more the merrier. 
When a really unusual fault symptom 
was offered, most turned out to be situ- 
ations where the reader had done things 
wrong or overlooked something more 
obvious. You could nearly always pin- 
point the problem to within a couple of 
possible parts - which just added more 
to my own information database. 
It was completely different working 

with broadcast transmitters: AM, HF, 
FM, as well as television transmitters 
across the spectrum. An efficiency ex- 
pert visited a transmitter station where 
I worked, complete with his stopwatch, 
clipboard and pencil. He was horrified 
that when a transmitter went down we 
read meters, observed status monitors 
and then pulled out plywood- mounted 
circuit diagrams to start isolating the 
fault. He completely failed to under- 
stand that we were not smart (or psy- 
chic?) enough to walk directly to the 
faulty part, yank it, replace it and get 
the thing back on the air. 

Around the same time I remember a 

supervisor deciding that a telecine chan- 
nel was producing too much noise, and 
he concluded that it needed to be com- 
pletely retubed. This innocent (or luna- 
tic, I've never been too sure) was kind 
enough to do the hard work of pulling 
every tube out of this Cintel channel 
and tossing all of them. I was left with 
the job of retubing the whole thing. It 
did not, of course, turn out the way that 
my supervisor expected. It took nearly 

a week to get the channel operational 
and up to spec. 

Times have changed 
Today, maintenance is even more dif- 

ficult, especially if performed down to 
the component level. Indeed, in a lot of 
equipment, manufacturers do not real- 
ly expect that level of expertise. With 
the interaction of the various modules 
of just about any camera, VTR or trans- 
mitter, there is still a lot of pulling and 
replacing of modules and feeling around 
before many maintenance efforts are 

successful. It is interesting that when 
you compare electronic servicing and 
the servicing of automobiles, they seem 

to be astonishingly alike. Then you 
realize that the complications in auto 
repair are mostly due to the electronic 
content. I have known a number of 
extremely well -paid auto technicians 
who admit that repairing vehicles is no 
longer the fun it used to be. 

Fault diagnosis using the data made 
available by testers can also be confus- 
ing. Fault codes are often caused by a 

fault in another location, a cascade 

effect that confuses and delays repairs. 
Simply replacing pieces until something 
relative to the problem changes is an 

expensive, and unfortunate, fact of life. 
For us in the electronics world, this 

situation should be different. Unlike 
most auto technicians, we are supposed 
to understand the nuts and bolts of the 
operation of the products; we should be 

able to identify the faulty module the 
first time and then replace it. But, of 
course, that is not life as we know it. 
The module we believe we need is the 
only one we don't have a replacement 
for or it's well outside the time that the 
manufacturer has its help line open. If 
it's not, "We've never seen that problem 
before," it's "Are you sure you've 
checked the XX ?" 

When I worked for a company that 
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provided emergency help lines for 24 
hours -a regimen that a number of us 

cycled through - it was astonishing 
how many calls we received for prob- 
lems that had nothing to do with our 
equipment. We were a phone number 
-a hope in the middle of the night for 
the desperate. Like a good suicide hot- 
line, we always tried to help. 

Many service manuals are not the 

complete tools they once were. Often, 
they seem to have been put together at 
the lowest price possible rather than 
with the customer's maintenance needs 

in mind. Products are getting to the 
market much quicker than ever before, 
leaving less time for service material to 
be produced. There really is no substi- 
tute for attending a manufacturer's train- 
ing course for the essential pieces of 
equipment in your operation. If such a 

course is not offered, maybe you should 
think twice about whether you want to 
buy that particular piece of equipment. 
If management doesn't want to cover 
the costs of getting you to a training 
course, then maybe you need to think 
again about accepting responsibility for 
the equipment. Besides, training costs 

are usually negotiable with the vendor. 
An understanding of maintenance 

doesn't come automatically; it requires 
training and reinforcement in every sit- 
uation. With the incredibly tight con- 
nections between microprocessor and 
signal circuitry in modern equipment it 
is almost impossible to understand how 
a complex piece operates without a 

detailed, hand -held explanation. Un- 
fortunately, in many situations today, 
getting that explanation seems harder 
than ever. 

Paul McGoldrick is an industry consultant 
based on the West Coast. 

Send questions and comments to: 

paul_mcgoldrick@intertec.com 
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DM-200 

With Videotek's High Performance Demodulator. 
The DM -200 is the industry leader for high- performance 

agile demodulators. With a signal -to -noise ratio better than 
60dB and differential gain and phase less than 1% and 1 °, 

the DM -200 is a unique engineering feat packaged in a half - 
rack one RU size. Nearly 25 year4of agile demodulator 
experience has enabled Videotek design the demod you 
have been asking for -a replacement for the long 
discontinued TEK 1450. The challenge has been met and. in 
the process, features such as BTSC stereo, SAP, and total 
computer control were engineered in to meet today's 
requirements -at about one fourth the price. 

Only Videotek offers all the performance. all the features, 
and all the controls in a single, compact, affordable package. 
Stay tuned with the new bene DM-200. 

For more information and (or) free 30 -day trial, see our 
web site at www.videotek.com or call and talk with one of our 
expert sales engineers at 1- 800 -800 -5719. 

Premium Quality, Intelligent Design, 
Smart Price...That's Videotek. 

= VIDEOTEKTM 

Five Year Warranty 

A Zero Defects Company ISO -9001 Certified 

243 Shoemaker Road, Pottstown, PA 19464 Toll Free: (800) 800 -5719 (610) 327 -2292 Fax: (610) 327 -9295 
Visit us on the Worldwide Web: www.videotek.com 
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Experience Juno's 
Picture Perfect Upconversion 

The Art of Upconversion 
If upconversion is an art form, Leitch's 
Juno" is a masterpiece. We've spent 
nearly three decades refining 
techniques that, combined with 
technology's latest advances, have 
produced one of our industry's finest 
works of art. 

Leitch's Juno upconverter uses award - 
winning, motion -adaptive interpolation 
to convert your standard -definition 
digital signals to high -definition, wide - 
screen format -with virtually no artifacts. 
Just as great paintings are crafted with 
many brushes, masterful upconversion 
requires various processing filters. Juno 
analyzes your signal pixel -by -pixel and, 
for every image, dynamically selects the 
filter that will maximize detail to 
enhance the beauty of your high - 
definition output. 

For even greater aesthetic quality, 
Juno takes advantage of matching 
input fields by auto -detecting 3:2 film 
sequences in the input signal and 
adjusting the processing aperture 
accordingly. 

With powerful built -in noise reduction, 
audio delay, and both SDI and analog 
I/Os, Juno requires no external frames, 
so it consumes just 2 RU of your 
precious space. Its colorimetry acéurate- 
ly converts SD color space to HD color 
space, and sophisticated processing 
gives you dynamic and variable aspect 
ratio conversion. 

Commission the fine upconversion 
artists at Leitch. Entrust 
your high- definition 
canvas to Juno. 

www.leitchcorn 
fir) 

Call 1-800.231-9673 for 
more information. 
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